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'PREFACE .

This:4o1ime contaii)s the/proceedings of a national workshop-.
conference .held at the TWA Breech Training Academy in July 975: The
conference was 5ponsored bY tlie Human Resources Research Program, Depart-
Merit of IconoMics, University of Missouri-Columbfc $uch sponsorship was
made possible, in part, through the auspices of a Part C grant from the

_Division_of_Research.and_Demonstration.-Bureau-of:Occupational-and-Adult
Education-(BOAE), U.S. Office of Educatibn. The facilities and arrange-
ments were-provided-througM the cooperation of the'Employment and Train-- ,
ing Administration--Region,VTI U.S. Department'of Labor; and the Bureau
of "Occupational and dult Eaucation, U.S. Office of Education, U.S.
.Departmeqt of Health, Education and Welfare--Region VII.

, -1 woyld like to thank Jack:Wilson of'the BOAE national office,
Thaine McCofmick of the BOAE regional office, and Chuck Mooney of the

'Employment-and Training Administration regional office, for their splen-
.did cooperation,in:facilitating the planhing of the conference agenda
and the coordination of invi4tions to attendees,

. I want to thank again the nineteenlajor speakers from eleven states
,ind Washington, D.C., who led the one-hundrecj1two participants.from
thirty-one states and tha District of Columb

The following people were also of subs value in both prior
behind-the-scenes and on-site roles: Byron. Rawls nd Les Thompson of the
Region VII BOAE office: Dave.Cleeton, Steve Jenisc , Alan Roskam, and
Joyce Shackett from The Human Resources Research Program at the UniVer-
sity of Missouri; and, B. W. Atbinson, Frank Drake, and Glenn White,from
the Missouri Department of Elementary and Secondary Education.

_ Transcription of tapes is never'an easy task. Gayla Henson and
ferry Rash-are resOnsible for the extraordinary typing which was neces-
sary to produce these proceedings.

Since this conference was held in July 1975, another national meet-
ing has occurred which again brought together many of the.same people.
The "1975 National Vocational Education Research Conferente on Management
Information Systems at the State Level" was sponsored by the Division of
Vocatibnal and Technical Education, Illinois Office of Education, and was

---,held at Des Plaines, Irlinois on-November 5-7, 1975.

During-this year of academic leave I continue to observe the incred-
ible communicatibns'gulfs between producers and consumers-of employment
projections information; and even among,producers, or among different
types of consumers. Hopefully, this volume will serve to renew readers'
-awareness that there are many other people grappling with emblems simi-
lar to thefr own, and that caution should,be exercised in plunging into
wholly new efforts to generate one's-own data base. In this regard, your
attention is called to the participant-list appended to this volu
which represents a good cross-section of expertise in the topic area.

Lexington, Mess: David W. Stevens
December 1975

i
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INTRODUCTION

t4t
IF

This volume comes closer 1 han any I have seen to date to conveying

the actual state of mihd of educational and tnpower program admini.stra-

tors-vis a vis emploYment projection activities and products. Other

efforts have presented more comprehensive surveys of the state of the

eTployment protection art at a specific time, btit none to my knowledge ,

has reflected the concomitant cautious optimism and'despair reflecte4,in

-the thoughtsexpressed by the registrants at this conference.

With a very few notable exceiotions, it is fair to say that the

leading producers and consumers c&employment projectipns were present at

this conferenCe. A,t the federal level, the Bureau bf Latror Statistics,

the Bureau of Economic Analysis, the Economic Development Administration,

the Office of Management and Budget, and the Office of Manpower-HEW, were

all represented bn the 'formal program. The Brookings Institution and The

Conference Board were also represented. State administrators of both

vocational education and manpower planning were part of the formal agen-

da. And technicians from vocational education, majapower.planning, and .-

universities also contributed. Indeed, eVeh thed!Ocal political entity

was represented from the county manpower planning council perspective.

This crosi-sectionbf agency-representation, geogrithical disper-, 41"

4 sion, and constituent mix produced highly productive dialogues which seem

to occur far foo infrequently given the substantial comonality of

interests. .

The first day began with Bill.Riley's.well-documented plea for rec-

ognition of4the urgent need, and opportunity, to pursue a truly coordi7

nated assault on human service needs. From his vantage point in the HEW

Secretary's Office, Bill.can see both the/cieficiencies of apilure to

coordinate programmatic efforts and the opportunities to do so.

' Ed W.Donnell followed with a/challenge to one and all to consider ,

)
the history of vocational education and the relative newness of the

availability of occupat' l statistics. Just back from Ireland (:), Ed

launched salvo after sWat the statistical puristi and the institu-,.

'tional defenders, the advocates of job placement as the vocational educa-

tion goal, those who wear local area opportunity,blinders, and those who

would deny women, access to stiverse skill training and subsequent career

21F
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OpPortunitie'sr.

With the sparks 'still flying, Frank Drake set forth a cautiously

optimistic view that employment projections are contributing to a more
effective vocational education delivery system, and thit-their potential
is great if state and locarplanning

efforts.are undertaken in an atmo-
sphere of cooperation. While admitting the necessity of employment pro-

*.jection information, Frank also noted its insufficiency in_meeting some

planning requirements; such as changing individual competeneies which are
_called for tp-perfonii-adequately-in

a-dynamk-econorny.---
When Mark Sanders took the podium, it began to qppear that_the'man-

power team had been assigned an evangelist role. As a consumer of-

employmenf projection information, Mark charged producers with not.trying
4to communicate what it is they have to offer. Willing to grant the bene-
fit of his doubt, Mark presumes that there is something worthwhile going,
on, but he expressed dismay at the apparent disinterest of technicians in
necognizing the administrative needs and limitations Whtc enfold the
numbers conveyed.

,

These four presentations provide an excellent backg ound for Mariny

Weinstein's description of his work on the Standard Occu .ational

fication (SOC) system. Occupalonal classification was recurring Issue
througffbut the two days. .Most participants were unaware of the SOCefr

fort, aricfwelcomed the introduction with sufficient l'ead time to)consider
4how its implementation.will effect them. (Readers should note, by the

way,'that Manny has now'shifted to work on a revision of the Dictjonary

of Occupational Titles (DOT); an effort that will also affect all of us
whb are currently using some version of the Third Edition DOT--U.S.,

Office of Education curriculum code interface.)

Closing out the morning session was Leonard Lecht, who has been

engaged in employment projection activities long enough to be generally
)aeknowledged as an orig1 nator of the current recognition of it's value in

plarilling undertakings. Leonard descl-ibed his current research at the
ConferenciBoard on the changing relationships over time between educa-
tio;ial attainment and oCcupational achievement. -

Three academics were then asked to give brief responses to the....

mornlg's speakers frod thei"r'respective professional positions. Bob

Morgan spoke from his wide experience in vocatiOnal education planning

8



actNities.- Joyce Shackett addretsed the issUes froM'Or'perspective as- ,

a technician eurrently engaged in producing employment projections. And,'

Alan. Williams provided an fnterrtional perspective'from the vantage
point of an industrial relation expert from New Zealand.

The afternoon session on the first day began with a tandem presenta-

tion 6Y Dick Dempsey and Paul Braden. Dick, whose Orofessiopal efforts

:were Already well known by everyone fin attendance, provided an update on

the,BureaU of: Labor-StatisticS' (BLS) employment prdjections program.

The Occupational EMplOyment StatistiCODES) program,'which at the time

was active in 29 statet, rece* ed paiticular, attentibn.

Paul Braden followedwfta careftg review of ihe evolution of the

Oklahoma Traling,InfoMmkion System OTIS), which he developed, and

which has satteq4ently served as the.:5odel for the Systems now operating

in a Timber of ()Per states. An important,part of PaUl's presentation

was hTs acknowledgement of changes which have taken place in his view of

the-proper role of'dii-ect employer contact% It is in this co;itext that ei

the""tandem presentation" termtnology it used, since the BLS matrix

approach and d4rect employer conta t.ire seen as.tompeting, or alterna=
tive, techaqUes.

A five-persorf roundtable was convened next to provide a transition

to the rest of tMe conference agenda, since,n0 more single speaker ses-.

sions were scheduled. Unfortunately (shades of Watergate!) the tape of

this session was of very poor quality. Indeed, moit of Roger Bezdek's

remarks were lott completely (which is consistent with his traVer

arrangements and subsequent reimbursement; just a bad experienc all-
around). Roger represented the most txperienced modeller of man er

simulations in attendance, and reference to his, recent book is offered as

one way to avail yourstlif of his contributions. The essence of Roger's

7\yiew is'the need to Consider aiternative4Lif ... then" 'ppssibpities

because of our inability to forecast future eyents very well. If the

model is 'available,.unexpected ivents can be plugge5I in to\see what con-.

sequences' they peortendIor different sectors of the economi,
. ,

Dave Breneman represented the most p mistic view in .Stating his

concern that we should ask, perhaps, what if we did not produce employ-
.

, ment ptojections? Are the non-marginal events, such as the tnergy

crisis, of such aominant inipiirtance that.we.should desPaivf producing

3
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usefdT-TOng-range project i ons which will, unfortunately, tie used.as fore-
.

casts?

The next reactor,- Carolyn-Callahan,--was-the-only-reOresentative
of-

i local administrative body--a County Minpower Council--and t4erefore

added substantial insight as to the consumer's perspective at this juris-'
,,dictional level. Carolyn stressed, iniparticular, the inflexibility con-

.

fronted by local planners when they seek assistance at the local level.
. Y Jim'Harris, who was associated with the original OTIS effort in'

Oklahoma, and who developed.the MUST
system in Kansas, spOke from thii

background and from the somewhat unique circumstance of htS cureent loca-

tion--Colorado--in attempting to deal with verihigh in-migration-flows.
The last member of the roundtable

panel, Harvey Sokolow, urged the

audience to.recognize the origins of the BLS efforts ind the expertise

which already exists in local pmployment security offices insofar as

short-run labor.market imbalances are cdincerned... He cautionliponsumer's
. ,

not to expect the techniques under
discussion to improve upon these

already existing sources of informatione
..

The remaining five sessions were of a small-growp workshop nature.

Having rkised a host of issues thhugh the presentations by indiVilual
speakers,:each individual was then given ample opportunity.to seek'but

i

those with whom he r she disagreed,to i-aise alternative,viewpoints, and
to add one's Own cntribution which

midht_facilitate others' work. Three
types of sessions were held to promote this eichange of views. First,
four genera4 discussion groups Were scheduled to allow people a free-.

wheelins opportunity to get to know each ofher's'views, Second, sessions
on "Accuracy Anflysis", "Interpreting Employment'Projections",lond

"Data
ColVection,and Processing" were schelkled to provide sometruCture o
t dialogue. Offered simultanedusly, but two times, each person Was
able o attend two of the three topics.

And third, concurrent ses ions
on jllustritive employment projection systems were presented twice ach.
The three stafte systems chosen represented both differences in techniques.
and in administrative location.-.The

Missouri Occppational Training

Information System (MOTIS)in the State Department of Elementary and
Secondary Education sUbcontrasts with the Human-Resources Research Pro--
gram at the University of Missouri-Columbia for its employment projection
acttvities. The Tennessee employment orojectiOns are. accompliShed

4
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11C11-,-UUt-thei-e-ita'tictIntr61-i-dn'SOieeStificatihig--

parameters. The Utah projections are produced by the Department of

Employment Security.

The sessions. were Pively, and the dialogue was productive. Partici-.

pants left with a renewed sense of how little weknow, and yet how far we

_have progressed in the.awareness of employ4nt.piojection techniques and

Orbducts. Much misuse and nonuse remains, but this only heightens the

sense of chalTenOkto break down Vie barriers.of mistrust and fear of the

unknown where'neither is warranted. )1t the'iliire time We muSt work to'

erect ne* guards against continued abuse of information which is being

used in faulty applicatiOns. The ymployment projection art can prosper

only 9, the abuses are ferreted out.and education of information con-

sumerS.transpires.

The proceedings, Which is %leaned up" verbatim copy'excepf where

indicated, follows.

'..

Thursday, 8:30 A,M., July 10, 1975 .

-STEVENS: What" would iike to,do

yous" to some of the people.who

about the program for the day a

'..what is happening later this af

get right into the program.

,

ry quickly is° express a few "thank

us All here, then say a fewthings,

nally make:g6me announcements 'abefut

on and this evening. Then we will

The people who Vave.been instrumental in getting us here arg the

folloWing: ''Thaine MtCormick, who is the Region VII DireEtor of.the

Occupational and Adult Education Division of the U.S. Office of Educa-

tion, who is here this morning from Kansas City with two people from his

office--Byron Rawls, Seilior Program Officerandtes Thompson, Program

Officer. They were here abeut a month ago for a session With people

from research and analysis units in state Employment Security agencies,

the'Bureau of Labor Statistics, and the Manpower Admfnistration. That;

5
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SetSiOn-i.7a-s-a -T6-61CilOerairsOr-of -this-One.

'Jac* witson is here"frOm-tlie DiVision of kesearch and Demonstration -

of the BLisreail of Occupatidnal and Adult Education, U.S. Office of!duca:
tion, Washington. Jack is our project officer-on a Part.0 grant under'
which auspices this conference is a major activity,

B. W. Robinson, the Assistant Director and Commissioner ofNoca-.

tional and Adult Education of the Department of Etementary=and Secondary. .

Education in Missouri is here,with Frank Drake, who is on the program.
later this morning.. Frank is Cdordinator of Vocational Education ihnthe
Stats Department. .Dr. Glenn White, who is:the Resear0 Coordinating
Unit Director in the MisSouri,Department

of Elemehtiry_and Secondary
Education; is also'here. @They are 'thq,three people who have :facilitated

. our work on the Missouri. OcCupational
Training Information SysteM.(MOTIS),

° without which none of this particulir activity would have happened.
a,ChUttoney, who is Regional Economist in Kansas City fbr Region4

ManpOwer Aministratioo, U.S. Departmentoflabor, got together
with us aboUt 6 weeks Igo and worked out Manpower aministration coopera-.
tion for this conference. Indeed, we are'guests Of the MApower'Admin7

istration.it"this facility.

Ftully, I must mention two people who have worked With me in the
Human Resources Research Program at the ipliversity.of Missouri-Columbia

for several years developing the MOTIS. They arc Alan Roskam, who, will

receive his ph.o. in economics next month and will be leaving us to join.

the Cessna CorpocOtipn in Wichita; and Joyce Shackett who is our reSident

employment projedtiOns expert. Richard Tiller, wholWill also receive hi

inieconomics.next month has already left to join-the Bureau of

Labor 'Statistics in Washington; D.C. He worked with Joyce uotil mid7June...

To all of the above, as well as the unsung.behind-the-scenes folks,

thank 'you, and nOw let's vet down to the business at hand.

Our only purpose for spending these two'days together...is to exchange,.

notes on the state of the art in generating
employment projections which

can be used for, manpower program and educational planning. We'are pre-
sumino that everyone here,is ouite imowledgeable about the basic elements
of employment projections. So we are not going to be..dealing in gener-
alities. We will e dealing in specifics, and I have.offended mor7than

one perion in gtving such brief time for formal presentatiois because one

6



of our important goals is to get all of you talking to each other. There

is ample opportunity to get inVolved and please take advantage.of that

opportunity tq say what you are dotng and to point out what you perceive

tolkOe strengths and weaknesses in your efforts.

Tomorrow we do not meet as a general group. We will be meeting in

small groups on paeticular issues in the morning andwill be talking

about specific operating systems in the afternoon.

The'first two speakers on today's program are going to'talk-from-

rather different perspectives. One is from the Office of Manpower, in

he Office'qf the SeCretpry of Health, Edlcation and Welfare. William

ley,.the first speaker, is the Deputy Director of that ofiice. Bill

i one of the pecIple who'has to leave very,qUickly. so if you want to.
asi questions do it after he makes his remarks.and at tfie coffee break.

' He has to get bAck to Washington and will be leavingzat 11:000'clock'

this morning. 'the secon0 speaker will be Ed O'Donnell, who has Just

retired as the Deputy Director of the Bureau of Labor Statistics, Region

I (New England). He comes. to us on very short notice Just back from,
v.

Irelapd.. After that we will have frank Drake from the Department of

Elegentary and Secoridary Education here in Missouri, Mark Sanders from

'

the-Governor's Manpower (tanning Office in a cof/ee

break, and then I will give you avre information a along.

So.6'th that, I intredusig William'Riley, the Deputy Director of'the

'Office of Manpower, Office of the Secretary,4COW.

RILEY: When asked to give a ialk'to be entitled "Why Cooperation in

Planning?" I was reminded of the perhaps apocryphal story of the Advanced

Logic final exam at the University of Pennsylvania. The single question

read: ".WHY?" Within five minutes, two students got up and to the amaze-

ment of their classmates turned,in their exams. The others wrote vig-

orously for the remaining two hours and fifty-five minutes filling blue

book after blue book with careful reasoning. When the exams were graded,

inveitigation uncovered the startling fact that the tire class had k

written C papers, save for two people. Further investigation discovered

that the two early leavers had received grades of A and 8. The "A"

7
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paper:answered: "Why not?"; the "B" paper: "Because.". It has occurred

tome that I could follow tilt lead of either of those two philosophers

and greatly shoften my stay with you this morning. The answer that

received an "A" (Why not?) is all too often the program planner's

response to.being asked to engage in cooperative planning. That, along
with claims of.- "Of coursele

cooperate in planning", are unfortunately

responsA that conceal a skepticism and distrust of cooperative planning.
C ration is viewed py many functionarspecialists as the aaministra-
ti generalist's palliative for all that ails a given locality or per-
hape society at lave. It is often vieeed as.a "good".idofar as it may
increase resources ililable to the planner's particular program but as 5
a threat if it would lead to "ripping off my funds." Cooperation has
been spoken about in grandiose, rhetorical terms`and has therefore been
acted upon by.the categorical planner,in an equally rhetorical-paper

exercise manner.. This overabundance of rhetoric has led to some magnifi-
ceht failures in execution.

The Department of Health, 'Education, and Welfare is committed to

encouraging cooperative ventures in program planning and services deliv-

ery. 'The Department's concern during the last few years has been to
develo strategies whereby the whole person would be serv --whereby all

individual's rieeds for gaining self-sufficiency can be met. It has
beep widely recogniied that in order to bring people in neid to a state

.

of self-sUfficiency, one cannot simply deal wtth one aspect of their
'problem. A person who is.tskilled, unemployed,

responsible for several

dependent children, and addicted to drugs will not succeed if only his or
her drug problem is treated.

Unfortunately, a large part of the resources which exist to address
human services needs are_tied to programs that are focused on one iso-
lated area of need,-drugi, rehabilitation,

medical .care, training, child
care:ketc.. The challenge at the Federal, State, and local levels lies
in bringing these progries together to focus,on the total needs of the

person rather than on one part of the problea. Human services funds

(manpower, social services) can be used as the "glue. to forge a compre-

hensive approach out of previously disjointed efforts.

Over the last decade, growing concern abOut poverty and re)ate4.

problems has resulted in a multiplicity of Federal grant-in-aid

14
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legislation establishing a host of categorical progr s. These programs

have a single,purpose focus in providing funds to ldress a s fic

human service need. ESch piece of legislation of n brought w h it9111

seParate administrativa, peenning, and a ry ructures at thk Feder-

al. State and/or local. levels. ,Jurisdictional esponsibilities for the

programs varied, with most placed in single-pkpose agencies responsible

directly to the Federal GovernMent, with 14 e orno t it 9 othemtactiv-, le

itiei of general purpose governments.

Eligibility requirements, planning a as and services provfders all

differed/with each program. The resulti g fraimentatioh in programs and

service made it nearly impasible for hief eleifted official; and gen-a

eraPil pose governments to exert any eadershIp in the human resources

area in directing eAese programs to responsive to citizen needs.

Ar In order to deal with the problem of the fragmented nature of the

n services planning and delivery systems, thf Department of Health,

ucatton. and Welfare hascarried out sefal developmental prOject ef-

//forts. Under the Services Integration T ts of Opportunity (SITO)

projects, modaiS of "integrating aohanisms" applied to different local

settings were demonstrated to serve as models for other conmunities..

.1 The series of Partnership Grants initiated in fiscal year 1974 are:also

capacity building efforts. Capactty building is the Department's strat-

egy.to encourage State and local governments' caililities toilarn for

and manage human resources programs. The Partnership Grants art intended

to assist State and local officials in improving their capacities in

seven different planning and management functions mOting from improve?

resource allocation processes at the State level to human service role

definition at the local level. These projects are relatively small

scale grants providing seed money to supplement ongoing efforts or to

stimulate new systems reforms.

Another capacity building initiative which HEW has supported through

proposed legislation is the Allied Services concept. *der this legis-

lation, technical and monetary assistance would be provided to States to

enable them to plan and deliver services to clients more effectively.

Demonstrat1o0e1anningirants to States would be authorized and Stals

would be permitted to transfer up to a fixed percentage of Federal cate-

goricel funds from mon-exempt programs to related mon-exempt service



programs in their plans. (NOTE: exempt program!,..ike Title I, VI, X,

XIV, XVI, XIX of Soclal Security oict and WIN, grants to State and local

educational agencies under Title I Elementary and Secondary Education r

Act--all are means tested programs). Administrative and technical bar-

riers currently,associated with Categorical programs could be waived by

the Secretary of HEW wHen they impede'the integration of services.

Special "implementation grants" would also,be available to States and

locatities to help cover start-up costs.

Fragmentition and duplication of services, inefficient use of re-

sources, and a pervasive lack of coordination among the several tiers of

government and private sectoragenciei which share respon;ibility for the,
.

clanning and delivery of social serVices, cOntinue to rouble social

planners and frustrate.local, State, and Federal officials responsible
.

for making these services avaipable. Audi of the Departments' social '

research in recent' years nas been conducted in anticipation of that time

when social services mvuld be ptnned and developed, as Well as deliv-

ered, at the community level around priorities'and standards designed tCe

miet local netds.
00.

ill the most part, the problems associated with categorical.pl ningti

that I-have mentioned, remain today. 'However, several sidhifican re-

iforms,impacting numin resources programs have occurred 4n recent years

itich have the potential to effect significant-change.

The Sdcial Services Amendments of 1974 (Title XX); the Housing and ..

Community Development Act of 19741 and the Comprehensive Employment and
,- %.

Training Act of 1973 decentralize the responsibility for planning and

management of social services, coemunity development, and manpower pro-

grams to State and local governments. Each 9f these programt provides

flexible funding to general purpose overnments that should increase the

capability and interest Of chief elected officials to coordlnailitheir

programmatic responsibilities with programs and services delivered

through the traditional deliverers of categorical program servicea.
b

OP
Given an increase in responsibility and accountability for human

Ilkes'programs at the State and local levels, decision-makers at

evels are increasingly concerned with maximizing scarce resources.

Besources to meet basic human needs are viewed as inadeouate and they

are further constrained by inflation. As the need for social services,

%
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and manpower services continues to escalate, funds to provide sueh ser-

vices are.in effect diminishing: State and local officials must estab-

lish linkages with othac.programs providing,education, rehabilitation,

supportive set:vices, income support, and social services to increase

their ability to deal with the needs.of locally identtfied client groups

by broadening 'the resources available for services to these individuals.

'Under the Comprehens ve Employment and Training Act, the Department

of Health, Iducation, and 1Welfare has established as its policy. the-sup -/ %

port by its grantee agencies of, chief elcted official comprehensive

. .

wanpower planning. It ii HEWis concern that if prime sponsors are

move toward truly oMprehensive manpower planning they_are gging to pave

to take HEW's manpower and manpower-related resources, facilities, ler-

vices, ing,planning processes intoconsideration. The Department,

additionally, has indicated the importance of opening up the pla ing

a decision-making processes of its categorical manpower and s pportive'

Njaervices programs to the tnput of those chief elected official respon-

sible for developing a CETA program.
.

.

The Departments' concerns with expanding,the scope of chief elected

Wofficial cOmprehensive manikwer planning ties in directly.td'its overa0j:

Human Resources_Coordinative thrust. In support of the CETA and Stail': #
i and loctl.planning, HEW ha$ established Regiónal.Manpower Coordination

Units to.provide or,arrange for Vie provision'oftediniCal assistance

regarding HEWprograrm to prime sPonsors.

1Whyjs HEW interested in'CETA and manpower planning coordination?

For the same reasons of reource and client servige maximization that

are of paramount ,ftortance to prime sponsors and program operators. TO

accurately.plan for manpower programming, the manpower planner must'

examine all thosiforces and factors which affect the job economy in

their geographical area. All factors that might shift the,supply or .

:. ,

'r- demand side of the job market rust be taken into consigieration:. In order ,4

to provide services to the broadest range Of,individuals in a.jurisdic-

tion, "manpower" sPould.be viewed as coverittg all those programs and

related activities which are designed to provide for more efficient and%
.

economically prodUctive use of an area' human resources. Such programs

and activities include those, which: Aka

1. provide direct employment opportunitiei

.11
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2. assist labor force members to ripe with the entry level
segment of the job market"through the provision of
treining, education, and other supportive services0

3. assist labor force members in upgrading their skills 'and
broadening their employment opportunities

4. create or sponsor activities which lower the cost of
labor market entry

5. provide oppollImities for skilled training and upgrading
at the profess onal and para-professional levels

6. a those structured to increase the economic
roductiviey tual or potential labor force members.

'HEW programs falling into these categories, include vocational educaA

fion, adult education, vocational rehabilitation, and para-professional

traintng programs in health, education, and social service careers. They

also inclUde a wtde.range of supportive-service.programs in child care,

aging, drug and alcohol abuse, ar51 other health services. Using the

House passed' appkpriations figures andthe Senate-Committee report fig-

ures for the Education Division_for fiscal year 976, Vocational Educe-

.tiOh will.receive $570.6 million dollars, Adult Educatiom $71.5,million

dollars, WIN $330 million dollars anOitle XX, which can provide man-

power services,aMong others, $1.9 billion dollars. The States overmatch

vocational.education funds at an average 5 to 1 rate, meaning an addi-.

tional $2.8 billion dollars isspent in thii area. The total HEW related

"manpower" funding foF these formula grant programs alone pears $6,.5

billion dollars. Thisl compares to $2.3 hillion appropriated for CETA%

exclusive of unexpended balanCes cid Title VI 1915 Opropriated funds

available for fiscal Year 1976 expenditure. Yhese rough figures indicate

that'CgTh\dollPars only account.for approximately 3$peraeft of manpower

funds.reaChinOtates and locaJities through a variety of Mechanisms.

The dollar figures alone.and the.fact that each cif-these programs may

serve similar target groups, provide similAe services such as intake,

testing, guidance, counseling, institutional training, day care support,

on=the-job training, job placement, and remedial.education among othersi,

argues strongly for the development orcooperative planning mechaniSms

to assRre the most effective and efficient use of resources and.

facilities.

Currently,, each of ti;1) manpower programs that I have mentioned,

incruding CETA, plans along parallel lines* Etch assesses labor Mgrket

1 8.
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projectionskitarget populations and services required autonomdusly and_ y
develops service plans independently. The CETA legislation provides

Specifi indices to prime sponsors, particularly at.the State level and
41to Sta anpower Serviat Councils, that it is their responsibility tct

bring such.parallel planning systems into a systematic and coordinated

planning network.

Section 106 of thO.Act requires that t...t..he 9tate prime sponsor set'

forth iwits plan provisions for:

f 1. the cooperation and participati te agencies
,. providing manpower and manpower- services in the

implementation of prime sponsor plans

. 2. an overall State plan for sharing of the resources and
facilities under its direct sponsorship without
unnecessary duplication ,

3. coordination of manpower and related services provided
.by the State to prime sponsorareas

J.,

4. establishment of mechanisms for information exchange'

between State and local governments on issues of
relevance to manpower planning;.and

promotion of the coordination of all manpower plans in.
the State to eliminaSe duplication, conflict, and over-

_ lapping services.

. Acceptance and administration of these responsibilities by the 'State

will ble local prime sponsors And the State as prime.sponsor for bal-

ci

an of State A begin the coordination of CETA planning and service

elivery with HEW funded plOnning and
.'5kt

In addition to the Stdte prime sponsor c dinative responsibilities,

the State Manpower Services Councils (SMSCs) estabiished pursuant to

Stction 107 are given broad coolinative responsibilities. These
include: .

_

1. 'reviewing all prime sponsor plans and the plans of all
State agencies which provide services in prime sponsor
areas and,

2. 'making recommendations regarding effective coordination
of program efforts.

. ,

"The SMSC must also monitor the avaidability, responsiveness and
4- '

adeqUIcy of State service's and make such recommendations as would im-

Prove the effectiveness of the various services in fulfilling the pur-

poses
.
of CETA. The council, is in a position to ensure, by planning and

monitoritg, that a coordinated plan of service makes needed see-vices

1 9
,
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available to resije7417-regordless of the agency supplying the sergra.
-.

The language pf Sections 106-107 challenges State prime sponsors and

the 41SCs to establish formal arrangements for planning and coordination

i among balance-of-State CETA activities; the CETA activities of local .

prime sponsors, and operators of tate agencies which.are recipients of.%
related funds. The SMSC could als establish uniform plaq development

and review criteria fhat can be applied to .all. related plans. In addi-

tion, the SMSC could move in the direction of providing for suljstantive i'
'.

, cooperative planning arrangements between operptors" of all man wer pro-

grams regarpless of funding.source. While no statutory requirements.
:

exist to require4operators of other Federal'programs to participate, the

language of CETA strongly encourages development of such arraogements.

HEW's policy is to be as lupportive as pos'sible of SMSCs in carrying out

the efforts just mentioned. -s . .

I-' The'local prime sponsor has tb becore a partner in the process of
_

developing coordina ed planning mechanisms.4 T ough participation on

the.SMSC and,throug* direct relationships with State agenc1 OR4ile local

prime sponsor shoul8 de4elop working relationships with counterpart

officials'and staff in the various agencies.

Prime sponsor manpower Planners have tunity to begi vel;., .

opment of a sys em in which all the available mon s through C other
manpower f ng sources, and State and al s e inte:
grated i

'1010#

Al)? . 1,r.aA vto the_595oUnity, eve g actual control1,..,..`;',:g emain spread among agencies:
4

ate and local manpower pfanners
. II:

- the problems'of sertices and target group overl

an excellent

/!the este lishment of a broad gauged comOrehensive manpower

ksystem. Coordination in the developMent, review and implemen-
. .

of manpower plans among agencies can lead to better allocation

:A;se of resources; imprOved services for clients; and, hetter match

en total client supply and targeted occupational clemand. This

Ordination can be achieved through decision-making based on sfandard-

zed data; decision-making responsive to:r.he planning decisions.of other

manpower planning groups; and decision-making processes that establish'

formal and informal.mechanisms to facilitate complete tnformation

exchange during the plannimg. process.

14
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A successf01 manpower planning process need.not, and probably will

not, sOlve all of the manpower anehuman resources problems in a juris-

. diction., Available resources rarely permit attacking all the problems

confronted by communities, but successful coordination of planning pro-

cesses and plans will make Significant relative change in the community
7

by its approach to a broad spectrum of need.

The current economic situation, lafeer. market realities, and human

.needs answer the luestion: "Why cooperation in.planning?" There is no

room for inefficient use of resources, duplication in services or unnec-

essary overlapping of target populations. Cooperation in planning will

help tp assure that decisions are-consideredw4th reliance on uniform

data bases, common understanding of projkm objectives, assessment of

target group needs and service needs. This will enable State and local

elected officials and State grantee agencies providing manpower and sup-1

portive services to most effectively serVe their client groups. /Ce

CETA provides prime signsors and S0SCs with the challenge and the oppor-
,

tunity to move toward truly comprehensive manpower planning. It is up to

innovative planners to acfOlt the challenge and understand that coopera-

tion will lead to more effective programming and client serlidces,across

the eoarcir"

"IL

ATEVENS: I think a good Gdication of the diversity of activities in

which Bill's office gets involved is the fact that Bob Johnson, the

Direcpr of that office:is launching off to Indiantown Gap, Pennsylvania,

for atco0Ole of months to assist in the Vietnamese relocation program!

We now have Ed O'Donnell who, as I indicated, is recently retired as

-Deputy Director of the ifuriau of Labor Statistics in the New England

region.

O'DONNELL: Few exhortations are more loudly and persistently voiced con-
.

cerning education or training for careers than that users and producers

of occupational statistics come together to "plan and cooperate." What

15
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formothis effort ought to assume its seldom detailed. And despite
encouraging progress toward development of_a wilole new body of statistics

of occupational demand there remailis about as much dis reement as har-
mony concerning the quality; appropriateness,

and method f applicati6n
of these data. Quaetity of statistics has become leis vital a'question
than whether or not those which are produced are in fact those whic4
shou1 0 be and, if so, how best can they be employed in the'deliberations
of school planneri, advisory

groups come 'newly into existence in obedi-
ence to the mandate, of legislation, and guidance personnel.

There is not yel agreement between groups of consumers concerning

what statistics they really need: This, of course, puts the producing
agencies inte chanWposition of guessing what material they should
produce. And*the guesses are not always very close to the mark. Some of
the loudest demands are for data 04411. often appear, upon close examina-
tion, to be used merely to satisfy (or appease) federal reporting

requirements themseives sometimes of questionable wisdom. Discussion is
lively concerning the degree of local-geographic coverage necessary as
well as the refinementiof

occupational detail required to obtain approval
of-Oroposed instructional programs. And always present is the need to
demonstrate for ju isdicticfns

sometimes unrealistically small the exis-.
tence of immediat employment prospects for praduates,

.

The debate i enlivened by argument between statistics-producing
agenoies and even within these expert bodies over the technical paths
besivlollowed. Still another flourish of controversy is added by a
powerful and articulate segment

of the"educational profession bino

means satisfiedtthat occupational and manpower data should play any
sizeable part in shaping curricula.

Sooner or later these problems of
,coordination of concept and procedure will be resolved and relatively
1WderTy and systematic

methogt of application will find adoptton. The
stakesore too great to admtt any.other conclusion. Actually the con-
fusions which presently exist are largely excusable on the ground of
inexperience with subject matter compounded by the enormous geographital

and socio-economic complexity of the problem. lit by bit they'will
yield to solution.

The Problem is New
.

tit

-After all, employment and unemplornent
statistics--plentiful though
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they may seem today--are of relatively recent vintagp. Only a,few
. o

decades ago the decennial'census was depended upon.foe figures of

enployment and joblessness. But the need to Measure succesi or dailure

of recovery measures of the New Deal during the 1930's focused attention

upon and inspired'research into the measurement,of industrial, govern-

mental and cormercial enployment at more frequent intervals. Over time,

in response to Ws and other needs an impressive body of industrial.

statistics evolved. But not until the advent of such legislation as 'the

Area Rehabilitation ict, the Manpower Development And Training Act in

1962, the Vocational Educatton Act of 1963 with subsequent amendments and
3 , '

. more recently CETA--all placing heavy responsibilities for job Iraining--

did the demand fin- occupational employment truly burgeon.

To meet the purpose of these pieces of legislation it became neces- r.
el

sary to know not only how many were employed in steel mills or electron'. ;

ics plants or in banks or local government, it became essential to decide

4.1.4h Some precision how many carpenters or bakers or beauticians or auto'

methSnics were likely to become e4ployed. Else how could dbucational

and trainin needs be measured or courses planned?
,

..,

JNow all of_this occupational statistics furor has happened in7a, '

_

period of time roughly co-terminous4with the Spact'frogram. For reasone

which need not be dwelt upon the occupational information program seems

AW T-now about in the) position of the Space Program's Project Mercury years

ago. Impressive it undoubtedly is as an achievement but still as far

behind what actually is needed as Mercury was behind Project Apollo!

But it is a vevi good start and the achievements of pioneers is the field
,.

must rate as ttlilly constructive accomplishnents in statistics. ,

Controversy Is Rife

There is nothing.wrong with-the entertainment of differences of

opinion concerning the place and nature.of occupational statistics, but

for44e sake of the`students And educational planners who must, after

all, comply with.administrative regulations of federal agencies the

debate earlier alluded to between researchers in the kindred disciplines

of education

1
labor market economdcs must not be allowed to deteri-.

,i,,

orate into a e feud between peevish -Adversary groups.
,

Occupational Statistics Have A Place In Educational PZanning .

Whether or not these statistics have a proper place in educational

`17
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planning is a case.ln point. Long ago the votes were cast bi educators
themselves in favor ofjinkage

of these efforts to the worldeof work.\
Evidence of this abounds. Atcording to the Digest of Educational StatlLi.
tics almost exactly'halfof

the bachelor degrees conferred in 1973 Weal,
directly related to labor market préparation--accounting; teaching,
engineering, finance, managdment_to

name a few.. Of le remainder there
can be small doubt thateS

bachelor,degrees they represented steps to-
ward admission to law or medical school or other career based fields of
graduate study. The'same publication showed that, of all college gradu-

1

ates in the American population'in
1967 the degree fields were:

Business ard Commerciot 18.Z
Education 14.4
Engineering

15%,7'
Health-Professions
.law

Economics
2.7

Biological Science 4.5
Humanities

6.0
Pkysical. Science 8.4
Religion 2.2
Social Science 8,0N Other

4.8
Counting the first six dciplines as directly career preparatory

almosf exactly two thirds of American college graduates were in degree
fields closely related to labor markets. How then, can Academia plead
disinterest in preparation for,the world of work without at the same tim.
disowning the bulk of its own past accomplishment?

Other Experts Entertain Miegivinger
,

Not only educators of certain disciplines have expressed doubt con-
cerning the place'and usefulness 'of occupational

statistics--so have Many
influential statistical purists in high places within go'vernmental agtn-
cies and universities. Ir

. These purists fear the technical hurdles and shy away Iron-embroil-
_ ment in the frightenin$ task of developing the concepts necessary to
bring.about projections of occupational employment especially for small-
geographic areas or in what they fear-will prove excessively minute

"misuse"
industrial or occupational detail. They dread of.their data and
hold out for professionally

meticulous standards of precision comparable
to those for publication jn scholarly journals. Yet a little reflection
should remind them that any major existing statistical series has aspects

2 4
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.which are open to question. The problem of accounting for quality change.

.in articles included in the dOnsumer Prices index, for example, or the -

troubleiOme undercountlof black males of certain age grOUps in the cen'i.--

sus. How universally acceptable are our current definitions of employ-
ment or unemployment? Is.the classification of the citizenry into racid4....

and ethnic groupings totally satisfactory fo all users,of the government's

stat4stics f complfance Purposes? For exatple, how does one claSsify,
_

as a Sla "-or g?'"Negro Does the existence gedifficulties argue

against the continuance of these st/ atifticsi'Af the answer is no, why

then, hould 2gupational data de more harshly treated?:

holarly precision is adaudable goal toward which these.or any

othen s atistics may Sipire. But, given the realiAes they confrolie,
..

planners need now useful, reasonable approximations.for their.immediate

....
purposes.', Experts, do not worrlexcessi,iely over "misuse" of your data:

.

Which of your existing series is never misused? .

1 , t

Be assured that nq one interested in developing useful occupational!

statistics seeks to.denigrate stilfstical precision any more than to

,,:lebase educational or academic purity by an admixture of labor market

#
influence into planning pracesses. After'all, statistfc theory is '

based upon the inevitability of some degree of uncertain Practical

usefulness and statistical significance are not exactly the same thing.

And the planner's,problem is.distinctly in the realm of the practical--

what to build, what to teach', where and when to.seek for particylar kihds
Kof work or specially qualified workers.

Demographic Trends Are Vital TO Planning

Planners must remember that-common to Vie related fields of educa-

tion an.'d labor force analysis isconcern with population trends. Quite

recently these have moved to the fore and currently receive their full*

measure of discussion. But this concern is long overdue and the hour

for action is late--very late for certain purposes: No better testimony

exists of the virtue Ilind need for consultation and cooperation between
' educators and labor force analysts than the present spate of articles

about existing add impending shortages of ttudents. This developing qi

lack of potential*stydents and young workers did not come about over-

night: The baby boom reached the height of its plateau in 1957, i'llnast.,

twenty years ago: Since 1961 the annual number of live births has

25
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trended almost uninterruptedly downward and last year's 3,166,000 new.
babies was . a:decrease of 1,100,000

or nearly 25 percent from the crest
of the boom. yet during the period we have instituted and remained faith.c-.:'
ful to policies which migtIlcoefstructively

have been!Altered in light of
.

tte readily accessible delbraphic record of live births.' As.just one 4

example design,of buildings erected for education might well haVe given
consideration to multi-purpose uses stemming from the inevttable decline

.in the,numbers of lOwer grade and secondalv students'and of college stu-
dents of conventional ages. Equally inevitable is a dramatic increasePs

Alp. young.adults .of ages 25 through 35 which is the prime target popula-
.tion for adult education,and

special'vocational'iMprovement courses.'
What place in one/4 this trernondOus promise for,adult and dOntinuing

' education attaineelbkvocational or.Other;cons'iderations for the future?
While.high school and jimio0011ege

age groups are Allwindling in size by
26 percent young adults,..interested in career iMproVement and attuned:to
programs oftstudy will beAncreasing in number by a:full.35'perCenti

,What moves are planned to Ciptialize upon this'opportunitY? Should voca-1
tional educational emphasiS be'Placed as firW.UPon'the shrinking teen-''
age'nopulation as in the past? Why notMore attention to upgading the
young adult work force? Remember, vocational programs for young people
will be in fierce contention

with Academic programs for.their share of.
students; These academic programs will be fighti4fOr survival. And
they can marshal great influence 'and

prestige.:Do not fail to exploit
this newer and growing market offered by the mushrooming numbers of
young adults.

The Labor Market Omniscience Fallacy

There is much current criticism
of education's faltering effective-,

ness because new graduates have trouble finding suitable employment
related to their education or training. This, at the moment is less a
problem for vocational education than pethe huManities or social and
behavioral sciencls. But such doubts are for all oi education an infec-
tion:and like any infection they can spread in the absence of protec-
tive action. The idea that because a student does not find iMmediate

emplOyMent upon graduation from a two or four year program that program
.is a failure'is preposterous! There is nothing in the'organization of a

°-schod r college which confers knowledge in September of a given year--
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say 1975--what the demands for particular skilals will be precisely in

June, 1977 or June 1979. The hisiory_of the U_S_labor_market_is_oflongi-----

term rise but with a never-ceasing succession of ups and downs around

this.rising trend. ,

Whether a particular class will graduate'into an "op' ora "down"

bump of the cyclels beyond the ken of any school. There is no way of

making an honest guarantee of immediate placement upon graduation from a

particular curriculum. No school should accept any such obligation.

The only obligatiOn which the school should accept iS to make tie student

competitive so that when the upward phlse of the cycle sets-in:he will be

able to make his move upon equal or superior footing. The schoorean

onty control its curriculum--it cannot control the ups and downs of the
*

business or production cycle!

. Edurtors must not supinely accept critiq;cm of their programs on

this score. They should fight for recognit4on'both by agencies powerful

in planning and by parents that the oply honest guarantee is to make the

graduate competitive--they cannot and will never be in position honestly

to offer guarantees of immediate placep.mnt. The world just doesn't run

that way! '

Parochialism In PlcamingA Problem Par Vocational Educators
To what degree should local cinditions shape the planning of voca-

tional curricula? This is a hard questiOn.' History shows with painful

clarity that the economies of ,some states and area imply cannot sup-

port a healthy and sophisticated labor force--d sm 4u5t is not there.

In New EngleV examples come readily to hand comparisons ofillitin

old textile or shoe centers with areas strong in the electronics,

puXer or othg- hard goods industrc,. Similar contrasts exist in other,.

ections of the nation. -So--how to plan the emrriculum with regard to

the realities of economic geography? Wiust's to be done if the local

economy cannot support a decent program? The United States is about

3000 miles wide and more or less as deep. Why should vocational skills

be less transportable than academic ones? This implies; of course, ne-
.

cessity for good nati abr. market infonmation for the student. What

of obligations-to impiive the ocal labor force as a weapon in industrial.

,OOvelopment? In_some Weasuresuch obligation exists. Rut vocational I

ldication is, aft*r all, education and should consider first of all the

421
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student's interest, not the area's. What is planned is an educational

venVure, not-apli-cesent service--the boys and girls' welfare must be
tkp prime consideration. Here is a wonderful chance to weave together

the opportunity presented by the expanding adult education population

and the necessity of upgrading the local labor force. This, if one goes
aback far enough was the Original intent of vocational education. Serve
local interests in the planning sense through this population rather

Attlithan by calling upon gut) to gamble that a certain vocational curriculum

may.be productiA if only so:e ned factories can be induced to move in!

What if444ey do not? -Let ther.stOdent'prpfilfrom the countless oppor-
tunities' in the nation from coa t to coast not just between the city or
40
county lines. There are no l tations clamped upod\pe mobility of his

academic counterpart --why then, should there be strictures upon his?

women's Place In Labor Force PrepcymmtCon

Finally, and deserving of a foremost place in any proper scheme of

planning priorities is the need to improve the competitive position of
women in the work plaie. That the ladies have provided the major quan-

titative gains within the labor force is by now axiomatic. Between 1947
and 1974 over 17.800.000 new women workers came upon the scene compared
with 12,200,000 males. Women's rate of participation in paid work was

about 31 percent of their number in 1947 and about 45 percent today.

The male rate declined /111017 percent to about 78. The labor force as

a whole has shifted from 20 percent female in 1917 to 28 percent in 1947
andabout 40 percent today!

But these quantitative gains have not been matched by corresponding

qualitative imprOvement in women's job opportunities. Old stereotypes

persist in educational and training programs and much attractive voca-

tional sducation is still difficult of access if not entirely closed to
girls. What defense exists for this injustice and bow long will ineiuity
endure? Will vocational planners move voluntarily toward solutions

deliberately and rationally? Or will thei await furious onslaughts from

,Amman!S liberation giroups demanding solUtions "now" thus condemninlivoca-

lTional education to a plethora Of ill considered and only half effective

adjustments and crash programs-in frantic response to aroused feminine
(wry?

The arthcomingdecreall in numbers of teen-aged girls will be as
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pronomiced as the drop in potential students among boys. So will the

increase iq the femall population aged 25 through 35, with its implica-

tions,for increased training and skill updating among new 'amen workers

andlabor force 're-entrants. Here is, at the same time, i heavy threat

with which vocational planners must deal - -severe-decline in size of the

pool of conventional school ages- -and a bright proeise held out to them--

a great increase in the number of ambttiousyoung women seeking to

improve their labor force skills. Surely planning and cooperation are

called for! The opportunity, for those who will grasp it, is unparal-

leled!

In Hisemary, Hope and Confidence.

Alt t. 01, the outlook for occupational data, its nature, ality

and applicationtislright. The need seems obvious and among a strong

element-of the responsible population determfnation is st ng.' 'The ob-

jections to employment of such.statistics are respectable and powerfully

stated by good and sincere people but they can be countered by better

arguments from people of equal sincerity and devotion to excellence.44

lhere i no compelling evidence diminishing education's importance to

America a lsyst never has vocational education stood in better regard
s

within the toality of educational foris. It faces a lengthy period of

expansion of a major market and will be prodded to higher efforts by

aroused womanhotd. Planning and cooperation --labor force economists,

academic educators, vocational people, industrial;developers,,mrents,

students, guidance people,- -all have parts to play. Let us proceed to

produce-the necessary tools and during the process of their production

let us communicate freely as concerned professionals and good citizens.
.

r.

STEVENS: Thank you Ed. Okay, now we 'love to Ur. Frank Drake, who is the

Coordjnator of Vocational Education for the Department of4Elementary and

Secondary Education in thelState of Missouri, who will be talking about

a vocational educator's views on projections and planning. Frank will

be followed by Mark Sanders from the California State Planning Office.

1r
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DRAKE: In dealing with t_toPic_assigned_me_today,-srniremarks as a

state-level planner will be restricted to experiences here in Missouri

when relating the need for employment projections to the vocational

planning process. Vocational educators will quickly call attention to

the fact that in developing a delivery system of vocational edqcation,

there are many vital concerns, only one of whicticenters on employment

projeçt1ons. The other concerns include such things as the identifica-

tion o people's needs, the target.populations which are to be served,

appr9pfiate program mixes, the strategies which we might want to employ

for program development, concerns over facilitiesr the availability of
t inees.to enter a program, concerns over persOnnel, staff development

prplems, and a hostof other thtngs, not the least of which vvuld be

money considerations to support the delivery system. Vocational educa-

tors strive for a maximum impact with legislative bodies to gain dollar

support for the statewide programs of vocational education.

Vocational planners, for years, have been pleading for good, usable

employment projection data. in our view, the necesstfi friiL,accurate and

valid projections in the employment..sector are important, but there is

an important relationship here that exists between accurate projections

and the degree of sophistication that planners bring to the total

planning process. We're really saying that ft doesn't make a lot of

difference if we have the most excellek ot employment projections and

have poor planners who do not utilize the available data. On theyther.

hand, we'd have a similar kind of problem if we had a very excellent

planning group and a poor data base from which to operate. Not too many

years ago, we found ourselves\in a,rather difficult position because we

lacked information, specific iiiformation, on labor market data. Only as

far back as five or six years ago, our friends in the Regional HEW Office

would tell us that we needed more detailed information about labor mar-

ket demand information in Missouri. So we found ourselves reading maga-

zines, trade journals, and generally scrounging about attempting to

depict specific occupational demand. Even Reader's Digest served as a

source for some of our occupational projections.: We manufactured mysti-

cal formulas to be applied to national data in an littesniejrg Oggict

Missouri need. We were, in short, very desperate for information. Be-

cause of these prodiemsl we committed ourselves to the development of a
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, mandgement-InforinationysVem. We were WI-ling tifrivest a.considerable

amount of money in the system to support our statewide vocational pro-

gram: In MiSiOuri, our management information system is called MOTIS,

the acronyal for the Missouri Occupational Training Information System.

Just in pasi:ing, let me note that our system has several components.

The first.component y'ields.labor demand informativhich we regard as

vital in our planning process. The first component also gives us voca-

tiOnal eddcation trainee supply information; data is collected from both

private'and public schools over the state. A second component supplies

information an student accounting and job placement which is of torpid-

erableimportarice toiji The resources tnformation component attempts t.$3

41. merge into the total delivery system such things as the availabtlity of

facilities, the availability of teaching personnel to.staff the programs,

and the-like. 41-
-

We find that today, the emplOyment projeitions generated from_ our

MOTIS system are exceedingly important to us tiecause they do.fort a

basis fOr vocational-program approval and prqgram de'veloppent. -In our

state:local school districts send applications to our Office to conduct

programs: The propOsed program must belompatible with employment

.jections or the application is deriied. The jobs, in.short, heed.to be

.og there if we're going to' develo0 -kogries: thinksthis approach

assists in bringing aboat'a reconciliation of.Ssply and demand factors

in the labor force. Projections are alSo impor?Int to,us from the stand;

point of delivering trained people in an appropriate time frame into a

given labor market area. The.projections have significanCe in terms of

the size of training programs and of the scope of training: They are,

of course, significant in terms of geographic location. Now-in our

state, the use of employment projections must be viewed in the light of

certain kinds of relationships that exist between the state educatiOnal

agency and local school districts. The state does not have absolute

control. In Missouri, our delivery system fs composed of comprehensive

high schools, area vocational schools, and community colleges, all of

which have local wards of education, with each exercising'a reasonably

high degree of local autorammr. this requires the_state office personnel

to exert liiaderihip and a certain amoUnt of persuasiveness in estAb-

lishing the direction that the vocational delivery system should go.

40,
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People in state-lewel'positions prObahly would adirit that ihere are ter-
-,

tain pry bars /hat can be used to bring about certain desired results,
.

but it's not an absolute control. It is a relationship-of cOoptratiom

and of working together. ;

.c

We think it is extremely imdortant that both"local and siate edu

tional agencies use.a common datts base of employment-projections for_
planning purposes. We're conVincedthatostate and local plaOpers realty

do not plan for anything other than success. Weilen't plan fbr failure,. .

but sometimes-we-may not utilize or may not have rflable the best-kind

e.planning informatiolon -dections-must:be forlrnum--
ber of years, we have'requikted speCtfic informatton; but have received

daia classifted by the,standard industrial classification. That lack o.6.,

information,can hamper_tlif planning process and can also restrict the

accountability measures that an agency may wish to follow. A common

yardstick in vocatiOnal education relatiS to the business of follow-up.

How many people did you place in the'labor market for which trainiAg had

been given?-0bviously, there.is a relationship in the vocational deliv-.

erY System betWeen input factors sifich as emplopent projections and the
output factors relating to4ab placement:2'

We think employment projections are'important, buf we also need

informational:out the competency levels within an occupation., .At that

point, we're not sure whether our MOTIS program can-accept this respon-:.

sibility. We need to be able to pick.up technological.change at.the
earliest possible date. Only a jew years ago, electronics.programs in

our state were'bombarded by salesmen peddling breadboard circuits.and
-

equipment which utilized'vacuum-tubes: All if thisrwas heOpening at-the...- _

..same time thgvndu rit was converting very rapidly .over to'iransistors.:

fechnologicarChin Was oCcuring and despite advisory committees ln

local schools.,'WeWeren't picking.this up, 'You can still visit school

districts ind find lotsof vacuum tube training equipment that(s .

gathering dust:. Hopefully, it'S been abandoned by now. Technological
: changes occurred:in sOch trainincoreat as welding where the introdUction

of inert gases has Changed the instructiOnal.proiess and equipMent.

"nese are examillts orthe kinds Of things that.we.need idvanced informa-

tion about, because it does have.significance in the instructionatpro-

ceis.: We need to have -'')formation relating to the kinds of barriers
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wItFlin an occupation because these represent an area of poSsible rapid

change within an occupation. I'm referring to licensing agencies-such

ai the State Board of Nursing. Almost overnight, the; can do something

to us that presents either te a Challenge or quite a problem. Local

building codes represent \nother a a where'rapid change could occur

. overnight.. The instructiOnal,erocess for training plumbers would ;eces-

sarily. change as codes are revised. Changes in the use of materials in

the plumbing industry become sigoificant to the instructional process

when you think of changing from cast iron ptpe to copper pipe or maybe

even-ta-pastiq p in sOme cases. When change occurs; the instruc-

tional'grocess in ur schoollopOSt be responsive to those changes. The
,

controls And the triCtions imposed by.labor unions become'very sig--

mificant tq,..the instructional.process. I'm really pointing out that

while empl4ient prdjeCtions are extrtemely important tq us, there are

other equally iMpertant,information bits about an occupation that are

important to us in the planning process.

There is no question but what we have better employment projection

'information today than we've ever had before. We hope that in Missoort,

vocational eduation planners will be able to utilize.these,data to

improve our delivery, system of vocational education.

r

STEVENS: Okay, we will DOW move to Mark Saqders who is the Director of ;

the Office of Manpower Planning in the state of California.

* .

SANDERS: (unedited) I represent the other half of this morning's sand-

Wich. You had the first slice of bread with Bill Riley. You had the

meat with Ed O'Donnell and Frenk Drake. I'm the other piece of bread.

It's a misnomer that we're inTuanpower planning. We don't do much'

We'do administer a program. 1-haven't discovered a lot of

planning in California or.in other places that I've looked...A dont .

know anyihing about occupation& projections. Ed O'Donnell was abso-

lutely correct when he said that the consumers don't know what the
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producers are doillt. And I sure think that you *duce 't know
, ._

what we want, and if you do,know, you don't give it to us: So, I really
,. ..

had mixed emotions about &ming. [Joke deleted] I picked up o one of
the morning comments that the,users qf the data.that's being ne ted

0 .for occupitiOnal projections aren't particularly sophisticated. It's
true, we're not. You are.a sophisticated'audience, and part ofypur job
is to educate ui whO ire supposed' to be in the planning businessoon the
uses of these data. But.you're going to have to'sell them on their .

worth,.and not As''Ed O'Donnell was alluding'to, that you are seeklob. per-

fection and that'll*, can't give it to us,therefore you don't give it to

h%
u Projections Are devoted to the SMSA's'for the.basic part. It's*

.

to get anythingenymore at ihe local level. Frank-Drake mentioad
that e need more local-data. It's a fact, we deal in localities:. _The.

CETA ;Act itself put things down in the political jeriidictions. That's:,,a4

our lives. We thirds.in political boundaries. We do not" ihink-in broal
labor market terms. You have to think in political terms where-we
hiring you to work in' our prime sponsorship.areas. Ydu thilk in those 1
terms, but the state people and the federal people,persist fh their

attitudes that we can get what we need from these broad'based SMtA's.

In fact, in Washington they don't know that our SMSA in,CalgOrpia is

often bigger than four or five of the states that they are lic'ing in, sP
the data are not very good, where we have a half-dozen prime Ii0bnsors. -A

AK.started to read some junk on manpower projections because I wa n- is
,..o. .4cerned and wanted to say soMething that made it appear thai I ihw ha

-..N..I was talking about. I gave it up after I read something that says

ftthey assist in individual career choice, Job counseling, develoOent of

educational training programs, and they're alleged 'to ald in attaining

the objectives of full-employment, the elimination of labor bottlenecks,
etc. I don't know exactly how these work. ..Frank mentioned that.they .11L-

use occupational projections tO approve and start training.courie?. I' r
know that happens. I see that often. But I don't see'it often used ten
stop training.courses.. I see Ed O'Donnell saying that you haria4o fight
forcodrses you think are correct if you're in the education tii,VIess.,; A

. .. ._.That's_ the _truth: _Tnexre fighting, to. beep_ teaghp:s.41 j xe. tzecoxe pt
the diminishing enrollment. They're catering--pandering if.you please--

to the interests of the student, often an uninformed studentv the higii,4'

, 4

.i."
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school level, often a not much-better informed student at the junior
college level, and often kless informed student at the university
level, that at least tflkY have some other facades by the title they're in
a four-year program. But there is that pandering, and it is producing
people fn mass numbers who are not ever.going to be competitive in what
they really want to compete in. I believe_ in education. I think it's
very important. I teileve-in occupational .projections. I think they're
very important. I'd like,to know how'to use them. I'd like the people
who are being educated to know how they're going to use what they're
using. We see in dreas where we have occupational projections in

*Californiawe have something called an industry-occupation matrix which
does tie things to entry levels and-intermediate levels And upper levels
of occupations across a braid line, but even so in those areas where
people are very sophisticated, where they have a tight little group
going, where they have all stroked each other for three or four years,
wtiere they really have a good thing going; even in that district wheret
they know more than in most districts about both the sugply side and the
defaind side, they still laCk supply side information. The school dis-
trict autonomy is certainly unique to MissoUri. We have it in California
too. School district A will train its people on the premise that it
really doesn't matter what schocil districts B, C and D really are doing,
or the private schools, and we will flood the market with these people
who can compete but who are focused on some specific occupational objec-
tive and they don't get the jobs. So, we aren't even counseling people
because we don't presume to tell anyone what they should or should not
do. I don't suggest that you do that; that would be terrible. So,
teach us how to use these projections. I think if nobody were to pay
attention to the projections sit would be easier for you to generate them,
and we wouldn't have the self-fulfilling prophecies which come from using
these projections. And while this may not be an argument for junking the
whole system, we want to do what we can to make your job easier. And if
you don't help us use these things. I think we will help yOU.nake them
easier. And in closing, peopie say its relatively inexpensive. Ed

Irponnell.says.t.ye.. haven't supported this effort. Weil, we haven't, but:c..
we poured $400,000 in itailn California this year and we' got a piece of
crud. I think that's not relatiOely inexpensive. You're going to have
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to sell us on what you're doing, and teach us how to use it.

S.

STEVENS: I think that it's fair to say that those of you who are techni

ciansa number of you herehave more han an adequate challenge for:

\Pthe next day and one-half.. And those of u who have ignored the second

of tomorrow morning's sessiOns, which is called "Interpretation," may
want to reconsider the importance of interpretation. We were aWare in

planning the sessions that-data collection4ndi'data-processing-issues- --,

were of paramount importance. We have a particular interest in accuracy
- ,..

anaTysis. You have heard from a variety of sources thi's mornin hat .

you can have a tremendous amount of information that is vfti1y.worth-
less if no one makestOi necessar,veffort to assure,user understanding

of its strengths ind weaknesses, and intended purpose(s).

1COFFEE BREAK)

Thursday:J110::30 a.m., July 10, 1975

STEVENS:Aigain,I've given our next two speakers eXtriordinarily brief

time slots, rand they really have a lot of,things to say. We are now

getting to very specific issues about occupational.projections ond

planning. Our next speaker is Manny Weinstein, who is familiar_tO many

of you, from the Bureau of Labor Statistics and also now from the Execu7'

tiie Office of Management and Budget. Manny is a technical advisor to

the Standard,Occupational Classification Piroject. If you have not heard

about the Siandard Occupational tlassification System, you will be glad

you're here because you will be hearing a lot about it in,the future and

it will impact on your activities. So, I present Manny Weinstein.

Er

WEINSTEIN: bood mornint As has been intimated.bx
. _ _ . _ . _ _ . . . .

there's been a_considerable interest in occupational data because of the

.need by many people such as social scientists; edUcators, guidance
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counselors, manpower planners, and business and labor officials to be

informed about occupational characteristics and trends. However, there ...

is a difficulty in that there.are many classification systems and the

.differences among them have been a hindrance to the effective comparison

'and analysis of occupational date collected under the various systems.

The current interest has only served to emphasize a long-existingoneed

for a standardized occupational oomenclature and coding system.

The Office of Management and Budget in August 1965, circulated a

letter amongst various government agencies, asking them if they would be

:interested in-establishing a-standard-occupational:-classification and 28

agencies replied that-they would.. In December 1966, the project was

started, and is still active. The idea of a standard occupational classi-

fication °system is not new. Ihe historical point of reference that would

be most pertinent to what'we are cohcerned with is the publication of the

Convertibility List of'Occupations published by the Bureau of the Budget

which preceded the OMB. This list was called a Standard Occupational

Classification by Alba Edwards. And he does mention it in a 1940 publi-

cation.
1

This List was not intended to be a classification scheme.

Rathery it was a tool by which differing classification schemes could be

r'econciled, and.by which occupation statistics of different agencies

could be compared. The committee that pubyshed the List felt that it

was impractical to develop a'Classification scheme which could be used

with data derived from a variety of sources,oand intended for various

purposes. At that time the Census and the Employment'Security occupa-

tional structures were the ones that 'were related to the List. Today, we

have essentially the same situation. We're trying to reconcile the

Census occupational classification system and the system that is in the

Dictionary of Occupational Titles. As you.can'surmise, the purposes of

these two systems differ considerably.' Theicensus system is primarily

for census purposes-, and the DOT system is mainly intended for job refer--

ral and counseling purposes'and Other.employment service.operating

,

fli1

k Edwards, Alba M. Comearative Occupation Statistics for the United
Sta es, 1870to 1940. 16th Lensus-1940 Population. U.S. Department of
Commerce. Bureau of the Census, Washington: U.S. Government Printing
Office, 1943, p. 4.
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purpOses. .0ther agencies
have created,classificatim systak-which ire

eitheradaptaiions of these or are entirely.new, the:National
°Science Foundatidn, the U.S. Civil Service Commitsion,.and thq Department'
of,Defense. You can readily see, therefore, that we have quite a job"on.
our hands.

. Recently, the BureaU of Labor Statistics issued a revised edition.of
(a publication that illustrates the difficulties of attempting to matc#
existing classification systems. 2 In' it, the Census codes, the BLS ma-.

d .. trix titles and,codes, the vocational education
program,codes and tftles,

and the_DOLcodes_and_titles-are

many footnotes indicating a tremendous number of dilficulties and gaps.
The publication is available-tkrough thiregional offices or from the
Government Printing Office in Washington.. Manpower and qducatlona3 legis-
lation which has been enacted in_reeent years, and which deals with spe-
cific problems, has forced the lotior Department, the Department of Health,

.

Oucation and Welfare, and other)igencies to attempt to-obtain data-about" -
the labor forced employmentOincome,

and other data that are needed to.

appraise.the occupational sitUcture,arici requirements-of the W6rk.force..
-This has emphasi*d furtherithebneed for a common terminology and-a

standard coding system for-riccupationi:
-The current work on the develop-

meliof a Standard Occuational Olassificition
(SOC), we hope will jpro--

due'Fa reference tool used for, a new SysteNof occupational statistics,
both in and out of government:. Pa lii7e

to point out tfiai the'SOC is a

significant advance in ocidpational classification for this country. It
will furnish a chding system and

a nomenclature suitable for use by all

agencies for identifi4n9;_c1assify1ngd. and codifying occupations. The

systenlis such"tii400ataPe:ii will t;e able to be adjusted to the spe-
.

.cific needs of agencies. In .other words,'thetusers should be able to

contract or ex0andliii'structure to suit their specific purposenl.

One of the fundaMental *Kerns that:we have had, is to.provide a

common base so thablithere woula be-e contivity of statIstieil data

2
U.S. Department of Labor, Tomorrow's ManalwerNeeds: Matching

Occupational Classifications to Vocational Education Program Codes,
SuppTement 3, (reviSed 1975), Washington: U.S. Government Printing
Office.

, C44
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gathered qgger other systems:- I would like to stress the fact that the

SOC will aft r4place the Census or DOT systems, when itis issued.' We

hope; however, itiat some adjustments will be made in those systeMs to

make thenrmore compatible with it; and personally, I hope that someday the

United States will have a single multi-purpose occupational classifica-

tion Syst:m Similar to those in other countries. I'd like to point out

also that there is a classification system which has been a valuable

Aource, and it is the International Standard Classification of Occupa-

tions. (ISCO). This was issued by-the International Labor Office)aod I

_ proud to have_been_a_member_tot_the_team_thatturnet out_the first

editfon. It has been'gratifying to see the impact h has had on world

statistics in the area of occupations. The object of this system was to

facilitdie international occupational infqrmation by making occupational

data more comparable amonOnations. We tiope that when we establish our

system we will better be able tocomp, ou0f4ata with those in other

countries. The int6resting thing is that ISCO has been a basis for the

multi-purpose kind of classification that I've previously mentioned.

Many.countries now have a single system"wffich they lise for both census

purposes and employment service purposes. ,

' The SOC, as we see it, is a grouping of occupations into homogeneous

and related categories and sub-categories based on similarity of work

performed. Included in the classification processs a consideration of

education and training; the duties performed bylthit worker; machines,

tools, equipment and work aids used; materials SV subject matter used;

the product made or the service performed; and the industry. I want to

emphasize that this structure focuses on occupations and the people who

perform them, rather than on tile-industry and products or services. In

%other words, we want it to be a people-oriented structure. And the

emphasis is on transferability of competencies from industry to industry,

and product to product, or service to service.

The SOC will be a four-level system, i.e."divisions, major, minor,

and unit groups. By looking at one of the hand-outs you have.which deals

with the sales area, 'you can get an idea of the WhoM structure.
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.1 SALES OCCUPATIONS
This division includes occupations conCerned with

L solicqingsrders_fot goods and-services:selling--
commodities and services in stores ard similar

. establishments, purchasing commodities and property
for resale, and With conducting wholesale and retail
businessesorfOwn or owners' behalf or in partnership.
managing supervisors of individutl chain sto res and of
departments in storesee included in this diviiion.
Managess-who direct activities of sales departments of
large organizations are in Minor Group 125.

Maior Group: 41 SALES OCCUPATIONS, COMMODITIES
This mai& group includes otcupations concerned with
conducting wholesale and retail businesses which.sell -
commodities on own or owners' behalf or in partnership;
supeMsing and Coordinating activities of workers
directly and indirectly engaged in selling commodkies;
selling machinery and equipment and providing
technical information about their composition,
utilization, and maintenance; selling commodities on a
wholesale basiS usually in a specific geographic area;
and selling and demonstrating commodities in wholesale
and retail establishments and homes, on the street, and
from door to door. Sales managers ire classified in Minor
Group 125.

*Minor Group: 411 SUPERVISORS: SALES OCCUPATIONS.
'COMMODITIES

';.. This minor group includes occupations concerned with
`conducting wholesale or letail businesses on own or
°wners' be, half or itiVattriership; or supervising and
coordinating the activities of workers whosell
commodities.

Unit Group: 4131iWHOLESALE ANDr RETAIL TRADE
SUPERVISORS

'ThirunIrgroidecoth,patióicernedwith
planning, org401# ing, directing, and controlling"
operaticms of 'iolesale or retail trade eslablisirnent or
department of:Such an establqhment concerned'with
buyingial reselling goods t6 the public; huying and
warehoulhis merchandise and telling it fo retail.
industrial, commercial, and institutional consumeri; and
supervising and coordinating activities of sales
personnel.

Manager, store
Wholesaler
Converter
Importer-

exporter

DOT

Code
Training
time,

Retail trade 185168054 47
Wholesale trade- 1851.68078 "It
1iggiugle. tr 18.5168018 46
Refill ro; le 185168022 57

Manager, parts Retail & wholesale !85i8050 47
Aitrade

Manager, sales Cteaning, dyeing, I
-rpressing

Route supeivisor Any industry : -'-`292138010 46
Route worker P'rinting & 292168010 45

Subscription Retail trade 293258014 35
crew leader

Department Retail trade 299138014 47
head,
supermarket

Manager, Retail trade 299138022 47
.rdepartment

District Printing & 299368014 35
circulator Publiihing

! Fav die Porraens 1.0.0 &nerd aducansand 164-
openem Sec awl topmem Imhof sliac bwagaral
raciaatatran. Igo a comparal watimeow, sea (X)T.
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As you can see, we have a definition at each level. The division is

coded with a letter. The major group has two digits. The three-digit

group is the minor group. And the unit group has four digits. WO hope

that the level of finest detail will be the unit level. However, we do

expect that there will be instances where the minor group will be the

finest level of detail. The definitions at this level are related to the

Dictionary of Occupational Titles, the Census classification, and to any

other titles that we can obtainsfrom other sources. So, 'if you want to

know about wholesale and retail trade supervisors and about some specific

occupations in this group you can get this information by referring to

the definitions in the DOT.

The classification system alio has 21 tentative Divisions.

TENTATIVE STANDARD OCCUPATIONAL
CLASSIFICATION DIVISIONS

A. EMKNOPO. AdnumstmtilmArnd Managerml 01:culminate
(I I -14)

S. Ertgromn and Architects pp
C. Natural ScariMats and Meihemmiciant (IP)

O. Social Scientists. Social Stlersers. Clew and Lawyers

(22) k
C Teachers. Librarians. and Count*
C Wideprodent %WI% Prat:MSc/nen
0. 11.41111L Sepsis, AWN'S. and Enlerlat

lleenh Tochnmnns and Technologists
S. Technicians .ind Uchnologredl, Eac.p 4m (37)
J. S40011 Ckc upstrons (41)

C Clencal Occupatrons (4445)
L Snake Otcupgtmns (S1 43)
M. Agricultural 0E1 Reimmd iMmuttantnni 05-4n
N. Consmktron and Fenian, Occultation. 011 -02)
P. Tromponmron and Mannar IMosiing Occupainns (M)
0. mecnan.c$ and n.p.o.r. fan
N. P,O.C44011 '1V0r4m9 OccupatIons

k Production Waiting ,Climugilkone v I 49)

E lenental OccucuMont (larsomn) (I1)
Y. Military Occupations (S1) .

Z. Miscellaneous Occupations (90)
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This is one of the inno011tions of the SOC. It has a greater number of

divisions than usually appear in any oeihe United States occupational

classification system's. For example, the Census system has 12 major

roups and the DOT has 9 (see comparative listing aeend of paper). How-

, there's a feeling among us who are working 00 this project, that
divisions or major lroups with titles like Professional, Managerial, and

Technical, pose problems for those who use data that are aggregated under
'such rubrics. Itzeally becomes meaningless when you think that Pro-4.

fessional, Managillial, and Technical includes a conglomeration of occupa-
tions like baseball player, Ohysician, ballet dancer, strip-tease artist
and other occupations. TOU'don't know OWL the data mean and you can't
plan for anyAitcupattonal training on the basis of sucli data. Therefore,
we've eliminated suah headings. For (maple, you will find the profes-

sional, technical and menagerial areas in Diyisions A through I. Iflipeu
want to have continuity ft the basis of the present classification struc-
tures you can add up the data for the separate divisions in the SOC. But
we feel that from an analytical point of view and from an education

planning point of viewiAt's best tO be able to present these data

separately. In this was you know exactly what groups they represent, and
the data becomes more meaningful.

1040fr

There are certain concepts end features also incorporated in the SOC
which we have taken from other structures. soeple, the format of
the sales area is taken from the ISCO,

ich the definitions are inte-
grated with the classification structte.

.This arrangement enables the
user to easily relate occupatliDAS in one group to those in other groups,

and the users are assisted all the time by definitions. The lack of
definitions is one of the major drawbacks of the census struCture; there*

are many titles but you really don't know what they mean. Many people
also have expressed a desire for specific information about occupations

without the definitions becoming overly.precise.
The DOTiparticularly is

deficient in this area; there are a lot of highly predirDe definitions

which igreality are tasks of occupations. Our aim is to have defini-

tions wiltal are fairly exact, but not minute in detail.

One of theireasons for broadening the number of areas is to take
into account the career education concept and the trend towards traiming

for clusters of occupations. We feel that the system should relate
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Spectfic occupations to a spectrum of occupations, so that there should

be easy transferability and wider exposure to the world of work. In this

regard, we have some good examples to follow: The Canadielksystem, for

example, has 23 major divisions, and the British system has 18. to we

are going along with the trend of the latest research ;in occupational

classification. To the best of my knowledge, the Canadians are not com-

plaining about their structure; it was issued in.1971. It was used for

,their census, and is being used in their manpower programs and their

employment service. We feel, therefore, that we're on the right track,

even though some significant changes may have to take place in the col-

lection and presentation of data because of the new structure.

The project hes had many difficulties, as you can'surmise from the

.fact that we've been at it a long time, and haven't Published anything.

However, we're getting close to issuing a draft, but there are three

areas which are proving troublesome. They are the blue-collar workers,

the servied occupatiOns, and the laborers group:or as we call them,

elemental workers. The-blue-collar occupations are particularly diffi-

cult to deal with because we're trying to reconcile the DOT categories

dealing with processing, emchine trade work, structural work, and mis-

cellaneous occupations with the Census groups concerned with craftsmen,

operatives, and laborers. One of the reasons we are having difficulty is

that we've been told that people using these data would like to see skill

level distinctions established in this blue-collar area, and those of us

who have worked or know something about the learning and skills can

appreciate the difficulty of setting up groups with definite parameters

which set off skills. \

The service occupations area is presenting difficulties because of

the technological and educational changes that have been taking place.

For example, traditionally, laundry workers have been in a service area,

and yet when you look at what they're doing it's almost efactorrtype

job. *We're not sure as to whether or not they should be pulled out of

the service area and'out into tbeglue-collar area. ilikewise,

nom are Fairly well educated and thetf are junior colleges offering 1

enforcement programs. Consequently, some people are insisting that they
*be classified withilhe technician;.

We intend to issue a draft at the end of this month, a very rough
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one I must say. The draft will be circulated only to those government

agencies which expressed an interest in the program. Some of the members

of our inter-agency classification committees, and work groups also will

receive copies. Based on the comments and suggestions received, ihe

draft will be revised, and the second draft will be circulated through-,

out the country to all kinds of public and private organizations.
I

would say that, before a final draft is released, we have from two to

three years to-go, at.the least.

Before I close, I would like to mention something which is related

to another topic blot is in the occupational classification area. And

that is, over the past year, Otto Legg of the Office of Education and

representatives of the Labor Department have been working together to set

up a cooperative arrangement to revise, Vocational Education and

Occupations. As you know, this publication was issued in 1969, and

linked the U.S. Office Education classification structure, concerned with

vocational education offerings to tr4( DOT titles, codes and the i'vorker

traits. The book has been used a great deal throughout the country since

its publication, end we are now at the stage where-we are ready to revise

it. The upper-echelon officials of the Labor Department and of the

Office of Eduiation have indicated their support in a very concrete man-

ner. They have allocated financial and personnel resources. Letters

have been sent to State Directors of vocational education for comments

and recommendations for revising the publication. In addition, an inter-

agency agreement has been drawn up for the development of occupational

manpower information. Also, an advisory committee is being established

that will guide the project. One of the new things we hope to insert

into the document is the consideration of some BLS materials. For

example, information about the Occupational Egployment Statistics (OES)

progragliwill be incorporated into this book so that it will have the sort

of scope that will take into account many of the things in vitich you

people are Interested. Of course, the problem is when wçrevise this,

how will we take into account the SOC, the revised D#Pti ry of

Occupational Titlei, which will be published next year, arid the new

Office of Education taxonomy which will be replacing0Mandbook VI, and the

Taxonomy of Instructional Programs in Higher Education? In the field of

occupational classification, we obw have a much broader viewpoint than we
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have ever hadond we hope that we are looking at the world of work in

a more realistic manner. In this way we hope to produce what you people

want.

Major Divisio

cnsub ValOnal Classifit
System

001.145 Piolelmonal. Tr(
Cinched Wotli

lel- 241S Managers
(inept F &MC

260.1110 Sales
301315 Clerical anditindred
401- SRO Crafts and CritibedVatiituras:

7111.7IS Transgon
601611S Operatives. If

740.7114 I Atom.. Fund Farm
NI 4113 Fanners and Form Manager!, ,

611424 Tom taltnIerS and 1ann t Aut.
Sugervoors

101-gil Sec-wit e Workers. 1 so ept Prorate
411, Iltrusrhold

141011114 Prn ale Illnuiehold Walken

n Three Occupational Classilkat ion Systems

tionan
01. ispalingal Titles

huletruflal. lel ha, al. and
managerial (N.upalount

2. Cient al end Sales Occupations
3. $ry,e O r up.thons
4. t anoint' pawn', . Forestry. and Related

(It Kontos
S. Pim roans O upanons
6. Machine Trades (Ter upations
7. Dem ts Work Orr upations
U. Snot twat Work Ck apahonS
1. Misr ellaneout Occupations
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Workers
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4. Sales Workers
S. Senke Workers
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Forestry Workers. Fishermen and
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11. Production and Related Work
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STEVENS: I suspect.that those of you who were about,to mix the ciicrete
in which to set your systems better shut off the water because it sounds
like,there are knumber of things in the pipellne that will be important
in the way that a state

system developsoand relates io dther state sys-
tems: Our next speals is well-known to,most of you. He is Leonard A.
Lecht, Director of thrspecP.Projitcts apartment of The Conference

Board, headquartered in New york

:V.
41t.LECHT: There'is a major

P
thallenge ahead in guidance and counseling and

changing enrollments within' v.ocational educat/On to hep erode the tra-
ditional stereotypes of men's jobs and women's jobs. And if dare we do

\ that, and do that in many diffeiint placelias well as vocational educa-
tion, then the "What would happen if?" would be closer te people's, aspi-
rations rather than to projections of past trends. I am going to Spend

It *some time discussing. study 4, have made for the O.S. Office of Educa-
tion of changes in occupational

characteristics in the next decade and
their'implicationg fOr planriing'in education. Most projections deal with
future job wenings. For example, how many positions will there be in
the next tin years'for'carpenters,

or medical technologists, or police-
hien, or what have you. This is, only opt dimensi000f the inforMition
which is needed for planning in vocational educitiOn.

'There-may be a
great many job openings in some occupations, but they may PaY PhorTY.
We may not want to train people

for those occupations even if there are
plenty of jobs. Or, we may be training people for jobs that college

graduates Ilibentering in larger numbers. Here it would be important
to know ifillfe vocational education

training is adequate to meet this
new competition. And how important is this new competition? More
importantly, many occupations in the past have had large'concentrations

of htitschool dropouts in their work force. The critical information
herelPf the sharp decrease in the representation of persons with less,
than a full four-year high school education

in moSt occupations and the

.probable continuation of this trend in the next decade:

Legislation pressures make votational education responsive to social
changes such as The Civil Rights Movement in the '60s, or the Women's Lib
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Movenient currently. Accordingly, one of the critical pieces of infOrma-

tion about an occupation is what kind of employment opportunities it

offers for women, or for non-whites. We have been attempting to develop

this information both in terms of historical information and also pro-

Jections.

Now, A word about projections. Some people regard them as the work

of the Devil. Others think they're something like a bookkeeping docu-

ment on an accountant's statement. As I see them they are neither. Prb-

Jectlons spell out the implications of a scenario. They're a story that

says with numbers--What would happen if? What would happen if the

economy grew at a faster or a slower rite? What would.happen to)Ob

seekers problems if the labor force grew aC we anticipated? The pro-

jections I am presenting are basically extrapolations of the experience

of'the 1960 to 1970 period as modified by developments in the first half

of the '70s and judgments about the future. The what.would happentif

story says--What will happen if past trends continue? In many cases we

hope they don't continue. One if the aspects we can be reasonably sure

of is that most of the job openings are io larger occupations. This is

especially true of the occupations we're concerned with .in this study.

They are the ones which people with high school diplomas 4;piCally enter

or in which vocational programs are offered. A great deal of attention

in vocational education tends to be given tdOknall occupations, occupa-
.

tions which are often regarded as providing significant opportunities.
111-

Engineering Technician would be.one. These often offer attractive

careers. But by and large, the job openings in the next decade are

going to be in large occupations, whidh account for an average of half ..,
,

a million jobs or more a year. Auto mechanics or secretaries are examr-

ples. As pAt of our study, we examined the U.S. Office of Education's

enrollment projections for 1977 and we'4pared them with,oUr p;ojecifbni

of annual average job openings-for the,overall 1970-1985 period. This

kind of comparison can be overdone because vocational education is both io

a manpower program, and it an educational program as well. Student

intereSt end the availabilitI: of faculty are important along with.know-

ledge of job openings in program planning. It is significant that there

is a rough consoistency between projected enrollments and job openings in ,

most fields. There are also inconsistencies, ancrthe largest one is in
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the field of Agriculture. In 1977 the Office of Education projects that

6.--1

about 9% of the enrollment will be in Agricultural vocation education
rses. In terms of job openings, about one half of 1% of the job

openings are expect& to be in Agriculture. One of the suggestions here

is that this is not too relevant a comparison, and that the more rele-

vant comparison is with the broader range of job opportunities connected

with the field of Agriculture, the agribusiness ecupations. Including
the agribusiness occuOations which have a close relationship to Agri-,

culture would raise the job openings figure to about.one and one half
percent. What does this signify? To me, it .signifies that we ought to
recognize that much of the agricultural vocation40 education isn't a
manpower program. We recognize this in the case of the homemaking pro-

gram where we distinguish between "gainful" and other homemak4ng. Here

we recognize that.it is desirable to learn how to cook or about vitamins

and nutrition even tf this knowledge doesn't contribute to GNP. I think
it is time that we recognized the same thing about the Agricultural pro-
grams. A small part of them are releed tolainful employment. A

majority of these progriMs serve,other social values and interests which

are also worthwhile preserving. To continue the job openings enrollment

comparisone if we look at.distributive education, there are many more job
openings expected than enrollments in that field. So, this is an area

where the vocational programs to date have only partially served.the
botential of the market'. The same thing is true with health Occupations.

There has been a rapid4Orowth in enrollment in these occupations rebbntly

but they are still relatively small compared to job openings in these
fields. Otherwise there's a rough consistency. The office occupations

have about the same share of enrollments as the jobs, trades and indus-

try something more% technical occupations about the same, etc. So while

there is a generiI relationship between ja openings and enrollment in

vocational programs, it's a rough one, and with many deviations. Moving

on from job openings to educational attainment, I should mention that our

study concentrates on the occupations which do not typically require a

'fopr-year college degree although some college graduates are represented
in them. More cqllege graduates ore expected to be represented in these
occUpations. Persons with 16 or more years of schooling are expected to

grow slightly from about 7% to 9% of the total in the occupations our
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study is concerned with. This means that there will be more college

graduates than has been true in the past entering white-collar adminis-

trative and technical fields. However, it doein't look to us that the

college graduates.including Ph.O.'s will be competing-for taxi drive,'s

jobs in large numbers or that engineers or teichers who have difficulty

in finding employment will often attempt to become hospital atteAdants or
med7cal technicians. So, while in good reason !or frequently upgrading

vocational programs, the competition of college graduetes is a lesser
.

one. The major development in educational attainment is the sharp de-

cline in the proportion of people in the occupations.studied with less

thaW'l high school education. We expect this group to decline from

about 3/8 of the eeployment in these occupations to roughly between 1/4

and 1/5 of the employment. Correspondingly the proportion of people

with 12 to 15 years of schooling is expected to increase substantially.

What conclusion can be drawn from this? The initial conclusion is that

the supply of well educated people will increase significantly, partic-

ularly in less skilled occupations. As that happens, and it's been

happening in the past, thiscarcity.value of the high school credential

will probably diminish. -As its scarcity value_diminishes the economic

premium attached to it is also likely to diminish. However, for people

who don't have it the penalty will_ still be there.

Our-study has also been concerned with earnings as an important

occupational characteristic. Examining the 120-od4,pccupations in our

study we have asked, what do they pay? Our earnings data in 1970 and the

projected earnings refer to the earnings only of full-year workers, of

people who worked 50 weeks a year or more. Our study ihoes that the

vocational programs prepare people for occupations which cover the

earnings gamut, but there is a concentration at the lower end at less
,

than median of the earnings scale for all occupations. For example, in

1970 the median earning of a ful,1-year worker in the United States was

just short of $10,000 a year, $9,945 (in 1973 dollars). However. over

2/5, 41% of the employed.in the occupations considered, including those

in which vOcationai-edecation concentrates its training, had median.

earnings under $8,1300, or $2,000 a year less than the median figure for

all year-round workers. About 5/8 of all the peoPle working in the occu=.

pations studied earned less than the median for all full-year workers.
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On the other hand,,some occupations included reported median earnings in

The $16,000 to $18,000 bracket. These are primarily specialized techni-

cians, people like draftsmen, etc. The point here is that in the past

little attention has been paid in setting up training programs to the

earnings in the occupations for which people were being trained. Fre-

quently little attention was paid to their job security or their oppor-

tunities for upward movement. And while the projections are of some

interest here, the story is told equally well by the.historical data.

cite one instance, I recall that in the mid-1960's thpre was a great

deal of attention paid to what were called New Careers, nonprofessional

human service occupations. These were fields that presumably people

could enter with little formal training. Instead, it was believed they

could draw on what was called their experience in life. New Careers

would include fields like teacher's aids, health aids, and in some cases

social working cortmunity aids, etc. Numbers of persons were trained in

manpower programs or vocational programs for these positions. Several

considerations were overlooked in planning these programs. One was that

they paid poorly, usually close io the minimum wage. Another was they

had very little job security. A think was' that in practice there were

very few channels of upward mobility by which a person could move out

of those occupations into something better. I would also venture to

guess that most of these occupations had very little in the way of

fringe beneiNts, retirement provisions, health benefits, etc. Currently,

few people are being trained in these fields. The point to be made is

that earnings indifferent fields are one important consideration to be

-taken into account in pr-ogram planning. Certainly, it'is just as impor-

tant as,thow many jobs are expected to materiai:ize. Iestme instances,

it may make sense to train people for occupations which Oat consi,der4bly-
less than the median. And it may make sense to do se because.thiy"day

be people that have limited learning ability. But, peopTe ought to know

what they're likely to earn in the field after their training.

We have been emphasizing jobs as occupations, as key to economic

status, and as a way of upgrading people who in the past have been left

out of the main stream of our society. And certainly women and blacks

are the two major groups in this category. There has been a great deal

of emphasis recently on affirmative action programs and equal employment
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opportun4ty programs. Wheq we started this study, we thought we would

see very far reaching changes in the occupation distribution oT women

and blacks. We looked at our data from two peripectives to note evi-

dences of change. One was to look at the young people separately and the

other, the overall work forces and compare the changes in the representa-

tion. What *we found is that there had been some changes in the occupa-.

tional distribution of nonwhites and women in different occupations, but

that these changes have been relatively modest. Frequently, the changes

are greater in the case of blacks or nonwhites, to use the census term,

than they are in the case of women. What stands oUt predominately is

the continued cOncentration of the employment of younger women,'that is

the 18 to 34 year range in what has teen regarded as the typiE'al female

occupations in the past. Now there are changes. There are many more

women in real estate fields; there are small numbers of women entering

various. craft occupations, more women policepersons and so forth and so

on. But what dominates the data is the modesty of the changes. Take

secrelOries as a strong case:' In 1960,-97 percent'of the secretaries

were women, while in 1970 97.5 percent of the secretaries were women.

If you go to the younger woman in the field, the under 35 group, ind you

look at them separate*, you would find the .proportion is virtually

identical. Yes, among the secretaries in the 18-34 year age group,

98 percent of the secretaries are women. We may be headed on a colli-

sion course here. Occupational aspirations among women or blacks are

changing with government support and community support. A the same
` time Pnly modest changes are taking place in their occupatioPal

h

repre-

impTications which include vocational education and others. If you ,

sentation. What does tis imply,for vocational education? It has

wOuld.lifok at.the distribution of enrollment in vocational education, you .,/

would find that it tends to be'close to the current employment distribu-

tion for women. 4
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Study of Changes in
Occupational Characteristics

Table 1

Distribution of Employment in Occupations Studied Grouped OY
. Size of Occupation, 1970, 1985

4istribution of Employment

1970 1985

04P904r,-249.P.
256000..tbi489;99'

500,000 0-149,999

750,000 to 999,999

1,000,000 to 1,249,999

1,250,000 to 1,449,999

1,500,000 to 1,999,999

24060,000 and over

Total Employment
(in thousands)

100.0%

3.2

12.8

21.5

8.1

18.5

0.0

6.3

7.4

21.5

43,399

100.0%

2.6

9.7

12.1

46.2

8.9

12.9

4.8

9.1

23.6

57,235

I.
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.
Table 2

Comparison of14ojected Vocational Enrollments
with-Projected Average Annual Job Opportunities

in Occupations Included in Study

Program Area Distribution of Projected
Vocational Enrollments

in 1977'

Agriculture 8.9%

Distributive
Education

9:1.

Health Occupations

Home Economics
(Gainful)

OfficeOccupations. 28.7'

Technical
Occupations 4.5

Trades and
Industry 38.0

-Other ,(1)

5.2

TOTAC 100.0

S 1

Distribution of Average
Annual Job Opportunities

1970 to 1985

0.6%

25.2

9.5

5.4

29.2

2.0

23:3

4.8

100.0

(I) Refers to job openings fn occupations not cuirently trained for in
vocatiorial programs.'
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,or

4

Distribution of Employment in Occupations Studied by Educational
Attainment grouped by Percent,in Occupation

Completing 12 to 15 Years of Schooling, 1970, 1985

Occupations grouped

'by percenttof workers

completing 12 to 15 Total Less than 12-15 16,or
years of schooling

12 years years more

of school of years

schoOl

bistribution of Emplbylik

1970
1985

Total Less than 1 12.15 16 or

12 years i Years morO

of school of yeatkl

school

Less than 24

20.0 to 39.9
23.7

40.0 to 59.9 45.2

60.0 to 79.9 18.7

80.0 to 100,0
12.4'

*Total
,100.0

Total employment

(in thousands) 13,399

Percent distribution:.100,0%

040 0.0% 04% p.o%

39.6 14.4 7.8 3.0

46.3 . 112.4 171, 20.2

10.6 23.9 23.9 51.2

3.5 19.3 7.5 25.6 '

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

,

16,741 ,t 23,697 2,961

38.6 I 54.6 6.8

0.0%

6.6

36.3

47.9

.0.3

100.0

57,235 13,033

100.0% 22.7

14.9

50.4

33.1,

100.0

39 003

68.2

0

2

19:6

65.0

12.

100.0 4



Table 4

Distribution of Employment in Occupations Studied Grodped by
Median Earnings, 1970. 1985

(in 1973 Dollars)

upations with
ian Earnings of:

Less than $6.000

$6,000 to 7,999

$8.000 to 9.999

$10,000 to 11,999

$12,000 to 13,999

$14,000 to 15,999

$16.000 to 17.999

$18,000 to 19,999

$20.000 and over

total Employment
(in thousands)

Distrtbution f Employment

1970 1185

100.0% 100.0%

12.3 1.0

29.1 5.8

23.8 16.8

14.7 17.0

7.8 10.1

2.1 11.0

10.0 14.2

0.0 7.1

0.3 17.1

43,399 57,235

Mote: Median earnings for all U.S. occupations was $9,945 in 1970 and
is projected to rise to approximately $15,000 by 1985.
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STEVENS; Thank you Leonard. Next on the agenda is a panel of three
----iteLtur to this morning's speakers. After they Comment we will accept

questions from the audience. The three reactors are: Dr. Robert Morgan,
associated with North Carolina

State University; Joyce Shackett, asso-
ciated with our MOTIS project

at the University of Missouri; and Alan
Williams, Senior Lecturer in Industrial Relations, Massey University,in
New Zealand. Alan is a visitor on

our campus this year, and is also -

involved in New Zealand with the kinds of things
we are disCussing, so I

thought his remarks would be of substantial interest. 1
Bob, Joyce. and Alan will comment in order as they were presented.

MORGAN: [unedited] There was quite a bit of
information presented here.

Certainly, T think it refllip the natiohal temper at the present time--
from very glowing coments to pretty grim kind

of coffilnents by Mark
Sanders. Celliply the location within the structure has 4 lOtli do
with your perception of how manpower data is best uttlizedr and with
that respect I need to tell you as a point of backlItoWd %formation, we
have just completed

a national study of ten exemplary states, one from
each geographical region, in the use of manpower data for Iccational
education and in the use of manpower data for more comprehensive manpower
planning which includes the CETA Act. There were over 400 interviews
conducted and we're currently

producing the final report on that. Alio,
at the same time, a concurrent

project funded by Part C funds,0E,
brought *Nether some forty separate agencies to try to identify what are
the info.remtion needs, and this got intO the manpower area. So, in light
of these two studies, I'm going to attempt to highlight some major areas.
In the first two presentations there was a note of an adversary relation-
shipfbetween those who produce the data and those who use the data. 'Nis
adversary relationship, I think, essentially is around the whole business
of finance of the collection of data. Certainly in the YEA Act UP'
million.was set aside, authorized, never appropriated; I:think this cer-
tainly shows educators' true interest in manpower data--Ws indicative
at least. There are exemplary practices

across the.nation where there
is actual financing ofltpe collection of data by ES or BLS for specific
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accupational-areas:-Probatrly-the-best example of-thfs is in Oklahoma of
a continuing relationship. In terns of the geographic areas that were
spoken about, need for information on smaller geographic areas, there

are certain problems that have to be solved by the educational comibnity,

before any substant*ve work call be done, and that's,the definition of a
service area. How big of an area is an institution serving? You've got
prime sponsors that overlap with community college districts, that over-
lap with local school districtslimnd notiodx wants to define what their

service area is. So you gei, even if youeoet local demand data, the
suppliers all will be basing their training on the deumnd without regard
to the fact that other institutions are coming in with supply; you've

got in-migration of skills and out-migration of skills that we have no
data on; you've got within career mobility and we have no data on that,
or very sparse at best. Certainly there was attention throughout all the
talks about the cross-walks. N04, during Manny's presentation,4me hear

IIthat we're not going to do away with all the other systems. We're going
16 have one more set of cross-mmlks. That's a sad statement to ne.

Until we_get some kind of standardized occupational pivoting structure,
people iffi gling to be collecting data that is not directly comparable.

This is a particularly critical problem in the OE program Code cross-

walk to the Census code. It really creates a serious problem because we
know that fit all people %to enter a vocational program are going to

enter that particular occupation, or set of occupations which are related
to it. 4,1Yet we treat enrollments or graduations as though these people

were part of the la r force, when in a recent study I just completed,

11only 30 to 40 perce of the average programs enter the occupations

trained for. So, we have a supply picture that's really kind of grim.
There needs to be a great deil of work on the supply. What educators,.

need though, is not supply or demand, they need net demand, and right

we don't have it. Certainly it's encouraging to hear that

funintelligible) and Handbook Six. It's gratifying to hear that there's

sore closure on the SOC, but I want to make one point in CO7ang to a
'close here. We talk about job demand on the one hand. We talk about

student interests on the other hand. What I would hope would come_

of this conference is not in that interpretation section, is how do y

rectify the ctiar fact that often job Aemand does not create student
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interest? And the converse also being true, that student interat does

not generate job demand. I thtok this is an issue that really is causing

a lot of problems in the utilization of manpower data. The finance of

education is based on student interest, on enrollments in those programs.

The day that it is based on placement, rather than enrollment, is going to-

be the day that we have a significant change in the view of manpower data

and its use. So, wliep You look across the nation, the way that money
' gets funded to the local school systems is usually based on enrollments Oh
and not on placements, with few exceptions. Until that gets rectified

manpower data will probably Snot get utilized. I should sky that from

the standpoint of demand data, the educational community is generally

satisfied, but it needs net demand and it needs some incentive for

utilizing the data-that are already there.

SHACKETT: The problem I hane in looking at the presentations, in terms

of my own reactions, is 'Selecting just a few things to react to at this

time. There has:been a wealth of informatiodpresented this morning that
I find very interesting.

I find myself thinking, from my point of view as a producer, of the

conflict that has been presented between the producer and the consumer

of data. In other words, there is conffiEl between the person who gen-

erates data and the person who is ultimately going to use that data in

decision-making.

I think this is i very important consideration. It is something

that is not discussed enough, and it will fit into the general frame-

work of the problem of non-communicatiomtAt was mentioned earlier in

regards to the problem of programs being duplications of each othekby

touching the same areas and thus duplicating materials and- serviceer.

There is simply not enough communication, and hopefully the type of

conference we are having here will'help to eliminate that problb0.

Specifically, I think there ts a pisunderstanding existing between

tRO producers and the consuMeri fn the aspect of what is feaMle. Now,

we can't really deal with what the consumer wants. What he wants is

somettsing that would give him complete and perfect information,,and we
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have to recognize that we are not able to give him that kind of data,

even though it would be very nice. What we should talk about more fre-

quently is what can be done and what data can be teveloped that will

prove useful to the user of the data.

It is important that the data users understand the fact that the
-

occupational projections generated by data producers are meant to be
long term projections. Further, these projections are based on past

experiences and employment trends and on explicit assumptions concerning

what things art going to remain stable in the economy. The assumptions

deal with issues such as technological.change, the changing social struc-

ture, the number of women and non-whites entering the labor market and

looking for work in certain occupations,.the percentage of specific

occupations that are employed in certain industries, how constant such

percentages are, and so on. The assumptions we data producers makirhave

weaknesses. We are aware of those weaknesses and try to account for )

them as.best we can.

There are miny elements in a system that data users need to con-

sider when making decisions concerning vocational education program and
various training programs. The occupational projections generated are

an important part of this system. Information'is needed on technologi-

cal trends within the economy. There are changes in social structure

and various unique informational data that only local educators know
about.

In the process of converting generated data and informatign to fit

local need;, this last matter is a very important p$int. To repeat the

statement, there are some things4hat only local educators ;ill know

about. :For example, they may knoukhat a new company is moving into an-

area, or that the recent grtiates of certain vocational education pro-

gram have not been able to get jobs after leaving school. This type of

information is very important. It is essential to realize that the data

producers' occupational projections are not intended to be the data

User's sole tool to use in making decisions. They are meant to be a

part of the ialormatioo a data user applies to decision making; a small

part in some circumstances, and a very important part in others.

There are manyShingi the data user must consider. For proper util-

ization of the data generated, the occupattonal projections for the
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figure, information about4technological

trends, and various other bits

of information obtained from various sources must be matched tagether
and analyzed. It is critical that you realite that this is not going to
bd a simple procedure. WO cannot give you a seriei of steps to go,
through that will give you an answer to questions such as what programi.

should be funded, what programs_ should be dropped, and what.programs

should be maintained at their current level of funding. *hat we can,give
you is an outline or a procedure to follaU

detailing.things yoU-can.and
should consider in making your decisions. Such an outline will typically
be somewhat complex,

Clearly, it is

re

ve

:
important that ue have more coordination of

616activities and mo c 0 ation between the people who'are promoting datal . '

generationk the data producers, and the data users. Only when there is
coordinatipn and planning can a system be built which,pill he truly uie-'
ful. Data producers must know what theldata 'users:are attempting to do. '

It makes a great difference in the type of data generated and the out- .,-
.:..,.line for proper'use of the data if the data users are planning to use

the data to alter funding and support for vocaticinal education programs
rather than just uie the data.for reporting purpiies to various"agencies.
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1. Given the "ride variety of research 'and program inputs that

have gone into the generic manpower field over the 1.0sA

'decade, coupled to the 7wide range of agencies now actively

engaged in policy design and implementation, is it timely

to suggest that the interests4pf coherence may best be

served if the federal government-agencies think in terms

of a national labor.market policy? To me it seems a para-

dox that in a country where so much attention ha's been Pald

to questions of unemployment and poverty,-there still exists

a belief in the efficiency of the market mechanism to clear

the labor market under utimum conditions. Particularly

since the empirical eviagnce of a growing residual level of

unemployment after each turn of the economic cycle,i-eveals

on disaggregation a disproportionate effect in the long run

with regard to employment opportunitits among specific
.>

groups. The current situation thus tends to take on socio-

political as well as economic significance for.the future.

2. My second implicit question involves a comment by Dr. Drake

with relgard to an important dimension of the agency-client

relationship: the matter of trade union responses to

classification'changes. Such matters overseas tend to be

clouded with considerable feeling, largely because the

classical traditions of craft unionism have tended to make

the union executive the ftnal artitter of what constitutes

skill. In my own country where liaison tends to be fairly

effective, there still lurks the feeling in the minds of

many unionists that reclassification means skill dilution,

and loss of both earnings and status, a fear exacerbated

by increasing technological input.

By contrast, the. American principle of single agreements

and binding contracts appear to have overcome much of this

problem. At the-same time the increasing use of occupa-

tiorial classification and reclasstfication, must of necessity

be having an effect upon the bargaining process as new con-

tracts are renegotiated. The nature, extent and kind of
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effects must surely be a matter of some moment for the
researcher. Upon clarity of definition there depends the
future presence or absence of

demarcation disputes between
unions claiming jurisdictional rights over new categories '

of work.

3. As a final comment, may I ask a rhetorical qestion that is
the subject of a growing literature, that stretches back to
Max Weber and other nineteenth

century thinkers, the question
of the meaning.of work itself? Anyone engaged in the task
of developing and planning policy these days must surely be
,aware of the considerable growth

of interest in-work as a
psychological and ;ocial human need, that joins the shop
floor to.the board room in a continuum. This question with
its multitude of social as well as economic variables is too
important to be left to the philosophers. It is my fiem
belief that its existence

more than any other should inform

the conscious thoughts of all of us here today.

STEVENS: Okay, we have about 15 minutes until we are scheduled to go to
lunch. Are there questions that you would like to address to any of
this morning's speakers from where you sit? We'll spend the 15 minutes
in that way, and then ve will disperse until 1:30 at which time we will
reconvene here. Do you have questions for any of the speakers?

FIRST QUESTION FROM AUDIENCE: SomeOne this_morning was making a comment
about chOging technology and the need to keep programs updated and take
advintage of new trends. Now, I was.wondering:to whtt extent (this
would be, I think, the case here in Missouri) the advisory councils at
the state level and the local level are providing this kind of input as
to wAii these changes are in industry so that it can be built into the
program offered. It seems to me to be a problem that we're groping with
in Missouri.. And if this is the case, to what extent are the advisory

6 2
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bodies providing this kind of input so that you are offering relevant,

current programs that are getting at this changing technology?

STEVENS: The Assistant Commissioner must have anticipated that. He left
while you were asking the question. Frank Drake, would you like to

respond to that?

DRAKE: I think wfiat we're really seekingis a validation of the content

in the instructional process. And an advisory council could certainly

serve one way of meetiRg that need. When we get into rather sparsely

populated areas where there are still people needs and vocational needs,

we have to find some way of trying to validate. We may not always use

that advisory council concept, but we.have to make a contact in some
other way. But, it has been a problem. We think we've made some

progress.

STEVENS: Are there any pariicipants here who think they have an optimal

advisory function?

RESPONSE: It's not optimal advisory. But along the4same lines, I'm

from Utah. We've got quite a bit of development in the state of Utah 0
in the coal industry. They've made large advances in technology lately.

-gut the junior colleges and vocational institutions in southern Utah

made their technological changes and skil4\and occupation requirements.

So they're having people from various companies actually attending
classes. And also teachers when th'y're not teaching classes, going

back into the mines and spending some time with the new,equipment. So

they take the place of the-advisory council. That's one way to do it,
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I think. And I think it's going to work,real well.

1.
STEVEN6; Any other vehicles for accomplishing this?

RESPONSE FROM AUDIENCE: Well, I think the last g months of our experi-
ence in dealing with the advisory council has been in a generalizei
form. They'te not very effective in dealing with the technical iates,
but rather can Kilo with some of the broader policy questions in terms
of how they feel about-it. And as a mirror or bouncing board for drofes-
sional analysis and technical information. Checking to see that it's

coot way out of line in local sentiment and preferences. But using Wol-
unteers to get technical information has been very unproductive and

frustrating and required in our case (in New Mexico) a total restruc-

turing of our Kenning system ind
the orientation and kind of item hat

we present to them. The agenda has changed radically because of the
difficulty of getting feedback from volunteers on very difficult and
extremely complicated information.

SECOND QUESTION FROM AUDIENCE:. This is a question for Mark Sanders.
Your frustrations seem torbe so intense. I was wonderingildiether or not

6.
it reflected some of the frustrations

of the.first year of the Compre-
hensive Employment and Training Act (CETR), since I suspect from your
title on the program that you have something to do with CETA; this whole
problem of brjnging up CETA and the.Public Service Employment (PSE) money
they've got thrown in. .0r, does it reflect some of the peculiarities of
the linkage.between vocational education and CETA with respect,to the
time...(inaudible)... I just wondered what underlies your frustrations?
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AARK SANDERS: A lot of it is caul by...(inaudible)... and it does

'have to do with CETA, but it has to do with our broader education system.

I do not'think that your manpower policy activity is alive and well in
the United States. I think we aren't dealing with the broader aspects
bf manpower4Oolicy. Wei* Jiving ourselves, and Occupational projections
'in specific are a manipulative tool smed by some of our labor economists

to jive us about where we're'going to head in terms of full employment or

an acceptable employment rate. We project down the line, and our self-

fulfilling prophesy thewlen show that we can have adjusted upward the

-,acceptable unemployment level which,means we are going to have these

people who will be shoved aside, and not concern ourselves with them in

occupational programs. In specific, we don't deal with the equity or
equality issues. We don't deal with the racial and sexual issues in

# terms of who we ought to be training in the schools. We don't coordi-

nate our activities when we have good systems because Of the economy of

the school districts,the political jurisdictions. In California, we'v

got some 140 official'planning areas which doesn't even address the

school district areas which are on top of those. I'm very frustrated

about a lot of this stuff, and I hope I can understand what'we're doing

with projections here. We're no't looking for a perfect tool, we're

looking for something that will help us get out of the political

decision-making of sticking our finger in the wind and doing what we
dawn well want to do anyway.

4

STEVENS: It will help just a little bit in our getting to know each
other. The question came from Jim Kane from the governor's office in
Massachusetts. Other questions? No?

All rig6t. Again, a couple of notes. If you brought materials

with you that you would like to put on display so others can take

references, please put them on the tables at the back. flit will have a

list of pirticipants prepared this afternoon.

We will re-convene at 1:30.
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Thursday, 1:30 P.M., July 10, 1975

STEVENS: We are going to start this afternoon with Richard E. Dempsey
from the Bureau of Labor Statistics in Washington, D.C. Dick will
describe the BLS employment projections prograM and the new Occupationa 1j,

Employment Statistics psogram. Dick will be followed by Paul Braden,
who is now with the Economic Development

Administration, U.S. Department
of Commerce. Paul was the prime mover in the Oklahoma Training Informa-
tion System (OTIS), to my knowledge the first of the statewide systems

designed specifically for vocational education-planning purposes.

A.

DEMPSEY: Since the early 1960s, manpower and educational legislation'
has continually underscored that marpower training anU.vocational edu-

cation be conducted in 4reas of proien occupatidnal need. Evaluations
of manpower training conducted over the years have repeatedly cited the

lack of local labor market information
on occupational demand as a

source of Considerable concern by manpower and vocatiOnal education
planners. In fact, an evaluation recently completed by the Olympus

Research Corporation stated that "the absence of usable occupational

data at the.local level. is very serious indeed." economists
argue that the occupational market place will adjust th wage varia-.

tions for imbalances between the demand and supply of workers, most

recognize that this market functions
imperfectly, with.unacceptable legs, /

and more importantly, that the .elasticities (if substitution for many
skills are cloie to. zero.

.

In short, either because ata are needed far judicious planning

or because.of legislated repo itements,-the data are a neces-
sary integral Part of any man vocational education planning
system. Without question, decis ons concerning training and occupation-

related educational programs are being made that involve, elther impli-

citly or explicitly, use of occUpational projections. In the past,

theselrojections may have simply been the intuitive judgment of

deciOon-makers.
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The OES Program

The OES Program, &cooperative Federal/State effort, has three

basic elementsthe OES SurVey, the National/State Industry-Occupational

Matrix System, and the State and Area Occupational ManpOwer Projections
Program. In this-cooPerative effort, the But2eau of Labor Statistics is
responsible for the development and improvement of survey procedures and

manpower projection techniques to be used by the cooperating State

employment security agenciet" and provides a continuous program of guid-

ance and assistance to the State agencies through its regional office
system. The Manpower Administraiion (MA), a major partner in this

effort, is responsible for the administrative aspects of the program.
Historical DeveloOment

*he Bureau of Labor Statistics received in November 1972!the offi-
cial Department of Labor (DOL) responsibility for providing consultation

and technical assistance to State Employment Security Agencies concerning
State dhd area occupational projections.

Unofficially, the Bureau had
to a limiited-extent, been acting in an advisory capacity since the late

1960s, or.since the release of the first four volumes of.the TomorroWs

Ahnpower Nee&I series, Prior to BLS involvement, howeverthere'had
beerka prograt for the development of such data centeredin the Depart-
ment's Bureau of Employment Security for well over a decade. The basic

methodology proposed was referred to as the area skill survey.

The procedure followed in this "survey" was for State employment

agencies to cohduct a personal visit anO/or mail survey of local
. employers requesting data on current occupational employment and fore-

casted requirements. Forecast periods ranged from one to five years,
and estimates of replacement needs were often requested as well. Eco-

nomic assumptions and lists and definifOns of occuptions varied from
idOVOto survey, and the efforts wer&often one-time studies.

sConcern began to grow during the mid-1960s regarding the value of
thiArocedure. Critics raised,not only practical questions 90 as
high costs,.hort life of the projections, and lack of uniforetiandards,

but also questioned the conceptual underpinnings of the effort, the

ability Of employers to be reasonably successful.forecasters of their

own manpower needs. Several limited evaluations followed that, while

inconclusive, tended to reinforce the scepticism of many labor
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economists. (This view_was recently supported by a much broader Based
evaluation of employer.forecasting

compiled by MACRO Systems Inc. This
report concluded that "employer forecasts of manpower demand are unreli-
able," and that employerforecasts

of employment change often show

little improvement over a naive no-change assumption.) The disenchant-

ment culminated in 1968 when the Advtsory Committee on Research to the
LP.S. Employment Service recommended in its report on labor market

information that the present area skill survey program be phased out.

Furthermore, the Committee suggested that "Active experimentation should
be initiated to test the feasibility of the BLS occupation-industry ma-
trix as a method of forecastir6 demand in large local labor markets on
a State-wide basis." With this urging, BLS began the experimental work,
that culminated in the OES PrograM.

The OES Survey

In i970, BLS, MA, and a number of State employment security agen-
cies initiated the OES Survey. Currently 28 States and the District of

Columbia are cooperating in this program. This is a mail .survey program

designed to produce estimates, for a specific period of timi, of occupa-
tional employment by industry for the entire nonagricultural wage and
salary workforce. This survey.of eitablishments covers a three-yeir
cycle. For example, manufacturing industries are,surveyed every third
year, as are nonmanufacturing industries,

except trade; and trade indus-
tries. The survey data are used to estimate total employment by occupa-
tion, by industry for each.State and for areas leach State designated
by.the cooperating State agency. Employment estimates are possible ih
this program for more than 2,000 individual occupations. Although most
occupations listed require some form of iraining for entry, the list
does include entry occupations, or those requiring only a few weeks of
on-the-job training.

The OES survey is important to the development of labor market
information. For-example, the survey program provides a systematic,

conceptually consistent approach to data collection, employment esti-
mating procedures, and occupational

and industry classification, at the
national, State, and loarievels. The data coming from the program

make possible the preparation and dissemination of accurate, up-to-date

information on occupational employment for use by vocptional counselors
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and others interested in helping young people in a transition from

school to work. 'Information trom several survey cycles makes it possible

tO analyze the changing oCcupational composition of business and industry

and to project industry employment patterns with greater intelligence

and,accuracy. furthermore, the data provide a basis for addressing the

analysis of demand and supply for more occupations than ever before.

Beyond the informatigirneeds.of young people, data from the DES survey

have other, equalty important uses. For example, the data make it

possible to study the effect of public and private training progranm on

the supply of trained workers. The can facilitate the study pf the

effects of shifts in public and private demand and chan.ges in technology

and IndAttrial organization on occupational manpower requirements. They

can be used tO assure that local manpower conditions are adequately

understood. More uses will be identified as the data become generally
available. Already local employment seturity agencies have found the

survey data useful in job placement activities and major corporations
.

,have found it useful in market research. Perhaps the most significant

application of the data is the'development and improvement of industry-

occupational matrices at theiState and area levels and, ultimatelY, at
the mational liyel.

Nationlj Occupational Employment Projection*

The industry-occupational employment matrix or table has for ovIE a

decade been a principle tool in the preparatton of national proJectidik

of occupational employment. The present national matrix shems employ-

ment in about 420 specific occupational categories cross-classified by

201 industri* ;OckOrsand six class-of-worker categories. Both occupa-

tional categories and industrial sectors are exhaustive so that the

matrit is comprehensive of all employment.. Viewed in another way, the

matrix illustrates the occupational profile, or percent distribution, of

employment in each industryipector. These profiles or Accupational pat-

terns can and do vary substantially since each inadustry will seek to

utilize a certain cOMbihation of skills in its production function. It

has generally been bypothesized that the occupational structures of many

industries remain relatively stable over time. Consequentlyif good

information Is available on the occupational compoyttion of individual

industries for a base period, these data can bea plied to projections
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of employment by edustry to yield initill projections of occupational
employment for the target year.

Hewever, in many industrial sectors occupational patterns do change
significantly over 5,-10 year periods with the advance of' technology, the
suoplt,of 'workers, wage structure, and a myriad of other factors. Hence,
information on the influence of these factors is used to modify the occu-
pational patterns of the individual industries. In actual practice then,
the adjusted or projected occupational

patterns are used together with
projections of employment by industry (developed exogenously from the
matrix), to prepare projections of occupational employment.

Simply pot, the preparation of occupational projections through a 4
nnatrix approach,"440Trrs

two basic inputs, namely, a set of industry -

occupational staffing patterns for a target year, and a corresponding
Avet of industry employment projections.

National industry projections

are demeloped through use of a 134 sector input-output model, regression

analymis, and special studies of individual industries, based on morma-
tive assumptions about the economy in the target years.

National-State Matrix System

In 1972, we began work on the National-State Industry-Occupational
Matrix System. Our first goal in this element of the OES program is to
provide for each State and the District of Colunbia a base period indus-
try-occupation matrix that is consistent'in format, concept: and data
base with the-National m,trix. Through support of the Manpower Adrini-

stration, we purchased special
tabulations frmn Census for each State

showing employment by detailed industry, by detailed occupation, and
class of worker. *While Oresently not.part of the system, data were

obtained for all SMSA's of over 250,000 population, and some county

groupings meeting the smne population criterion. Following guidelines

Zr

developed by BLS, State agencies e responsible for preParing detailed

industry employment estimates by ass offlworker and other basic input,

as well as for review of the special tibulations.

A second part of this vystem *generalized
computer software

package to enable area analysts to manipulate' the matrices for a variety
of purposes. For example, various modules will permit the analyst to
produce projections of occupational employment, update the matrix with

new industry estimates, and integrate OES survey data as it becomes

4
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available.

Replacements

No discussion of occupational employment projections would be com-

plete without t consideration of replacement needs. Many analysts have

expended considerable time, effort, and money to develop complex and

m3phisticated models that generate projections of occupational growth or

detline, forgetting that fot most occupatiehs and for many States ami

- areas, replacmnent needs will form the overWhelming proportion of future

Job openings. I would like to make clear that I am talking about sepa-

rationi from the labor force, not occupational Or geographic mobility.

For the Nation as a whole, from 1972 to 1985. about two-thirds of all'

new entrants to the labor.force will bengeded to replace workers who

die, retire, or leave the labor force for other reasons.

ihe relative importance of replacement needs is often even more

significant by State. or by occupation. For PennsAyania, a rather slow

expansion of about 9 or 10 percent in total employmegt is projetted to

occur from 1970 to 1980. During this period about 4 times as many jot '

openings will be generated by separations from the labor force as are

due to expansion, 1.6 million as opposed to about 400 thousand. In the w

professional category, replacement openings Alabout twice the number

of projected growth opliNngs, while in the-operattves category, over

250.000 openings will occur due to separattons while virtually none occur *,

due to growth.

In the Baltimore SMSA, total employment is projected to expand'

about one-fifth from 1970 to 1980. Here, replacement openings are

expected to be one and a half times greater than growth openings. Event-

in Florida, one of the fastest growing States in terms of employment,

replacement openings are expected to account fht almost half of total

job openings. Growth is expected to be about two-fifths in the period

from 1970 to 1980, with total openings of nearly two million and overt

one Million generated by replacement needs. It ii clear that any pro-11

jection system that ignores estimates of deaths and retirements *ill

present an incomplete and biased picture of,occupational manpowir needs.

In Volume I. Appendix A of the original TMN series, the Bureau

presented natfonal occupation-specific death and retirementaptes by

sex to aid State agencies in developing estimates of separiTions by
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occupation. These rates were computed by applyingage-specific rates
from national tables of working life to the national ale distributions

for each occupation in 1960. Thus, the number of losses by occupation,

as a percent of employment in the occupation, provided a nationalt

average rate. . ...- :

. ..

Although we also described a methodllgiiiiich State-specific rates

could be developed, most statet, dueio ieie, time, and resource limita-
tions chose to use the national 0. to estimate separations. Such

asprocedure assumes that the age di fbutjon in any State or area closely

approximatei that for the Nation. ',Research undertaken subsequent to the
release of TMN and published in Bulletin 1769 tested the validpof
that assumption and afso investigated some relatively simple procedures

for revising the national rates to remove discrepancies when used for
States a Areas.

'..'Th tests showed discrepancies ranging up to 27 percent with dif-

Jerences of 10 percent or more common. Thus, we concluded that for some
Stites and areas, the use of national rates introduced seriOror,

and further, that no simple adjustment, for example% basecr: ian age,
would Correct the difficulties. During the development of th e National-

State Matrix System, we undertook the task of developing occupation-

specific rates for all States and the District of tolumbia. This pro-
ject has been completed and State tables of rates were recently pub-

lished astupplement No. 4 to the TMN series.
.

I would like to emphasize again the importance of replacement

estimates when we wish to have a complete picture of manpower needs and

the accuracy required for a set of growth projections. As I mentioned

previously, if accuracy in total openings is the desired criterion, then

tee permissable error in occupational change projections will vary

according to the growth rate of the area and the Oevailing death tnd

retirement rates. For eaamples el extreme cases, assume that the
acceptable err--4r n total openings is ilii percent. If the 10-year growth

rate is one b ercent and the annual death and retirement rate is 2.5 per.,

cent, a projection of growth openings Could be in error by as much as
260 percent. At the other extreme, if the growth rate for 10 years is

90 percent and the death and retirement rate is one percent annually,

we could afford only 11 percent in our growth projection, to remain

7 2
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within the 10 percentlevel of accuracy in total openings.

Occupational Supply
,

We are sandful of the fact that the need for projections includes

both projections of occupational employment requirements and occupational

supply. Mbile the OES program to date has concentrated on the develop-

ment of current and projected requirements data because of resource con -

stMOhts, we mast begin to fill the data gap concerning supply to pro-

vide information relevant to the needs f manpower and education planners.

The ;upply concept, or definition, used in the Bureau's work falls

under the term "potential supply." The concept of potential supply in-

t,

Odic.; in addition to current supply, persons qual fled for the occupa-

tion who are m)t members of the current supply. analysiWthen,
involves the flow of workers into and out of occu ons and involves a.

comprehensive study of occupational mobility; geographic mobility;

emigration and'immigration; comAletions oespecialized and private voca;

tional training programs, higher education training programs, employer

training programs, and government sponsored training programs; the pro-

pOrtion of individuals completing specific trainii6 programs mho enter

specific occupations; and patterns of separatiorstirom and return to the

labor force.

Although there are major gaps in the available national, State, and

local data needed to tarry out the comprehensive analysis discussed

above --particularly for occupations other than professional,oend techilli-

cal- -we are taking several steps.to respond to the needs. We have, for

example, developed a revised edition of Occupational Manpower and

Training Needs, which sets forth all the quantitative national data we

have on occupational supply. This new publication will be released in

a few weeks. We have contracted with the Manpower Administration to

conduct a survey of training in indmstp,AthiEh is designed io produce

inlormation on employer training in selected occupatitin in the metal-

working industry, including enrollments, completions, kinds of training

offered, duration of training, and characteristics of the persons doing

the training.

In addition,,we aile in the process of obtaining data from.the 1970

Census of Population on occupational mobility (between 1961,and 1970).

which will provide national information on the rate of exit from
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oictipatiohs., Ahe dtcupations'to wch
itldividuals.trantfer, and the" . . .

extent of withdriw:ls frgethe,
or f,...ot:c: .Ths,Atformation will help. .. ,.

fill' qid in data on.occupa ion41. mobility.:
Jurtbermore', we have

. ,

.
,

% su ed asgraOasal for fundCnktO t4e.
npower Administration that* -

r resept .t.researchlocA4m,in t arka.of ocdupational supply-
he,pro. -

..Sggn7drto yoklmize the u.se-qUavailable data; develop
praCed es V;or fi3king;dita.64s".and estIblish priorities in doing so;

oyide techn4til marmilt. by Stfte'employment security
A . cloOband updi these cujt t a new,incormation is developed.\i

4. fine specjlical would p)dteide irforMition to the State on how to
''. USe existihg da a. dierteloPiAiupplY estimates and how to analyze and

fft

- prventl, the supplitlemahd,informition*for
use by edutation planners. In

1 itiOn, weca preserit,the'resulsts of projects such as the survey or

ti State.igencias in a format that would provide
,kbem thetredes 1rOnfOr4tion

to,conduct similar studies of their own;
and, in' trhOcasPwif.Occupational

mobility data, provide them with
atio, T rites/trf.exjt froM occupations, which they could use to improve
their,e .f4tes e occupational requirements until such time as compa-:
rable State an local data are available.

onclusions

In addition to the specific l'esearch
discussed above, the past few

years of exposure to the yelatively new field of local manpower projec-

tions have led us to seyeral general* yet fundamental, conclusions
concerning the overall ingredients, or elements, a projection program
should encompass. First, a good deal of homogeneity exists in the
technologies and economies of the various regions of this country and

all are influenced to a considerable degree by national trends; there-
fore, a framework representing

national economic and technological

directions is required. Secondly, occupational, demand is influenced by
a multitude of interrelated factors; thus, a projection procedure

should be systematic to account for as many of these factors as possi-
. ble, and to force the resulting projections of occupational employment

to be consistent with expected
economic developments, which should, in

turn, reflecetrends in such demographic faCtors asklabor force fupply
and migration.

In economic 4del-buildino, however, we must take care that the
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forM of the process does not become an end unto itself. White a general

framework and consistency al.e necessary in preparing local projections,

equally important is the first-hand knowledge of Ybcal analysts, who

have experience with the local employment data base, and have knowledge

of local trends, current labor market information, and other unique fac-

tors affecting the future of their particular labor market.

finally, the program must hawtcontinuity to allow for refinement,

improvements, and expansion. Projection.,research must be continuous,

since little progress can result from ad hoc efforts. The program must

have flexibility to adopt new procedures and/or improvements in data

base. Most importantly, continuity in State and local agencies or

institutions. What is needed is a scheduled,.recurring projection ef-'

fort, a program not a project, conducted by a designated staff, so that

the experience and knowledge gained through each tycle of projection

activity con be retained, reaPP lied, revised where necessary, and
. -

expanded4n,huzgeeding years. Indeed, in such continuity of effort may

lie the greatest potential source of improvement in the quality of State

and local labor market informatiolo including projections.

STEVENS: Thank you Dick. Now we will hear from Paul Braden.

BRADEN: It has now been seven years since the then Governor of Oklahoma

Adicated a strong need for a manpower information syitem which could

assist him in fdrmulating some sembSnce of a manpower policy relative

to economic and human resource developmmnt. Even though we know that

perfection imas not then and never will be reached in providing relevant

information for diffiCult policy questions, the Governor and his-Chief f

1

The Governor in Oklahoma in 1968 was the Honorable Dewey Bartlett,
nOWILS. Senator. The Chief Planner was Dr. Pat Choate, who then headed
the Researcb DivisionIbf the Oklahoma Industrial Development and Park
Department and who,now heads the Economic Development Administration
research effort in Washington.
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Planner were very pleased in 1968 with what came to be

or the Occufational Training Informatioff'System.
-

Although OTIS had many shortcomings, its strengths we C nt
to be utilizedity several other sites in their concept al de0gh man-
power information systems,. .

This paper will be concerned with a review of OTIS with particular

reference to recommendations for future activity. Following the over-
view, the paper will concentrateren discussion and recommendations in
the area of manpower projections even though OTIS conceptually toasts

eleven components or subsystemm of wh.ic0 the demand component is only
one. The rationale for this concentration is related not only to the
nature of the conference, ut also to the fact that the demand component
is the focus of differing° inion on the OTIS conceptual scheme. There-\
fore, every effort needs to be made'to re-examine this component in
order to utilize the best and modify or substitute for the less desirable
features. di

The Need for.OTIS: The Occupational Training InforMation System
(OTIS) takes into account the necessary relationships between economic

development and the availability of-trained human resources. This fact
fs attested to by the-Oklahoma experience. Since 1968, OTIS has been a
prominent factor in Oklahoma, stimulating and supporting interagency

economic and human resource development through the utilization of

systematic and continuous information.
.

OTIS is designed to respond to two fundamental yet interdependent
,

needs of agencies concerned with manpower development. $pe first need

to which OTIS attempts to respond is theireed fdr? data. on which State,

local, and regional planners may base decisions to facilitate changes in
manpower development plans. The changes affectedlouire Manifestation

45
.not merely in planning Oocuments but,

more essentially, in new patternt
'of training program offerings and enrollments which more closely approxi-

mate alignment with both trk needs of individuals and the needs of the

(
economy as a whole. .1

The need for a systematic and continuous information basis for
making rational program decisions is seen to be interdependent with a
second need. This second need is for socio-political support of suffi-

cient quality to sustain the hard decisions which the information mo
II
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suggest as necessary if a truly relevant mix of training programs is to

be implemeted. The coordinated support of representative branches of

all of government, business and industry, labor, and client groups is

Ai :required to provide financing and support personnel for the implementa-

,. tion of OTIS and also to gain maximum cooperation in changing the occu-

patidnal program and enrollment mix. The shared responsibility for

,..tooperatjme decision-making to induce change must be sUpported by the

provision of a common, updated, and systematic tnformation bade.

Overall P6blem: By and large, local, state and regional manpower

development agencies have not beem able to mount coordiMated programs

whieh are both responsive to the needs;*interests and aspirations of

individuals'and effectively tergeted on developing a trained manpower

flow do as to be in closer alignment with the needs of society and the

1/4

economy. Lacking has been an adeqUate base of updated, credible, rele-

vont, useful information for adjusting the mix of manpower development

programs both quantitatively and qualitatively. Lacking also has been a

set of socio-pblitical arrangements to set the stage and develop strate-

gies for interagency manpower decision-making.

Ovaraia Objectiores:

(1) To provide a central source of information which responds

direetly to the identiti;c1 data re-q.b.ments of interagency pased:mah-

power decision-makers which will facilitate goal setting andresOurceo

allocation decisions leading to-a more effective and efficier training

program mix.

(2) To provide net manpower requirements and related information

which, when utilized for program planning purposes, will enhance the

probable labor market success of program graduates'and dropouts.

(3) To provide an information gathering capability for identifying

those persons, particularly the less-advantaged, who Might benefit from

manpower training programs.

(4) To provide occupational analysis information which, when com-

bined with information on trainee aptitudes, attitudes and career goals,

licln support qualitative program changes.

(5) To provilp informatian to assist manpower decis146-makers with

meeting accountability requirements to legislatures, advisory groups,

and various boards.
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(k).TO provide information for routine reporting to State, Regional
add Federal agencies such as the U.S. Office of Education, and the, U.S.
Departmeni of Commerce or Labor:

(7) To provide information
for facilitating the selection of man-

power development strategies which will facilitate local, state, regional
and national teanomicdevelopment policy.

Expected Outcomes: Outcomes include more accountable management and
planning of manpower

prqgramm indicated by an increase in data supported
decision-making, improved interagency

cooperation, better coordinated
programs, more appropriately trained

manpower ivailable at the right
time, better satisfied program clients, and a generally more rational
formulation of manpower policy accOmpanied by greater articulation of
manpower policy with economic development policy.

..OTIS System Concept: The updated OTIS system concept, as modified
for installation in Kentucky, contains eleven information components, -

and several levels of analysis (see schematic). The central analysis
served by OTIS is the interface

of Manpower Supply, as adjusted by
Follow-up 4nforuation, and wer Demand so as to yield net manpower,or uirements. Net manpower r irements, combined with information on

erdeveloped Human Resources (UHR) and Soeta-Economic Characteristics
provide the needs information required for goal-identification.2

Problems and opportunities
information required for setting quantitative

program objectives is identified partially through information on avail-
able Training Resources, Training Program Characteristics, and Training
Program Costs. This information, combined with follow-up information at
provides a basis for cost-effectiveness

evaluation. Qualitative adjust-
ment of training programs is facilitated by job analyses information.

In addition to serving state
manpower pianning decisions, including

the determination of Goals and Objectives and the selection frail', among

2
The utilization.of Needs, Problems, and Opportunities data in theformulation of Goys and Objectives is suggested by the CIPP Evaluation

l.mode

See: Daniel L. Stufflebeam, et al, Educational Evaluation and DecisionMaking. Cgo: Peacock Press, 1971.
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Alternative Resource Allocation
Strategies, OTIS is designed also to

serve Training Implementation
Decisions of local manpowerdevelopers as

well as economic.4evelopment
policy.decisions (which require infOrmation

from other systems.)

Backgrbund of OTIS: The key',UP the develppment and utilization of
OTIS in Oklahoma was the

willing cooperation of all hajor manpower
related organizations which provided data and which were the major users
of such data. In the spring of 1968, the

Research Division of Oklahoma's
Industrial.Development and Park Department Oproached Oklahoma State
University's Manpower Research and Training Center about undertaking a
statewide manpower information

system tdoassist in the development of a
skilled labor force as an integral part of Oklahoma's strategy for eco-

tnomic development. Because, (1) a manifest interest
at the top level of

State Government, (2) the writer and Dr. Maurice Roney had recently com-
pleted a comprehensive study,of

Oklahoma's manObwer supply,3 (3) Dr.
Francis Tuttle, Director of Vocational and Technical.Education and Mr.
Will Boman of the Oklahoma

Employment Service were "ready" for such an,
undertaking and (4) Dr. John Shearer, Director of Oklahoma State
University's 1.60L funded Manpower Research and Trainiiig'Center was ready
to provide vital resources,

thelpOrtunity was presented to develop a-
more comprehensive and integrated,information

system for manpower
planning.

The power of the OTIS concept to support and stimulate interagenc
cooperation is htghlighted in the development of'the OTIS system in
Oklahoma. After discussions with the State Department of Vocational and
Technical Education and the Oki.

Employment Security Commission in
. July 1968, the University secured preliminary

funding for the project
from the former and from the I'mustrial

Development and Park Department.
While st414 in the early

plannintstages, University personnel solicited
the views and support of the variety of agencies soon to be represented

3
Braden, Paul V. and Maurice

Roney, Occupational EducationBeyond the High School in Oklahoma: An Anal3TR11 StWwith Recommenda-tions for a Statewide System for Manpower Development.
(Stillwater,Oklahoma: Oklahoma State University, January 1968.
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on the Advisory Committee. Notable among the Advisory Committee was

Oklahoma's newly formed Association,of Private Schools.

° As soon asappropriate, the Advisory Committee began periodic

meetings in which policy matters were vigorously discussed and throOgh

which doors were opened andlactive cooperation andjarticipation were
assured. The various agency representatives who'comprised the Advisory

Committee determined that existing data, however inadequate, shouldobe

pulled together so that the system cduld be more quickly rendered opera--

tional and also that the areas of greatest need for innovation and

original data collection for OTIS could be more accurately determined.

The first OTIS report (the Cycle I Report), 4 drew mainly on the supply

data already cbllected by the University and on demand data collected by

the Oklahoma Employment Security Commissiin in 1967. In March, 1969,

funding for the full developmen TIS, incorporating the continual

collection of new and improve, was obtaiMed by the University from

the State Department of Vocationa and Technical Education; Manpower

Administration, U.S. Department of Labor; and, the Ozarks Reeonal .

Commission.

In January 1970, the,Cycle II Report was published.6 This report

incorporated the new data generated by OTIS. On February 1, 1970, bx

vote of the Advisory Committee, operating responsibility was tranlitred

from the University's Manpower Research and Training Center to thelltate

Department of Vocational and Technical Education. The final report of

the'University's direct responsibility was made in July, 1970.6 The

4
Braden, Paul V., Harris, James L. and Paul, Krishan K., Occupa-

tional Training Information System (pTIS), Cycle I Report,,(Stillwater,
Oklahoma: The Research Foun.ation, Oklahoma State University, January,
1969).

5
Braden, Paul V., Harris, James L. and Paul, Krishan K., Oc?upa-

tional Training Information System (OTIS), Cycle II Report, (Sti Twater,
Dklahoma: The Research Foundation oT Oklahoma State University, January,
1969)..

6
Braden, Paul V. et. al.,.Occupational Training Information System

(OTIS) Fipal Report, (Stillwater, Oklahoma: The Research FoundatiOn,
Oklahoma State University, July 1970.)
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,
first Cycle Reporty(the Cycle III Report) by the Oklahoma State Depart-_,

ment of Vocational and Technical Education, was published in January,
1971..

7

Subsequently, they published the Cycle VII Report in 1975.
. .

. The OTIS Demand Component: The Dimand Componentjor subsystem,

emphasized personal contact between alltnsus of manufacturing employers

and data collectors in order to assure that (1) employers gave reliable

employment demand forecasts, (2) that rapport was established among the

public and private sector organizations involved and (3) that data was

colipcted which had local applicabilitym. Because Of this felt need to

inlrive data.users in the data collection prilress in an effort to treate

built-in support for subsequent decisfon-making,
literally hundreds of

1vocational teachers, counselors, chamber offitials, etc., were utilized
in census style area skill survey data collection efforts in Oklahoma,
Kentucky and Tennessee. Some of these efforts have been_discussed in

great detail in the EDA evaluation.report.'
.

Historical Setting: Preceding the development of.OTIS in 1968, the
401U.S. Department of Lebor had made a considered judgement to abandon the

so-called a0ea skill survey approach substituting thopmore sophisticated

industry-occupation matrix approach to deriving manpower,projections.

wever,' to the potential user of these data it was a

"lh'

ggle to make a

iS
choice. Specifically, should they wait for a system whic promised*
"better data" but experienced the usual number. of developmental problems

and subsequent delays or continue to use the area skill survey. Even

though moSt of the problems could be expected with the development of

any such large scale System, it neverthelest put added pressure on many
to continue to utilize the area surveys, even.Perhaps, in new ways, e,g.,

/iimiting.the request of employers to "grovithod onl supplementing

this with 'replacement" data utflizing nalplal or :attrition

Aotio
7
Stevenson, William W. and James L. Harris, Cycle

Occupational Training Information System, (Division of
Planning and Evaluation: Oiklahoma State Department of
Technical Education, January 31, 1971).

8
Macro Systems, Tric., Eialuation of the Occupational Training

Informatjon System (OTIS). Prepared for the Economic Development
Administration, U.S. Department of Commerce, May, 1974.

Three Report
Research,
Vocational and
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rates. Even more dramatically, utilizing the same llection forms

as the Occupational Employment Survey program in o to collnct both

sets of data 1 Om see time (the latter was never workable .because of

the conflict created in the dffferent-data collection methodologies

employed for OES and OTIS)..

Limitalions in OTIS-Demand Coiponent: The limitations of demand

component.methodology utilized by OTIS as attested t6 by the-EDA evalua-.
tion study are:

4

I. Personal 4nterviews are Relatively Expensive--

It costs Aore to colEett data using the personal interview approach

thaeby utilizing matil and limitingpersonal ihterviews'to special

cases only. If one measures cost directly in terms of the collec-

tion effort; there appeal to be &higher cost for the OTIS

approach. However, the problem 0 data utilization is critical

:and we must not overlook the-facts:that data,collected inexpensively

but not utilized f ecision -making is perhaps.more costly in the

last analysis.

2. Overstatement if nd '-- In short, bOth Oklahoam and Ken ucky

initial amnpower projections were re -suilveyed and the results.

Apdicated by the EDA evaluation study are:. ifJp.
..0

I. Forecast accuracy varied widdly.Aafiong employers. *4^

2. Forecast accuracy was not influenced substantially

by type of forecast or employment sAp.

3. aignif i cant variations Accurafkig ineuttry

not occur.

4. Accuracy' of the oCcupstional.ecast varied by
A

region.

5: Clustering did not improve forecist accuracy

significantly.

Acc%Aling to the EDA evaluation.study, theseresults conffrm

other studies Which influenced.the Department of Labor'Sinitiai,

4 4
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1:dedication of t

'ful to observe

sessiolis. Howeve 2a

cloUdiiOrthe,accU cy of manpower forecast.

Alt.'"OTIS data toll ion efforts are huge undertakings --

decision to att 9ustry.Loccopation matrix approach.

u ence and

collector -- MostIdata collectors were care -

structions provided at structured workshop

few neiolected their assignment, further

skill survey approach required the services of sev-
eral Nindr data collectors screened primarily for their potential;

data user, e.g. vocational teachers, vocational coun-

strial coordinators, planners, etc. ,The logistics 6f

su undertaking 'are tr'emendous. Jurisdictions'vary, and the

interagency involyements demanded are new and threatening tO Most.

In shalloone must cre ,new avenues of communications dirch, in

turn, gene new of problems.

Where Do Here?. 4;

1. The and tespng of the various OTIS components

should be co immediate emphasiS on manpower supply. There
are many syst r development which show promise. Of course,

additional research and demonstration is needed on dwhole range of

problems and opportunities relatilp to a comprehensive system.

?. The Occupational Employment Statistics program should be liven

a full trial as the lirimary input for manpower demand'forecasting. The

importance of this recommendation warrants that all of those vitally

as

-1111

(1j6John FletCher Wellimyer Associates, An Apprais Of*
Area Skill Surveys-in Battle Creek, Michigant and Trenton, N ersey;
November, 1965, Washingto D.C.; (2) Chernick, Jack, 1116npow Fore-
casting Through the Occu tional Needs Survey, Institute of nagement
and Labor Refations,Rutg rs--TheState University; (3) Hartle Douglas
G., Canadian Employer Forecast Survey*Canadian Studies in Edillics.
University of-Toronto PresS, 1962; (47 Moser, Collette H., An luation
of Area Skill Surveys As A Basis for Manpower Policies, an unpublished
doctoral divertation at the University of Wisconsin, 1971; (5) Labor
Market Information And The Federal-State Emplojillent Service Isatem.
Report by the Advisoty.Committee on Research to the U.S. Emproyment
Service, U.S. Department of Labor, Washington, D.C.: 4nd (61 Kidder,
David E., Review and Synthesis of Ritearch on Manpower Forecasting For
Vocational EdUcation, The Center for Vocational_and-Technical Education,
The Ohio State University, Columbus. Ohio.
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concergg0 with manpoyer decision-making give-support to the Emolovmentt
and Tra4ring Administ5ation and the Bureau of Labor Statistics in the

continued'developmenOind evaluation of this approach.

3. As recommended in the EDA evaluation, the OTIS rapOgrt-building

strategy should be:,, yeg primarily after the fact of demand fore-

castin This arraol nt will:shift resources to a host of activities

to tematical Ondilltaken by.local data users, including:

a. Ocawat4 ?analysis for!...tOrriculum development or micro

planning. :
,

b. . Updating 40E.S data between three Year survey intervals.

c. Adirithrfttlibrittei.liaison, and
ire' "

d. Identifickpuy.Crcurrfent vdcamies.

The oLcupati04141111Ysis area is worthy of further discussion since

we find here.the,oportunity for rapportAlkIding using a systesmtic,
-

micro planning process." If 011e defines metro level planning at

assisting in the.identification or manpower requirements with a strategy
''

for implementit/on, the steps involved wouldkmake sense to individuals

at the' pOlicAoking level but fall short in satisfying program direc-'i
tors, teltherri, instructors, aolfttainers whoneed information relative

,
to-coursescoAtent.

pIannimg steps at-the micro or program level must be directed 4.6,4

$14
to occuiwitional Instruction. The object of occupational insteuction is

tti:Ove the leaner the capability of performing satisfactorily on the

job.andOmprovin9. his competence through further Practice. It is-

necessary to knowthe,conte Ite knowledge requirements, and the skill-

requirements erform each 0 the tasks involved in the jilt and the

jitarner Opt be idelapractice in performing tasks underWaliilic

"Job-liko;condOtions.
, .

'MO followrig.steps are suggested for implementing manpower planning

at the Micro livei:

J. Revtc manpoWer reeuirements data from the macro planninw. .

'dial in order to identifi occugetions and their classificatlip

"ikaden, Paui V., and Paul. Krishan K., Occupational Analysis
of Educational Planning, Charles E. Merrill Publishing Vary, Columbus,
Ohio, 1975.

'IP 8 5
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-descrtption-whictrare orwill lie in need of-trained man
2. Identify a scientific sample of eirployinwestablishments or
firms which are likely to need manpower in specific classifications

and conduct a task analysis.

3.4 Establish program objectives in behavioral terms by reviewing

potential instructional content as suggested by results of the task
analysis.

4. Review the program objectives in relation to social, economic,
aqd administrative constraints, and the characteristics of the
target population.

5
:

Develop reviseci progrim objeCtives, program units, and pro-
cedures for program tryout. ilk
6. Conduct an evaluation of graduates and dropouts in order to
obtain feedback for program improvements.

In summary, I have attenpted to briefly review the development-of a; !"
major manpower information system effortillth implicatioc for future '

developmental activities. Obviously, there is a need to.wor
tively in theseactivities

seekirsairtributiositfrom many sectors. In',

that spfrit, I extend credit to Di7.16vid Stevens of the University of
Missouri for hosting this meeting in cooperation with the U.S. Office of.
Education and the Manpower Administration,

U.S. Department of Labor. -'

STEVENS: We will now convene our pond of reactors

to this.point. If Dick and Paul will remain

following five people to join us: Ro;er Be2

GNP:Branch of the Bureau of Economic Analysis,,p.

tommerce; David Breneman, Senior Fellow, in Ecq

Brookings Institution; Carolyn Callahan,

the Broward aunty Manpower

ntly joined?the.State .of

lorado as Management Info

sessions u

Analyst f

who has

Denver,

Harvey Sokolow, DirectoAoftesearch

Council.
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CDue to fatilty-recording the panel's presentation was iarbled.

Stevens'.0ecreation of the'major pointsvprei. y

reach speakerqj

xt

First; RogerjeYdeces recent monograph Long-Range ForeCasting of

Manpower Requireme/ts--Theory and Applications,1974 (IEEE kaleer
. .,,

Monograph, -Institute of Electrical and Electkitics.En4ineei-s,' .,,New

York. N.T,000I7),ois an excellent introduction to the fOeca Iftopic.
., The monograph includes an excellent biblibgiiiPhy-and.citaV;of',te-otker

paper*-authored by Bezdek. ', Ilk

t4MEZDEK: The essence of ihOologra0h,::and of Bezdek's cormenisOvthe "...1.

. ,

-need'te recognize theriePerta4464' 0i-a;.expliisumptiohs wn,ith:4niirlie
,

. -

-....'.0.11411ibloyment proje0J ,.'40/4*-,Consider sentiSvOy to alater-

irnitive assumptiOnS";.."... iiiiiiiiiiiitas -%eAmpOrtance'0*-4n-marginal
\. . .

, ctiaages.i. our 'fiEono***,t44eatt..til 7incorpokate them iii oUr
Modelks,.to be distingui.ihed:from.COntinud -A7TW4Nch.areeasier to

antiOiate. From hisperspective 40a. user ,an0V-generator,

Bezdek reflected on the importaece.of conSideflrip:soUrco of stabiliti,

and instabilip given alternativetouries of ecbnomic activity, and:the

varied sectoral impactsibf these changes 10 the level and mix of eco-

!mimic activity.

BRENEMAN: [David Breneman has recently authord iwo papers which might

be of .interet to readers of this proceedings vollme. They are:

Richard B. Fraeman and David W. Breneman, FAiikasting the Ph.D. Labor

Market: Pitfalls foltlicy, Technical RePOR'Nember Two, April 1974,

National Board on-Gra te Education, Washington, D.C.; and; Doctorate

MahPower Felpcasts and Policy, Number 7uv, NPvember 1973, National leard

on graduate-EducationA02101 ConstitutitOmenue, N.W.Washington, D.C.

20418.] Dave/expressed pessimism about.the potentjal for making mplor

advances 4n modelling capabilities vi a .vis the non4arginal chadgis

cited by Bezdek. He alit/stated iffvjew that these-unpredictable
*

events are inevitailly bound ttswa the importance-of linear extrapOla:

(
tions of past phenomena. Thai fubice role of the'federal gov went was
ogivenVt one example. DaWihenmused that,we.might well 6 AWN the7',

eteg-.-

,wrialLquestions. Mstatrof seekin enibre' refined projections, per:4_,

haarVe shot, he asking "what are t lications'if not being able
:

cl4

to ha44- ihis projection?" What wou1Le currlicular.andknpower
.

7. .



program implications.of concluding thitelp.gannot:produce "good" employ-
ment projections? This4I'S one dtretti 21n-which'future efforts 'might
well go. Jr' c

4

'
CALLAHAN: Carolyn was the firstiPeakerwetho represented a local data

user's perspective. She cOn ;Ed OlDonneff's earlier assertion that
the producers and consumersz,,_ rmition lack adequate communication.
She also said ihat very"liii*

planning occurs at the local level.

Enthusiasm for ihe occupational:I"' ormation system developed through
the Goigernor. Office of Manpowar"Plannihg,1801 South Gadsdep Street,
Tallahassee, orida 32301, (contact person: James R. Tarr), was

expressed, although Carolyn was Unaware until this conference of its

potential availability for local area Idaptatilph. Local area planners

need guidancejn-how to (Ike data produced at the national or state
level and draw from.it whatever s of relevance for local use. .Sugges

tions that you have to communicate with your community's vocational edu-
cat and employment security people were not satisfactory to Carolyn

each seemingly.is bound by a methodology which has been imposed
on by some other jurisdictional level. She concluded with an
expressed pe that:leadership in some of these areas 1211d arise that*
would fac te local area plinning effort's,,e,

4HARRIS: Jim 6-oughtlio the conference iftensive experinnatin develop-
4111,ment of the Okilehome(OTIS) and Kansas (MOST) occupationaf'information

H.:41stanst ebncurred with Paul 0radenlOview that th*.a skill survey
arta collection method had a time, but that the time ias now Plitt. im
exiressedqualified optimism about the BLS matrif approach as "something
that maybe we can start to hang our hat on ag. least until we can find

something better." He disputed the..notion that we might foregirplannine'
beOuse of inadequate confidence in the data. Jim strongly.cOncurred
with the need Carolyn expricsed for better cOffmunicatiOn between pro-
ducers of data and consumers of that infornition. One aspect of thiS;
communication would be specind k about what vocational educators

or manpomer.planners don't li 1m expressed theview that state

employment secur4ty.agenc1es.d1ffer im-the priority Overtly!:
employment projection activit*is. Where such efforts are of low prior-

ity they suffer both in quality and timeline.: In vocatiimal education

iettinns manpower projections almost always have a high priority, whit

j;



means that in many cases independent employment,projection activities

have been undertaken. Harris also noted the critical iMportance:Of

slifly-side information in an open economy like Colorado, in which,in-i

chlTation is so high. He also disputed'the claim that data are needed.'

for small geographical areas, since individual mobility is so frequent. '

Jim expressed his opinion that on-the-job training is vacuum-filling.

It occurs when there is no trained manpower to fill the job, and should
, .,

be treated as sugh by vocational planners. Finally, Harr'is reiterated

the view expressed earlier that thereis far too much "reinvention of

the wheel", i.e., duplication of effort.

SOKOLOW: Harvey begah with a recognition that manpower plaling as we..

know it now grew out oflkhe remedial federal categorical programs of the

1960's whieh were designed to alleviate immediate poverty problems.. Most

Comprehensive Employment and Training Act (CETA) funding is also directed

toWard immediate problem solving. GiVen this focus, Sokolow questioned

whether the employmeni projection techniqUes,being examined at this con-

ference irir improvements upon historical methods used to determine

whether or not you sho train people for Certain jobi, and whether or4
not you coultd place a r1atively high percentage of them. Research aqd

1
demonstration projects were asserted to be supportive of the classroom

training experience, both under CETA and MOTA. Harvey alio called for a. _

recognition that }ocal Job Service offices do, at leastail a number mi

tes, have a limited amount of local intelligiince anellgderstanding of .

#1

I labor market conditions. "Vey have been doing a relatively

int job of determining a way oPtraining people." Seeing a clear
4 A

gressional mandate for Manpower Ciuncills to be something in addition
A' ...: .
, to providers of immediate remedial service; i.e., deVelopers of a long-

range comprehensive.Planninglprocedure thatviould inVolvdmanpower

related activities by.vartous agencies. .HarVey shared Mark Sanders'
. ..1. -. "-

viewlthat She occu n-industry matrix apprpach is not whit is sought,,

for-a high 0 ree 0 e4ibi1ity of projections by o pation. Het,the
,

related th -S-40MiczetPribjecbions for.dis.collein whi. were Ane in 1969...

a ,.. ,..

for the year-1180. it waS Oredicted,tbat availablesupp* would fa5 out-.

. .

strip demand even if 'the economy,wasjerfOrming well. Neither the .

former,nor current governAt recognized the significance of this. "Itq,

incredibly-fiitStratint to titkiabout the potential usefulness of. .
). 3.;,

. ..

t
':..-.4-.;.

, ,

. .f..-

a '
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occupation methodologies if you are talking about preparing people for
jobi in the immediate'future. 'On the other hand, if yOU ,are trying to
determine what the likely differential

will be between total jobs and
likely supply, I think it is rather

important to improve upon the meth-
Ods of occupation by industo; projections to encourage them as much as,,
we can."

STEVENS: Any corrmilfs?

BRADEN: .0n this businesi of planning,
or not planning,TI think it is

fairly Obvious that people, at the local and state level at least,
have to plan. It's demanded that you plan. Your state legislature hits
you about Januaritor March, or whenever your particular session comes
kp with budgetini, and you have got to--I havelet iound anybody who's

10 willing yet to go in there and say: "I don't have all the tools at the
level of sophistication I 'Wad like to have them, therefore I'm riot
going to pilly around." One'of the comments that:s related to- that is f _

in terms of the energy crisis. It was predicted. Several people did
predict theisergy crisls, and

think thipt they should have been tiiing.it
the very beirModelS available

even though thej, were Model Vs to run
those scenirios by the commander-in-chief

in terms of.What the #mplica-
of, this thing might be. Even the embargo, you know, was at least

-hinted'at by writers earlier than it happened. So I think you run with
what you can, 4then you remeMber thWthere is a lot learned from
process as.well a-Yroa) Orodutt.

11;Tenaps,see, for example, we trained
900 teachersAlunselas:.bankers, Chamber peOple and others to go out
andsurver5,040?manufactuOng concerns We learned a lot Other fban
the dattwe came up with. We got a

. I saw top officials who

d1dnLe7oVerr-know each,other one agency to the next, meeting and talking
about these things: We held a series orwtefthops and we might iaY

. prOmoteethe Umportanceof occupatjonal eduCation,in the state, and since
Awe attracted .001.or_people

So.there arelfte process bene-.
1 fits and when DiAigoOkru al4 the,glrations that,he goes thru

'OES programr.and others go:theu the gyrIiiops of-Various componen s ofte things, we are building trard9fomething that 40011Ays be
ciMperfect'ind will a ays-.be.4161061...., But I am st1317010!praud of'

84
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J.P. and those others in Oklahoma who have their SmOinth Cycle report

and are malty a lot of decisimps:in eliklahompAasMd,nn their report..
.

some poor'no doubt. but I hope most of them are correct.4,And,they throw

thit on the:table and they say if You'can show me where At're wrong' we'll

Alld your agriculSural program in, say, Oklahoma qty., If you can't

-show us where we are wrong with any stronger data v an.fttObngerste-

nario, I'm.Sorrg you're not funded.

.

.1
. _

DEMPSEY: I will offer an Observation onit. The question was raised
0aboutJ,fcy

. A couplO, of years ago I:was trying to evaluate the

accurac9 of projections, and the most difficult thing that I had to work

with was how to determine what's accurate? It really boils down to
.

-"was the pformation useful to somebody if they needed to make a deci-.

sten?" Ad we find if welook at it that every individual projection
t

. was different. mu- do not want to tet some single criteridn'ahead of
-.

time 4s to what 'happens. You would have ,to sit down and see whether or

not itlmould have been useful information or if somebody needed it. So

)/ I really throw it bick:..to you. I'm not sure, we should look it accu-

I racy, but we haife tOlifine what is accurate% We have tested some of

our procedures in the past. We felt thaf they would have been Useful

,

for people making decisions. One of the queltions raised by Carolyn.

Callphan about Jim TIOrr"s publicatUn, which I also assisted JAL; and

-about communic ns, I guess thakit occurred to me when she menttpned-
that the local employment security person may not even have been aiiire .

'that 'Jim and Tim were working diligently iritillahassee is that I would

certainly say thit communicationS'ought to be condlipbeiween.yOu and
_.

the.people who are responsible for:, these kinds ofigrograms.in:Florida.
NI,

Quite frankly, Om has been workin*within the,filiework of e

IGovernor'sOffice, Iebelieve, and is wet!, plugge*into_what re doing..

")0T You canlinfluende him and us by f
. !

k thrw kinkin .this re o.f. -
issue. ..

- 11 , _

-w-
1..1w -

)ilF
4. ,' .

,BEZDEK: I would like to pick'up on something that Dick answered in,

,TeOf how ylippuge the accuracyAtthe projectio'ns. I Oink he hit .fr\

.
it rf' th'on e- ad--iis the projeRrion usefUl for making'clliisiOns?

$

. --.: .

All
Nowlatting back to the problem of iimndering about manpower foreaastingr

4f7010
,
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On the one hand, you could say:- "Look Ws impossible, who knows mhat

the government's going to be doing in 1985; who knows what the economy

is going to look'like, the uneniployment rate, and so on and so forthr:
, '

On the other hand, you construct the kind of model, or take what I call..

the policy-simulation approach. You hive enough variables 'in your moder.:
so you can assume different scenarios; i.e.,

different federal budgets
or different levels of economic activity. Let's say possibly a high

'. defense budget, or perhaps 06e realistically, a high energy independenCe
type of model. You can run a simulation And it may tell you, if for
example you want to Sphieve energy independence by 1985, you will need

twice as many coal miners or three times as manly electrical engineers, .

, aand so on down the line. If you don't want to achieve4serhi-independence

you will-need only half as many, and so on and so forth. Obviously%
k:illether or not your projection, or your. forecast, cemes

2
ue.or not

..,

'

depends on how close reality in 1985 appears tolbur ass ptions, but
the important potnt about this kind'ofiapftoach is that, say, the
Oresiderit, or the Congress, or some sort of nattnal planning.authority

.

if we everrget one (6od'help us), could leok'at these type of results
,

and if theyllo,indeed decide to embarkgypon a comprehensive plan of

energy'iridependence would know what 01M1 of manpower would be needed or
.i quired, either than embaeking uponanenergy independence prbsject with-. 46-

'giving any thought to' the manpower end of it. Apd th4 waythings
e shaping up noW that appears 6 be Irihot_is

goiplgitO740pen.P4.!--.4r'
as pestimistic as my colleague Dave

svs , s e. o s-,-1444Aa'Ie-436'-th i; 'pifisile
r

4Iof making accurateV -manpower projections..
Allin Cartter made-a ,,e atcu:-

rate projection of-thi.atidemic labor markets will over 10 years a .

Of c'qurse, nobody listened to him and in retrospect it's obvious. It's
a very simle type ofprojection.to map. You look a a few demographic
factors. :fou looloatfi'suOpiy of Ph.D.:t, and you d that by 1970
the Supply4ill exceellee4deMfnd.

. I wouldillin'point something out.t

Me dtmand for aircraft coni`41Crs will in iFe immediate'future be based
ob titaMount of air tfaffic. On the other hand, for many occupations

we woUld have to assume greater difficulties in making accurate fore-
. .-.-casts. Another usefulness then that I see in the policy simulatinn.

/
approach is tha.t through experience we are accruing improvements, 4n

modeling the approach. You begin'to identify those varfahles Which eve
-...). tot

-.";: IP
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impact upon specific occupaldons and to idantify-those occupations'which

are highly sensitive to changes in your assumptions, and you can identify

those occupations which are not. It is useful to have an approach that

the government planners, the President, orthe Governor has available, a

model which can predict the results of certain policies such as a crash

national health insurance polity or energy independence or rbad building

otehat have you. It is also usefulikom the point of view of identi-

fying those occupations which it may not be too difficult to iorecast .

are relatively iniensitive to even major change? in your assumptions,

and identify those occupations Igh may be.extremely difficult to fore-

cast. You simply have to do the best you can year by year.

BRENEMAN: Just One quick comment. I would assume when you Said "was it

useful?", or was the forecast useful, you meant it in the.sense "did th0,

help somebody make the right dtcision after the fact?" It seems to..me

that is the only pro4ection that somebody is willing to believe.

ti

STEVENS: OK. We are now in adjournment for coffee% and we will recon-

vene in the four living room suites designated on your program igendefOr

an houis.of "chewing" on the issues that have been ratsed todak. Renien

ber, we will not convene as a single body tomorrow. We have.gree Con-
.

&Tent sessions scheduled in the morning. The assigned topics are

-"collection and processing of employment data", "interpretation of.

employment'projections"dend "assessment of projections accuracy". These

three topics will be releated after the morning coffee break, so can

attepd two of the three. Then, in the afternoon toporrOw,,wewill

COAcurrent workshops ore.thrie opliating employment projections systemi.

We have chosen the Apessee system which is operated.through the RCU,

the Utah system which'is conducted throUgh the EMployment Seiv1C4 and .41

our own-Missouri system which is.subcontracted to the University. AMC-
th -tessionrwill be'repeated after a cOffeelOtak, soyou caa attend .111/11.7'."11tf the,three. Thank yintf:-,

..

4.

4._

(COFFEE BREAK)

9.3
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Thursday, 3:45 P.M:, July 10, 1975

[The give-and-take( was so lively in the one-hour discussion sessions,
that productioo.of a verbatim transcript is impractical. Proper attri-
butiOn of who sald what cannot be achievedt Therefore, the approach
taken is to cite the major issues.raised (none were resolved:), in hopes
that some reaaers be introduced to.concerns which they might notI
haii considered otherwise.:110-5,00S,substantial.inJUitias

to the cori-;
.

. .

trObutiOns made-by smparticiOnts4Y-I'

4taaaithizt

. TheAssUe of employment projection accuracy was actively debated., . _

Onepoint of view wheel' Was expressed likened'projection activities to
guiding a projectile over an uneven,terra n. At some points in.pre ther
projectile whi is sent on ASmooth trajectory,

whether linear or non-
linear,iwill closelto Orground than at other times., .Similaip,

smoolipxtraPolations of past employmorit trends will be more "accurate%
at one time than another. .Now, the military has developed a computer. IF
guided projectile which contintOusly

alters its trajectory to hoMe in on
0111 tgget as-long as the human agent sights the launcher on the target.
The iiiployment projection analogue of this would be a continuous readout
which would inco5porate the

up-to-the-minutakeffects of all influencing
factors. 'Obvimusly, this is not4ttainablt. Fitur alternative proce-
dures seemingly are available...0'4,-st,

one can despair,of an ab3lity to

forecast future directions of eionomic activity, 'iand resolve not to
invest any part of a limited budget in Projection activities. As Sev-
eral participants pointed out,. this is no longer avulavailable option,

sincerdyqrse of peed and employment opportunity
information is requ

41,for many types,of funding approval. Second, one can react to substantial

uncery agOnt the,Apurse of,futurcevents,
or laci,of confidence in

the delOgn 'of particular projection
techniques, by investing Minimal

resOurCes.in employment projection activities. This option clearly PA
iaior wfOkMany skeptical adigistrifilkand planners. Third, one...can
investiA bip relative stability oi each iatoortant (for the particular

,purpote at hand).sector,'and subsequently
invest Morlopffort in Moni7.

Ing the relat14ely,less stable sectors:and newly emerging sectors.Sb
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filnally, a fourth approach would be to engage in the psimulatii
t .0exercise that Roger Bezdelcdescribed. Inthis case, one-toul&alter=

-aisumptions it will and see what impact the.cbangeSs) have. The.ensuing
dilhte,ab t.,4.therprOs,..and cons_of-th6se-options raised the twin issues.

.-

666 qcurate employment projecliofteed to be, and,what it is that
.1t

.

is bein4 projected. _

The Iced' FOr Accuracy
. ,

. .

In one sense, if.the projettionS have the desir &effect, i.e. to

influence administrative and student behavior$ We can P verknow if the
- original projection hes accurate or not. If the employment level at

igveii time is what s predicted fiveyears_earlier, does this mRan'the
projection was 'right ibis question, in turn, raises the-need to dis-'

tinguish between.a fo ast-Twhich is a. best guess bout What 1

h n In the future-, d a (frojection--which-is an "ifT-- " State-
. jhe attual employmejt level and the previous_projeCtioll max.coin-

cide even if the.assUmptioni which4underlie the projection .do ;int hold:

One.can Infer from such a phenomenon that the,4technique.wouldpnot.produce

the anie degree of accuracy under different circumstinces excePt, again,.
bychan

SellFal partfcipanilltaid that accuracy is determined by,adversary

'ik

..action or inaction: You offer your projections and await the reaction
. ..

ofWthose who. disagree. The non7believers are then encouraged to produce

aiternaillre*proJections, whiCh can be compared;with yours to determine,

. mhy the& differ and.whiChAs.to be accepted as the basis for admihistra-

Differeoces usually occur in theassuMptions Made, 'which
_7 is hard to.conveyAto lay-repders,

A

Still other,paqtypOnts.expressed tfilepessimistic view, that accu-

racy'doesn't mafter,.44Cause administrati.ve actions are ripliy.guided-by

political consideratitens largey independent of the futjre carse of

-employment. Ws gfrwas debated ,in the contexeof accountabflity

- measured, in part, 6, gradUate placement.. The Mentipn o? placement goals

.ucreate4 a lii(ely discUtsion'tf the appropriatenesi of using immediate

placement as an outcome measure of the' educational system.41Mobility,

liarticOar1y44m3ng youths, is extremely high. The OTfitIobzmay, or may

not, beaepresentative or indicative of,future careed s. -
,

The underlying tenor of -titediscussioyeerned to id he limited -.

A
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..appliiebility of fixed national and state data sources and techniques
for state andlocalAecision-making, while at the same time downdiaying

the actual use of'Profections. in program approval &Owls. These vlews ,

were not expressed.without exception, of course.

What Is Being PrictedP.

gaeusion abounded amang participantsvas to whit itV4Vthat we bre,
fr

or.sholt be, projecting: The:terms "supply" and "demand" are loosely
applied. Employmentiv,fthe'dutcome ofinteracting.supp, and demand in
an institutional' setting.A,Aen We peeject future employment leve-ls cer-

tain assumptions are made iboui each of'these three,factors. Typically,
..both the institutional setting and supply factors_areASs,umed-tobe

highly stable. 'Demand is assumed to arise froMirowth;(decline) in

prodOctitrii.detths and retftebents: ,Joti.openings are Or4sumed io arise. a.

Df;:fheiigrowl40..replacoMent.soorces. ',It was4noted, however,-that
most job vacanc100**A2Musfbe(000iigutshed

froar,projectedivenings--
41.. arise from turnover;' 7714,C*Fgbieisieirittig'OnejOb

to take another.
.

None af.the information-systems,incorporates
thiS type of information .

' ..buause.thene:ittno-;syitematic. 4orce of such data. This discussion led
"lo conlideration of the-Aper"use(s) Of.eamloyment

projections. It was
. generally agreed that they.are not intended for-local job-placement

. 1 tounseling use, tlthough a counselor might,be guided by such projections

deciding which local-J.4ms to Ttact.to generate employment.tppor-
0.4tun4iies fompprospective graduates. Similarly, it was agreed that such'

projections might be used as one inpA for student dep-ions abotf
_

curricular choice. But,,it was:noted, there are manTsgurces of adapta-
tion to a projected incresaPin employmott and/or.job otenings. And ,,
further, one would %oat to know more about- e conditiOns'of empthymenf
in a,partiFular endeavor. Among the thir -oAe states represented some

. 4V
are more affected by in-migratiWihan"are other states. Ft7W thee-state
,thiS iS an inexpensfve source of skilled labor. Other.states are more

heavily influenced by substantial out-migration of graduates, which .

represents a costly drain on that state's educational resources. Few

information systems even attempt to igkerporafe these flows for adminis-
trative use: Eveewithin a given state; widely varyihgexperiences were

reported in attempts to, monitor sOUrces of skill-training other than

pubIft.sector vocational edUcation and CETA program categories, It was

M
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acknowledged that most"skill acquisition occurs outside these channels,

yet it is very difficult to'capture such flows in a regular manner. ,

Another e*.pressed view of "what is being projected" was that the.sub-

tleties of these concepts only tend to.confuse most administrators, in

which.case they are most likely to revert to 'seat-of-the-pants deci-,

si4ls rather than-trying to master the correct use of the new terms.

The essence of this yiew--"you're right, but..."--was debated with gen-

eral,agreement seemingly reached that during the interim-there wili be

many abuses and quick-and-dirty adaptation of correct procedures:but

that simultaneously a learning procesS will occur which will improve ther

capability to effectively adopt the employment projections as an impor-
.

tant administrative tool,

Sunman/
-

The firs.t day's formal -prograp ended with general agreement that

substantial duplication of effgrt, and repetition of needless procedural

errors, is.continuing but that this is iniVitable given the historical

circumstances of educational autonomy, ,It appears that recalcitrance
71-

in using the Bureau of Labor Statistics package via a state employment

security agency derives as much from this source as frOm real needs for

unwiailable data. Indeed, there continues to be a limited amount

4communication in many states between vocational educators and pro-

duCers of BLS statistics for that's,tate. The latter charg he fonner

with an inability, or unwillingness, ta/Clearly articul e what is

needed that is not now available. One Strength of his conference was

it' 'bringing together of both vocational educa n and CETA people to

discuss conmon information needs.

Fr day, 9:00 A,Mi,-July 11, 1.',97

(Ass was vie case with thfedistussion groups Thursday afternoon, the

transcripts of. Friday,s sessions do not lend themselves to verbai4

reporting. Again,,the/eClitor has attempted to convey the substance.of
/

eaCh session.]

9 7,
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L'Acduracy AnaZysia
.

Activities in-three states-dominated the initial 'discIssion. Jim

'Harris reimorted on his experiences' in Onsas prior to-his rectnt move to

Colorado. J. B. Morton,described 01a4hpma's current projecX vihich links.-.:

acuracy and cost factors.:.And GarrY Bice discussed Tennessee's aclyi- .

ties in this area.' -

The major -issue Seemed to be how to resolve:conflicts betweenNthe'. ,

requirement that local educaticia agencies (LEAs) submit.justification

data with;program applications: and thinking thal pla'naing for-employ:

ment oppor,tunity should nOt'be done for s.p.small a geographical" area..

Ineach_of.the three states mentioned:LEA adminiStrators are 'achiised-

a6out.emp1oyment projections in their own (usUellY multicountyY area and

, in. other substate areas, as well as the state as a'whole. Attempts to'

forcelocal officials to not conider their own locale as dominagi
_ .

fattor have met with: limited sucCess because of other important interests

which influence their behavior.

Jim Kanei from the Executive Office of,Economic AffiirS- in Massa-

chusetts described.the wtrk undertaken to'develop a state economic model

which would,serve as a single information source for all state agencies.

0 While this is a.very Costly undertaking with a long startup time duning

which no utilization is-Joostble, it does allow for far, greater consis-

tency among planning bodies and promotes interdependencies which migOi

not occur otherwise. Texai. is engaged,in'Similar actiVities. [Inter-

ested readers are urged to consult the participant registration list

appended to.these pi-oceedings, and to coAtact the,ilividuals mentioned

for more specific guidance about the status of the'dssue

Data sources-were explored briefly. The ready availability of 1570

Census "of Ropuldtpn dat as ntioned in the cohtext of the tremendOUs

amount of:resistance usin§ it tor planning purposes. It was also,

:noted that for highly stable employment sectori, of which there are many,

thisjs ia fact p very reliable source. -While there is almos.t universal

skeptjcisM About the usefulness of direct employer survey data, this

source was acknowledged to continue in high regard at local levejk.

This.arises, in part, from different objectives at the local and-statt

levels, but numerous problems are created at both levels by attempts to

. reconcile information derived from.such soutces with data compiled in
t
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other ways. There is-apparently no readily avai4able guidebook

descriping how tO-i)reed in this regard.

Pie'"accuracy" sessions failed to provide attendees with-more than

a hint as to hoii one should proceed in thts area. This suggests either

a lack of interestin. accuracy--a view whicA some think describes the

-general administrative situation--or a rather primitive stafe of theeaccuracy assessment art. In either cae, it was clear that no one state

has achieved an exemplary approach that it is prepared to "sell" to

others. It was agreed that.lhe..use to be made of data should-define

investment to be made in accuracy assessment.

Interpreting Ehrployment Projections

These sessions also addressed the accuracy issue', Put from a dif-

fdrent perspective. dne partiCipant stated the concern this way: "When

a local vocational director takes it [BLS or Census data], he crosswalks
-

it'to-an OE [U.S. Office of. Education] code. If this-has a plus or minus

fifty percent accuracy we're lucky. So why in the hell worry about the

accuracy at the front.end unless we-are goi4g,to worry about the.accu- -

racy of the crosswalk mechanism to keep thfaccuracy at.the bottom end

or at .the easy end of .it." The problem here, of course, is how to dis-

tr bute-Centus occupations among more than one OE category. Concern was

expressed with how and wheh the Standard Occupational Classification

tem will be introduced. And now, a revision of'the Dictionary of

Occupational Titles ts also underway. ,

.The important issim of sources of pressure for detail and refinement

which conference participants seemed to think was unwarranted was pur-'

sue. It was noted that an aggregation of the subparts of an.information .

system which is useful for program planntng 01-poseslwill indeed be a-

highly detailed system. Each program mana4hr thinks that his or her own

domain is of highest priority, and of,course for them'it is: Attempts

to achieve_dhiformity for *state and federal'teporting pui-poses obviously

conhtct this perceived need for custom service. This tradeoff is nOt

resolved once and for all, and is not pursued without friction. This is

inevitable. It also appears that the.trend is'towar:d more uniformity

for national reporting. There.are no signs that this trOd is likely to

be reversed in the near future.

The 'tendency for data classificationkistems to be Periodically

9 3.
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.changej, for admittedly valid:reasons, plays havoc with attempts to com-

pity ttme-series of employment, patterns. 1

A ,
. , The whole issue.of, intepretation was questioned. "What does

interpretation mean? 1 was:wondering how important that is in your

activitiei?," one participant asked. Responses suggested that right

now rather. mechanical_administrative treatment is.-accorded:moseprojec-

tions, but that'as real planning is more widely adopted, interpretation

will become increasingly sophisticated. .

. One participant asked "...what are some of the strategies that other,

people are using to begin toi get the local users in a psychological
.

framerork where they will accept these kinds of things and begin to use

these in lieuiof whatever else they've used before?" In response, Skip .

Yeager described the worksclop series and Council functions established

in Illinois precisely to accomplish liaison between statewide planning
.-

1 and locallimplementation.

A technician.then questioned the propriety of planners esse

4
ialilY

(asking technicians to select the.target groups and areas'in whi h'to

.1offer.training. What then are planners left to dO? Is the operational
. .

pr. ogram concluded largely independent of the planning dotument? Again,

Skip Yeager reerred to the attempt being made in Illinois to train,

local administrators so they will feel comfortable with data ancrits

properuse(s)", .

Still another issue raised is the definition of technician teen-
- , .

sibility to.alert the user abote all weaknesses. Since weakness depends,

in part, on use thilNtsnot always easy to accomplish io.a'mechanical

fashion. Another problem in the tecNmician-user interface is that the
_

S-
technician knows the cost of supplying,different types.of information,

bu.t it is cumbersome (to convey this to the user prior to p paration of

a wish-list. In this4context someone mentioned that some needs,
,

,being able to tpspond to individual legislator's requests for. informa-
_

.

Ition about their oWn district, establish a fixed basezfor disaggregation.

Another point which came up,igain and again was the importance of

looking back, as well as ahead. Which decisions are in retrbspect con-

sidered to have been poorly informed, and why? In this way, some in-
,

sight carrbe gained about the role of information in decision-making.
.

. .

In this regard it was noted that the informatiOnal requirements to

94_
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-terminate!'e program are much greater than those accompanying-arequest-
,

to introduce i neW program.
,

One:acquires a certain amount frustration'when reading.the con-

ference transcripts in the quiet repose of an academic Office. The

technfcians clearly sAin to-be pleading to be recific in asking-for

information other than that which fs "avaflable now. At the same time,

the administrators seem to be trying to convey sOme sense of the coM-

plexities.involved in going that. .It.is clearly not a.textbqok case

of establishing objectives which in turn defipe information needs. There

-is an education or manpower training system in place. Changes.in size,

location, or offerings affect many peopleahd are"not likely to be taken

lightly.. To know that an opportunity is available 1s4hot to say that it

' will be taken.

,Cdta Collection and Proceaaing

These sess.iqps ranged over the entire spectrum of.state systems

represented. Rather than attempt to summarize thls tialogue, the

, interested reader is referred to the,contact people cited in the regis-
.

tration list appended for documentation of system cOntent andiprocedure..

The Center ifor Occupational Education at North.Carolina..State University

in Raleigh, ri.C., has subsequently inventoried ill stat4 systems and

will be issuing publications which sulMarize this effOri. Alsp, *Joyce
. ,

Shackett's paper ts appended to these proceedings, in,which she.dis-
.

cusses a variety df,dita sources and.the strengths and weaknesses of

each.

.1

Friday, 12:30T.M Julyll, 1975

Illustrative Statelltgagoyment Projection Activitiea

Missouri: The.Aiaaouri OCcupational Training'Infomation Syatem (ACV'S):

[Editor's Note: publiCationi about the MOTIS are available from Dr:,

Glerin White, Director, NM, 'State Department of Elenentary and Secondary

Education, P.O. Box 480, Jefferson City, MO45101. When the traascript

below referslio "we" it means the Human ResoUrces. Research PrOgram, 217

Middlebush, University of Mjssouri, Columbiai MO\ 65201.]
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Shackett: Pm just_going_to make someAbick_lremarks about the MOi.IS.
. .

system. You all Nave a lot of dqcumentation"of,our system, so you can

take it'away with you. I presume all of ybu who werginterested Wele

able to get copiesgtf.the three volumes, the white onel.,the orange One,

and the beige one. In that white volume tAere is a sChematic of the.

overall system, all the components of the system. NA sinie,the purpose,

of this'Particular conference is employment proje ion;,I don't think
.4 .... -

we should really sperni'a substantial amount Of ti on the other. com-

ponents., You can read about the other elements.iirthe systern in those
. .

volumes.

'we make a projectiOn in terms of what an industrY will have in
,

terms of absolute numbers of workers at some future time period. Then
1/4

we take tilese industry projectioni_and convert them,into oreupational

projections: Now fhis is tile overall vieW. so now you're going to get

.some of the exact steps that go into it. The firSt thing we have to do

is to find some reliaye source of industi-y employment figures. And toe%

do this we Tive a lot of ionsideration regarding what data sources are

good for which industries for.whicti artas.. There is a paper called
'71%

"Data Sources and Issues", wtii.eh most of you probably have. This-talks

about the issues that.are f6blved ip choosing the correct data source

for.a given area for a given industry. So I;m not going to dwellion

Lthat here. Assume that wsphave chosen a series of'data sources giving

industry employment over a pastt time period. We takethese sources for

13-areas lothin our state. (These are the Local Area Manpower'Planning..

(LAMP) arms that were dlsigpated for us.) We project industry employ- \.

ment for= up to 32 different indtgiries, for each area of the 'State.

separately. We have )4as'ic models. We use the procedure of orlOnary 1

least squares regression. I won't get into the stItistics too.deeply.

For people whb To know what Pm talking akout, we havesfour basic models

or functional forms--linear models and )Ogrithmic models:' We fit eachL)

model to the data we have for each area for eaeh industry. It's all

inted out with associated statistics, and then we go through each 4,

1
tep by-hand and pick out the-best fit accordinglto 'a number of dif-

4t
ferent criteria. We check for significance in the resylts, tor the

_goodness of fit, for aut&-correlation, various other problems that .

occur, and we check-most Of all for thelreasonablertes of the figUres.

96
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If we find something that is very strange, thin bb OUSTy-we gb baCk and

check our data and find out what's wrong, why some1ing looks unreason-,

able. What-we eventually-get is a set of industry projections. In.
-,

--N.

'other words, we haVe chosen our,trendss, and once we have our trends for

each Industry, then we project the industry's empioyment into tke,future

for the designated number of years. In tho orange volume that you have,

Ilese will be *years between 1974 and 1980. Ye try to project amraverage

figure for omploymen for the year,that we're tUking about. For 1974,

it mould be a figure1for about the end of June. 1974. :this, of course,

is a smooth"time trend, not-considering seatonal ,Adustment factors.

Now we have at this point fipures for.1974 and.for 1980, for each iddus-

try and for each area, and we have the problem thal we want occupatiopal

projections; not industry projections. So we start the procedureCof

converting these'into occupationa) growth and occupational employment.

We-use /970 census data for MiSsouri to eeto what'wecall-a.maNx.

It lists for MissOUri employment in 197,0.by indutry. Within ejOh

industry it lists all the occupations.that_Are.part of.that industry.
f- Fbr eXeple, we have Construction being'SIC industr0.6 and it might 00

say ten percent of this industry is made up of apprentice carpenters

And it will conffnue for all-of the listing.of Possible occupations and

show how manl,, bY Percentage, belong in that industry. So.thi's enableso

us to.apply thesewatios and cOltiert.each industry's employmedt into

occupational employment. We also get froM this matrix ratios Ihat allow

-us tO adjlot our figures to nclude employees who were not considered

. before. OU'r basic emplôymett by indastry included only wage and salary

workers: W hen adjust these figures upwards,to inclyde self-emplbyed,

;unpaid fami y workers, and government workers. Government. workers are-
classified by.industry intoa special SIC categbry of 91, 92,r 93,

(federal, state and local government).. mrof these workeugactually.,

401IF,
can be classified to anot6er industr r example, if an employee

being paid by.the love'rnment when he is. actually working on truc-

tion project then
( we can classify him as a construction workerind by

'this procedureput him finto his proper occupation. But we.require all

of these ratios ta adjust for these fact*. We now have occupational

employmentor 1974 and,for 1980. Then ubtract 4974 from 1980, and

we have a f gure which we call the growth of employment for the,time

WO....
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-period -uniler:consideration. Now wd have a problem- that there are-whatl
we call replacements that occtir also for these occupations. There wil-1
be a number of workers who will retite, who will be killed either-on the
job or through other accidents, who will die 'natural deaths, or who will
leave the labor market for child rearing or for Other personal or family* ;

,

reasons. We acquire national figurts, which are called separation rates .
that a lY to specific groups of workers. We take ,the 1970 census ma-

_ trix for M uri, -and we, distribute our 'occupational. employment biage
and by sex ratios ecific to Missouri.for 1970,. then_ we apply the
national separatioh rates and get a figure for each'occupation of how
many people are expected to leave the.labor force who -will need to be
replaced. Then we add.the growth' estimate to the replacementestimate
and we have the figures for total projected job openings over the five
year period. These are the basic two catego ries we use in projecting.
Once we have these three things we're just about done. Iyou have.a

_ n3TIS volume, the orange volume, there's,a table that will help you
follow what I am going to say next. The.three categories growth in th
occupation, replacements, and total job openings are rankea. We have

all of these occupations by census code. We then have a conversion Of
Census codes to the Office of Education codes. In the listing of our

. final output we have the OE code at the far: left; *uriderneath that we
have the Cenus code. There are majO Office of Education codes -which
'are listed, such as 01 or 04. The minor code will have a digit to the
right of the dedimal point 01.01, 61.02, etc. What we do is rank the
minor OE codes for each major code. In other words, each of the com-:

-ponents of 01 will be ranked. We rank them in three categories accord-
fng to growth, total replacernents;and total Job opelyings!',So if 01.01
had' a ranking of 2, in total job openings (diet would mean it had the
second highest numberP tcr01 job openings `between 't974,and 1980. If
it had a number 3 in replacements, that would meanit had the third
higheSt number of replicements expected. It could have had a 2 again
in total growth, meanitg it had the second highest growth rate pro-
jected. And this is the basic- procedure.

,
Quest4o2L, Yin, say you'do break down Census codes?
Answer: Yes. Two quick coninents about it. One, they are presented by
-OE code since the major purPose of this is 'fin- the State Department of

104 .
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.

Education-: So in terms Of-use ulries-5 for-CETA rime sporporS; there are'
.

_ .

---. ihtermedtate ipPs that in,p ways would-be.of more use to-theM. The,----

geographY of,it, the seletlion.of thine thirteen iubstate areas, was to'

coincide with manpower planning data needs. The other point is, that

'for iome coUnselling and immediate job placeMent strts of Uses this4doeS

not reflect, in any Way, the'job.turnover phenomenon. ,We'ee not aware

Of.any system that does reflect job turnover: So.to tlal t'.k about le '.

'openings projected, say, to 1981, iCs very importagtto recognizethat

that,only.ref,lects the_growth fac6r-andestimated'i'eplacement,needi,d0e

to retirements and other calculated withdrawals froirt6 labor forCe.

Although fOr.some jobskleirly jOb:turnover is-the majorsourceof job

' openings, and it's Hot. replacement-a$ all, Do any a$ youtknow a system

thafilObeslncorporatt jobAurneyer infprmotion? .' , All

Answer: There's national figures. on turnover rates.
. .... : .

Shackett: By industry. -Lt's national, and it s by industry, and it
s

would ;pply th turnover rates
I

for a given iriduStry tO all the occupa-

tions'in that ndustry. It'S'...justworthless.i. %

. ,

[Editer's no : The next.sec.tio2 of the tape was t .garbled to tran-

...o.scribe.] ere,are other'sources which we may use inthe future as a
, .

back:up to check our otherligures. There are various Sources of agri-
.

cultural data; crop reports, farm Tabor repOrts,.and information on .

certain manufacturing Adustries.
..,

Question: Of your three data sourdfg, what was. your basis for deter-

mining.what s best for.Zprticular industry? . f :

Shackett: Basically, we got. a Tbt of help from"the.Write up thatCarde

with- the basic sources. Yew example, uneMployment insurance.. They are

very candid about what ,is.a strong figure and t it a Weak figure.

They come right out.and tell you they have weakness n transportation

7 serVices, ihsurande and real estatf,and'their serviCe.industries,"I

believe: The problem with these being', of course:th'at they do not

employm6t for eharitaifle or religious orgahizations, or f r non-profit

--,,,,agencies, which hits very stronjly'in some of the insur re and service.

areas. And aiscr, until 1972, they did not cover firms wjth fewer than
., .

four paid employees. So yario-us industries'that ha4 a lot of emplbyment

concentrated in.very small firms weren't full,y coveeed.up,to.that t4me.,4.

We comOare these to other data sources; aperchoose Whichever would be ,

vt.

4.
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'-=-;---'-141e-Triostappropriate-datasOUrde.-----
.

2=-7 Question: Joyce; since you figured '74'and-'79.groWth and replacement,-

do you go 'deer bap to the Census now that you want to compute '75 and

'80? Or are you going to stick to figures for '74 and '79 and project

them?

Shackett: No, we update our series for the moit recent data _that has

been collected. jure go through the whole procedure. again to take advan-
-

tage of the new data and go,back to the Census, and it all begins from

scratch again. In addition, I would say that we have had very consis-

tent results between the 1974 orange volume and the data that we have

for our next volume. Surprisingly consistent.
.

Question: I was trying to find a fast way-lo do it. Could you give us

some feel for what th/s.h.as cost to develop? t

Shackett: I can't separate the different components( You see, the

prob4em is we're a subcontractor to the State Oepartmentof Educatiob,

and we subcontract on both,the student Accounting component which is the

data pl:Oceised through the schools about individual students enrolled in .

the programs (which is a major data processing activity), and the

employment projections component. There is also t follow up compOnent

which involves using the computer to generate lists of students who..

should have graduated.

Question: The future will be mbre reasonable, you think?..
.

Shackett: Computer programs are all developed. A lat Of it becomes

relatively routine. The problem with picking.a,dollar'figure is that

we have gone into other states where thereare uge crews'of people.

Literally, you have been looking at about 3/4 f the people who have .

been associat with thiMOTIS emplbyment proj tions phree people).

Question: How ng did it take you once yougot started on it? To a

'f state where you m ght be producing something?

Shackett: Well, we've been producing for three years:now.. Our:third

rojections volume shoulotbe mit within a month. [Editor's note: This

volume is now available.] At first we'had sOme thoughts on. it that

were, quite frankly, embarrassing. But it was,good 'to have itout,

because everyone looked at it and found; errors for us,.and we corrected
-

them. By the time the orange volume tame out, we were.pretty conscious

of what we had. We made Some revisions in our orange voliime and in our

100
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upcoming volume, but not of a Major nature. As of the second year, we.*

were-pretty:werrsatisfied.71_ We%ve*had-super:support from the:State-

Departmerit. They have giVen us lots o# autonomy in the areas where we

need autonomy, and lots of support.in-the'areas where we need suppert,

and we enjoy a very good working relationship with the employment

security people. .And thosethree piecesswhich contribuie to the overall

effort aren't always there in some of the o5,fi e, states.

Que4ion: Was part of the effort on'ae decnand side supported throuih

Glenn Wh-ite's shop before it came out of OE?

Shackett: Yes, for example this conf rénce, funded, in part, by Part C

money, is really a small piece**..the verall effort. We've been

funded through the Missouri Rcp for th ee yeart. The first.7year of that

was funded throughthe Ozarks Regional Commission.--The devel-
_ ,

opmental work was fUnded through the,Ozarks Regional Coi1inission on the

MOTIS II operation.. Theginal OTIS system in klahoPla was supOorted

by Ozarks. On the Aiplication'of effort, people need n t go back and go'

through all the painful steps that.the MOTIS Wentthrough. A number of*

states now have worked the bugs out of various stages. On the other, *,

hand, we were asked, "are we cooperating wOth other states?" The answer
,......

is not in a s'pecific waY. 'We'know what Skip's doing over in Illinois.

V9

Jim Harris Was h re in Onsas until about a month'ago. We know thee 9TIS

systemand we now what the Iowa people,are doinig. But fri terms of

trying to begin to link systems together, that effort has not,been made.

I'd like-to.Say that as far,ps standardization of procedures ahd moving

towards those kinds of 'linkages, a lot of.these. stems'are at that
r V .

point and a lot of us betten begin to think that- Consider a

state like 'Missouri, where three of our five s are on state borders

and the two,SMSA's that aren't are the smaller ones. For St. Louis and
'

Kansas City we should be very clorsely,involved with the Kansas people

and very closely involved with Illinois. Are any of You involved in

interstate linkagek? We're not aware of any. Somebody was asking

% earlier about,linkages between Alabama, Tennessee, and Oregon.

Question: To what extent do you think the decision-makA are-ling
J . t

the information which you generate, in terms orreal hard decision- ,

making, at the nattonal, district, or local level? And what'areve

going to do about.the business of prognostication as opposed to ji.ist..._
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simple projections? Your systeM is relStivety simple, al.1 You tave to
, .

do_is find oyt what these occupations.,have been doing .and extend the.

line. Is thell any effort in trying.to determinenew and emerging.

occupatOns? ge have to work on this peoblem of trying to spe ahead.

And I'll.waoefhat tn your book you show nothing but minus figures ir;,

terms of agricultural production, because that's beenthe histury..but

with an emerging energy crisis it doesn't take a very.good weather fOre-

caster to predict rain when it's raining, but'it takes a spong.min to

predict rain when the sun iT shining. We may just have.agriculture in
. .

the greatest demand amOng all Occupations if we goihack,to horses'ind

:mules. o.
Shackett: In Missouri, agriculturel prOduction4isn't mirius becauSeme

have basically an old labor force. Tht new emerging occupations are

those fOr 'Which you Cannot-do trendanal;Sis. There isn't any histo'ry,'
. .

therefore, geou c 't project. My immediate resOnse.wobld be that this.4

is'soMethinetha haven't subcontracted to,do. Obviously the State

0.

Department of Educa ion need1\14 be concerned about it. We do get

those types of requests, and we do havesome insights that we can give,..4them to help. In terms_of-the decision-making use of this, yes, the

system is at the point.now where the State Department is going to be

using this informatioes. Kay Raithel is a Staff member bn the State

Advisory Council, end sile was making;the. point that if.you sat down with

the program directors and said, "here is what these tables say; it is

one tool in the overall process...," you might have some impact.-,'Right

now, I would say that it is onithe threshold of,being the major source.

of informatfbn for state 'planeini. Not, however, at.the.lr.cal
1,

but we have gone out and dealt with the local school officials in the

last two years and referred them to the Volume, and dealfHwith some-

conceptual i'ssues with them. They are beginning to'become Tamiliar,with

it. The next step would.be working viith them on a week-to-week basis.

I would say that teachers response to the MOTIS is exactly the response

Mark Sanders gave. They rpally feel that they have a better gut feel

for t

i
eir area than this data eepresents,'so they're much more prepared.

to op ate on their gut feelings at tkis point. It's a matter of

increasing their confidence if it is warranted.
.

.

Question: 'Do you think that B. W. Robinson and staff, who you say.have

7;
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accepted it as far as state planning.is concerned, can change this gut

feeling througla series of in:service workshops?

Shackett: Yes, 1 think So as far as service is concerned.fbut mare par-

ticularly'where a decision has to be made, a resoUrce allocatton deci-

sion. B. W.'goes ihto the meeting Ulth the MOTIS information, and'the

people come in with their guffeeling and if the MOTIS information is

sustained,as tlie better source to make the decision, then you are laver.

the,,hump in credibility. But if the gut feeling turns out to be more )

apprOpriate, then tt's warranted, and that happens on occasion.

Stevens: fhere is a suspicionabout this. 1 was working, with Paul

Braden back when le was developing OTIS and he had strong feelings bout

the area skill survey. You heard his comments about that yeste

When we go out and talk 'to local school officials, they want to con inue

to do area,skill surveys. They have what 1 call-a warm feeling about

.'4dikett contact with employers and a.huge suspicion about University coer

pyters. That has to be overcome. We hay* a medium concern about

Uilversity comOUters.

Question: How does this methodology that you described compare with

the 0E5 program?

Sheckett: Missouri is en OES state, one of 29, and the first state OES

1 publication is about Ocoee mit. But they did the manufacturing surak

vey, 1 believe, three years ago anb they're just getting that data out

in public form now. We're-now at the point where we can take that OES

information and compare it, noi on a one-to-One basis becaus there

are all kinds of Oroblems of definition, and so on, but it's another

kind'of tool which can Di used. Someone will have to sit down and, it

would be helpful, write a msnual for telling area school people how to:

use these tools. The OES data are not fed in a direct sense into our

system. But rAteit.lom,Tmcrighthouse is Missouri's researth and analy-

sis man. H,kows eiactly whit we're doing and we know what he't doing.

Question:- How about.the SOC? What about when Weinstein puts that up?

The 1980 Census will be in the standard occupational. classification 4

code he says. I don't think that's oitside the realm of possibility.

Well, 1980 may be a'little close, so they may nOt have it worked out by.

then. I can'certainly see a lot of mandating in federal prograis to
obelim 4

use'like standard occupational classification program. States that are
, .
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developing thei .own classifications and expending lots of resources on

that better keep their ear to thl ground. This raises the very impor-
,

tent issue of multi-purpose systilk. What are the costs incurred,%costs

in terms of being unable to get tIg information you want from having a.
_

single purpose classification.scheme. Can you meet what the eensus is

supposed to be doing, anii BLS is supposed to be doing, and the prime

sponsots and eduCation agencies, even 16cal chool officiiis and state

plarihers with alsingle classification syiteint You mentioned something

.about Occupational Information System (OIS),grants that,seven different

States have, can you tell us something about this?

Answer: Okay, there are eight states and I can't name them; but.,they

have just gotten g nts from the Department of Labor, which it,$100,000

a year for ea three years. ,There was an original RFP out for all

states to,respemd and then some were invited to write proposals from

that atiginal group. 7he eight were funded in the last month. Those

eight are Ohio, Alabama, Michigan, Oreggn, Colorado, WiiConsin, Masse-

chusetts, and Minnesota. The purposeibf those as I understand it,

again, is that they are a little farther down the road in cooperation

among agencies doing similar sorts of things. It's to get the educatton

agency and economic development ageneY and employment security and those

state agencies that are involVed in ettated activities to65operate in

getting information. lithe key is to provide the information to students

for.counseling, it is career education oriented. As I understand it,

in the OIS the emphasis is onoccupational information skill informa-

tion, 1116 requirementS, etc., rather than projections.

Question: I'm trying to figure out what is the relationship between all

"these OIS systems and MOTISftand what is going on in the Department of

Labor?

Answer: A big misunderstanding that still exists in the state of

Missouri is yhti'is the purpose Of MOTIS? Many people do feel that they

should be able to pick that book up, open it, and give advice to a par-

ticular student sitting across the desk about iohere to go look for a

job, and that's something we still have to work at--to indicate what

the limitations are.

Roskam: In regards to certification requirements and that kind of

stuff, we tried to get as much information on thst as we could a couple
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*of years ago for MOTIS because it become apparent 'to us that* any occtiti
,

pational classification system in existence didn't give us enough infor r-

mation to convert well'into the USOE program instructional codes. So

we went around and fled out things, talked to people and deOeloped

mi
descriptions of str tural problems in the labor market antbirriers to

entry, and descriptions of diffint types of things' that people had to

be able'to do to4§et into various occupations. We made an attempt to

augment: the Ce us occupational classification system and to augment the

., DOT, and var s others that we ivere using, trying to get a fix.on how

t

the USOE cl ifiCations hooked into classifications actually had

data attachd to tilem that me could use. The probleM, of course, is

that you want to knoW yoUr training-needs fn the USOE categorieS.opet

all the data tarn up in other categories and youkavse to convert. The

best descriptive information is in the DOT,-prebably. as to what occu-
r

pat,bns really entail, and they don't have any data in regarto how

mehy people are'in. or have.been in those particular occupations; they

Simply have descriptions.
/
Question: Did you have success, though? 40
Roskam: We don't know. That's one of the big problems. We don't.know

how good the MOTIS is. We did succeed in devising a Airly consistent .

system whereby we can come up with numbers in USOE categories. We can

describe the system, we can describe our methodology. As far as gen-

erating the OIS types of information, that is% real hard road. To

come up with barriers to entry inforMation, licensing information. and

So on. It's arounO, bUt it's very diffuse and hard to get a handllon..

I'll tell you. I have come to the tentative conclusion that multi-pur-

pose classification systdia a're bal,cally misleading, and I think that

standard occUpational classification probably has a place. But if it

is to be used for a variety of thingi, then it's going to be in trouble.

My work latyly has been an attempt to deiOneate the various sorts of

characteristics or featies that a classification syrte . that would be

1%particularly useful forivocational education planning. Id have.

Then I have evalLated several of the existing,systems. incl ding DOT,

Census, and what I knew about where SOC was going, and made statements

'about how close they are to actually having these desirable features and

none of them get very close. I've gone ahead and tried to develop some
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kind of conceplial structure for how we might start getting a better

idea of how clOse these Systems are, or how we might go ahead and try

to improve on one of oOr own. I think we're in a fairly primitive

state. What I'd like to ask is what is An occupation. I'm not really

416, Sure I knoW. I know what a job is, it's what you have-to do to get

but I'm not sure what an occupation is.

[Editor's Note: This is the end of the recorded portion of this

session.]
0

Q

Tenneeeee:
1111 4

(Editor's Note: The presentation was made by Ga;-ry Bice, RCU, 909

Metintcastlire Street, Uni'veriity'cif Tehnessee, Knoxville, Tp 37916.]

Bice: I dirt understand eZactly 'what it is,that makes our SYstem con-

temporary, accOrding io the program, but.maybe that was just to encour-

age us to come to this cenferenge.

We'll tell you what we're doing in terms of projection, and hcipe-::'1.

fully, that will give you some insight. Jerhi Smith is working with us',

in the area'ofprojections. She's my right hand person..

We brought some stuff with us to show you basically how we got

started. We try tO diffeOtntiate between manpower projections and man,

power forecasts. We are' not forecasters. Jtist like the weatherman. we

can't tell what's going to happen. So our-projections are based on

trend line n the past, historical growth and decline in various occu-

pational We'didn't go out and gather additionil data, except to

a very s ree,to cheCk out thingS. We wanted to have the human

factor still there. We'Wented to make some judgements based upon whati,

the human brain ays, not strictly upon what the computer says. We.

tOok*the daft Litt were available. Now those data came fromra number

Of sources. They happen to be the same data that the State Department:.

of Planning uses. We have seven agencies that were on originally:

health, economics, community development, higher education, vocational

education, the department of education separate from voc ed, and we.37

fare. They 01 Sat down and agreed that there would be one agency that

wouldlbe responsible for manpower projections in the state. Now they
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were responsible for it, but they used data from sevmral of the other

agencies Involved. But economic Sand community development mas to come

put Mith the final figures. If anybody wanted to ma41, a federal appllca-

tion or any application, they could use econimic and cOmunity detelop-
,

ment's projections. It was agreed upon and they didn't have any projec-'

-tions, so they came to us for the d a.that we had; We think that

there's some.validity to it.
0

Question; It still gims under their na 7

Elm Yeah.

QuAtion: To the other

Dile Right, which.I th k is real fine. It has more impact that way.

What we have done is we have started from the basic population

_figures, the Censet figures. I know there are fallecies there; that's

whataverybodx says. But they haven't told.ie %tat the real problems
A

are% 'We have projected population, you can't have more people working

in.thi state than you havmpopUlatiod, except for the pedple you have

migrating across the border. We can't have 41/2,iillion working with a

total"populationief only.4 itiltion. We.jtave about 1.8 million in the

work force. So th e. total labor force in e statelit me §et those

current figures...the total worA,force Cannot be 4'million, because our
"NA %

labor force ii only 1.8 million. Our work force would include all the,

peolild casing in, but twidees'mer people don't come in to work.as live

there.. So that's where our human factors cdre in; we know that's not

accurate. 4e we had to do away...with the original projections. We

started with the Oopulation, we took birth.rates, we took,number of'

people in school, we tOoli county by county population, school district

by school district population, grade levels.

We lot hold of the list of all the employers in the state, and this

'aiein was very helpful. All employers that made anAtontribution to

workmen's compensation. I know there's some problems there, because all:

employers and,their workers aren't covered by wgrkmen's compensation,

!Alt most of them are. That contingeney consist4 of about 65,451

emeloyers and 1.4 million employees. So 1.4 million out of 1.8 with

300,000 of that other 400,000 employed by government. Really, the data

cover most of the total labor force. We asked them what their proJec-

tionewere for employment. We did two things. We got akhistorical

v
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pattern from to '73, the time we d1'4th6 survey, and then we asked

for theirproJc.ions for '78. NoWekkhow there are fallacieS there,

because i employer who be filing for:bankruptcy will also at the

same time predict expaislon. We%41 haglitha.t occasionally.

You Will you asked for a 07.3Wctionifor '78. Was that an

annual projection until '7.8,.or just one pr'-ojection?
,

Bice: No, a one tine projection for '78. nlley don't know if they're

going to et this guy employtd,in December'Of '76 or January of :77. '

We could have put it.in.e dilferent year;ahd yet etIll we're 'going to

find .this. So we only asked T :a five-year projection.

We used USOE code. ,The 110 tliat areo.reguired by,USOE reportS, and

again Our problem is that of 33,000 jobs eVailable,'down to'110, reported

.to the USOE, down to 6 major program areas. You can seehere some of

our problem is.

We sent them a list of Occupaiions, and asked tem to give us a

list of their past emplgyment. 'You'd be.amazed at the number of em-

ployers that predicted new and'emerging job titles. Some of them had

no employees in '68 6r 473 in lome categories% but they were projecting

a development of'ner job titles by 478 We.got a lot of that: I was

really surprised. And this, "by the way, was cbded, so we'had a comOon

basis for whate$:id`thSemPleyment was, not who the'people were, but:4

what,the employment.opportunities weft going to be, OK, theri

that.with the projected population figures ihat we took, from thecepter

for bUstness and economic research, which had birth rater death rate,

migration fact-ors, everything. I don't Teally know all'gf their fac-,

tors, that's one of the problems herertnft.--tt's the figures used for ,

statewide plehning.:, The last time they,checked, and they do some ahnual

checking on a year7to-year basis on different counties, population and

otherwise, they were within .4 percent on population. We figured that

was close enough.. We can thegplive by:that. We put a lot of faith in

what they're doing. The other th,in4 inhat we.have the Tennessee

Valley Authority which in itself employs- 18,000 people. :they spend-as

muth on education in a yearies the state does. A lot of people don't

realize that. fhey buy more fertilizer, for example, than all the rest

of the.farmers pUt together. Because gf.the magnitude of their opera-

Lion, they alto have..a panpower section': They've beeh studying the
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impact of nuclear breeders. Jerri can correct me if I'm wrong, because

she's been working on it. The next project As 1.8 billion. So they've

done a lot of studies about where the manpower is, where it might come

from, and its ii,act on the economy: Now when TVA moves in and starts

tR build a dam, they have to io all kinds of environmen and

so forth, and build a whole new city and take a lookat all factors.

They've got a Jot more poWer behind those kind of studies than we do.

either At the state government'level or-in vocationaV education or the

department of education. And we do'work closely with them. As avnatter

of fact. we do a lot of special things for TVA. We don't necessarily

agree with them on their projeations or their proiesses, but we're 4

familiar with them.... --

Then those figures are put togfther with separation rates. Again, 1,

studies that have been done basically by TVa, beolausl TVA and our Center

for Business and Economtc Rtsearch ie."717arned aboUt.the.fmpa400n a .

conmunity. We put our separation rates.with the population rates and

---,expected expansion spes and do a.straight line projection on that ba,.
0

sis ow, we' not forecastin;,'wetre projecting. Again we had t6
.

'col ategories for planningpulloses. It coneS: oit on.a

pogram like thls...We do.it on a'counfy by county bAlis. This'

'Itap;kns to be a d&velohent district basis,. of which:there art efght in

the state. -that's probablyes c1o16 as we ca4come;to projection rjeeds,

r state. And these same figured are used by our agencies.

,,what hapriens'Is we go to the local administrator.',,Ite says,

e.tigures are wr9ng 1.044:Come up with some betler data:" We

'ssy, sif you've OM mdre accurate data, you just plug it rigke Khere

on the computer: tape and we'll do it for-you," Ifhe local system

wants to,do SomethIng, we can give them,a grant to eo it. If fney say,

we don't" believe your figures, we say gOod, do one of your own! Here

are the parbmeters.with'which to work. When you get i'he updated data

and you'vtiused'it, then send uS the updated information. Arid You'll

have'updated infqrmation, and we'll havei?updated informstion. But don't

tell-us it's wron ,'unless you have more ac ste data. .They initially

started with a little thing we cil a data pack.. We did thit ortginallA

back In '72, but it was printed in,073: 'A d-we'heve one of titese for

each of the counties in the state,'95. Whà.t we put in was school'

#e
4
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dropeut rates, unemployment rates, cbunty.and state-vide.. We work with

a concept called the work shed area. Here's R1rdin County which is down

lin that part of Tennessee, and thitt heavy outline area indicates where,

ihe people who live in iiiat county wdek. So this opens tWelocal direc-

tor's eyds. All of these people 4rk in Knox County, which is a metro-

politan area... All the wpodworking people drive 50 1milis to work. 1

They don't believe that'untillthey take.a look at it. Me have poeula-

tion figures, we have trends and compare them with the state figurei.

The comparisons there were fOrecast over a neriod of tiMe. You canbsee

what actually was.happening in '70 an) '71, and where they are now to

find out ff an occupational area has.tncreased or decreased. We give 4.

them pne figure.

Questiin: How many school distticts do you have? '

BicelPthave 145 school distriCts, but thai's a little sleading.

Thereare 121"secondari schOol systems in the itate. We have one county.'

Al

with a population of less than 6,000that has eight sc

Seyen of them are.aliMentarjand zel' high school system..

yttems. .

also

got another school.sys Rayt which has a county Om ion Of

Wecan't

whereas

sible

etc. '.Th
A,

The last c ked

off:: ,Our s figuresey tht waY. We re.accurate

than'tfifitate gartmen of Education figuret W they-made some k4111

of PrenKiol
.

[Editor's This is.the end of the recorded portion of this a

session.]:'

nellto go cie---4d gather da ,

Economic Research, which is respon -

hours otelectrjcity, bank deposits?

So we think we're pretty accurate.

pulation figures' we were noi very far 1!

inah4

[The presentation was made by Richard Brown, Labor Economist, Department

of 'Emplment Security, 174 Social Hall.Avenue, Salt Lake City, Utah
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If you don't mind I'll .Tust start out describi4essentiaily our

,

.
philosophy t3f providing information and talk a little bit about,our new

project. One of the five ma/Or services of.the Utah agency is to pro-

% vide appropialfindustriallid occupational manpower4informitton. We

ha* a basic philosophy that luessentially that we will attempt to

maximize the use of all thi,talent and expertise and experience that we

b'ave to provide,the best pessible information in the shortest-loossible

time fkme. And that means that the-data sYstems we cone up with Will.

'have to be'a ,sensible size and scope and yet,rill:still be resOonsive

to user needs.. And it has to be Appropriate, of course. Now wetr

conceptualfted the systwe would like to have, and we visualize

as having certain parts 61 the par,ts are fairly traditional and most

Of you have probably found your states to be simper. It dbes include

a supply coMponent as well as a demand component. We have been pro-
f.

viding data je our users for--well ltelikee, I've been involved for'

en years now, so I would say since 1965 or 1966'we have rtCtively prO7'

vided occUpational-projection 1nformat4on. We began before the Occupa-

tional Employment Statistics program came fnto existence, and we were:

somewhat fortunate that wilen the Neral seople were considering chr

sting thli.xxperimental OES program they.asked us if we could perhaps

share ame of,...obr'expgriame with them. So we are an OES state.- We do

1,thinps a 1.ittle biS differently, not in the traditional OES manner.

Ou'r system essentiagly consists of this. We conduct establishment sur-.

veys to determine whatothe occupational employment patterns are. We

take these patterns to Mak, current estteates of occupational employ-

ment by industry, not with the idea of pbblishing industrial Information

but with the idea of aggregating thoseoccupational employment levels

acrossigllndustries, and providing an all-industry type of estimate.
A

.0ote wellifrestimated the Occupattonal employment, tn total for the

. non-agricultural wage and salary sector--we have this whole area of

--silf-employed and agricultural workers who are not picked up in an

establishment type survey. We can't provide estimktes for these totals,

and t se re based largely on Census materials; largely baied on

met dologies that the BLS has worked out.' So, "then we'make estimates
t

for tpose classes of workers, wage and salary, government, and so on;

'we.also make projections of those for future years. We make projections
. .
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actually by industry of all those sectors, and then use the occupational

patterns we have obtained fitom establishment surveys and from Census-

based material to distribute the occupational employment for the pro-

jection period. We prefer to have it in terms of several alternative

projections for'a given target year--least probable, most probable,

whatever those ire. To that we have to add,an estimate of occupational

replacement for those who dies retire or leave the labor forte. Now .

of course, when you make a projection of employment,tbr the future, the

difference between the current perfad and the targetlkear is your expan-

sion of employment, tiuté do knoa that replacement employment is

equally if not more important in terms of the total number of job oppor-

tunities that do occur, or are created during:the target period. Theo

to this, we want to start looking ... this will give us the demand side:

All the talk you've been hearing about the OES program and its relation

to producing demand projections, has focused on this business'of.con-

ducting establishment sdrveys, anlryoU can.see that it's n.o.t the entire

picture. Now if you were to read the Oescription ot what the-OES pro-

gram is to piclude 4t inClude all of-this; but if you Were to lookil4

where the emphasis is now, y u would see that it isoron collecting-data

from establishments, which i only,part of the data which is needed anif

there is another-aspect ... The interindustry matfixphase is supposed

to include a metOodology for stimating stlf-employed and agricultural .

workers,. So, we're getting into this.and,we're not waiting'for the

specific methodology and gOecific programs that Vie Bureau of Labor

StItistics is Rutting together, although when thePre ready %ell be

very anxious to use them. We're following this philosophy conceptually,

but our methodology differs.

We also ham/not gotten into the supply.end of it too much, but we

are going to Collect and estimate data for supply. We don't know for

sure where we're going on this. We can anticipate some of the prQblems

in trying to match things up. We know that projecting the supply s

going to be difficUlt and that there are a dopedifferent tupply

soerces, and it has a certain number of complications4tsociated with '

it.

One part of our system involves developmental research. We av
trying to know a lot of things that vocational educators would like.to
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know, that prime sponsors would like' to know', and that the BLS doesn't

knhw. So wegv trying to find out what we can.at the state level 'abOut

some of these labor market transactions and Processes that we don't know

verrmuch about.. The particular.research project NI talk about

touches on this? Our publications ... I have not personally worked with
,

the prime sponsor people, but.data does go to.them. Now'we are pub,

lishing presently, and our publications are straightforward; we haven't

developed that state,of the art yet. Wejust hit peoPle with the hard '

_..adata. . WeAon't have'a lot of narrative or a tot of inalysts. We do

escribe our methodology briefly, but the data that is asked for by

vocational educators is presented by the instructional programs.and '.

4

the OE codes. We provide employMent estiMates for eaft of the Instruc-

tional programs. We also provide esti

l
tes of. the new and4replacement

job opportUnities that are anticipated b r the target period. We pro-

vide it statewideand we also provide it for the planntng distrttts in
)-

the s6te. We have eigbt of them in Utah. This particular information

gets better each year because we have more basic data that we're able

to work withrmore compi.ehensive, more'accurate, and our staff gets

more sophisticated and so forth. We publish date that's noi the.best

possibl& but it's the best lee can do in the time-frame we're working
J

.with.

The whole idea of making prijections for use in determining

training programs is very puzzling to us. One of the things that put-

zles- us is that vocational (ducators feel that they train 'people for

entry-type jobs. And this-particular projection methodology doesa't

really gei to entry-type jobs. It focuses on an "all jobs" conCelit.

We know that there are certain jobs you really don't have access to if

you are a young person just entepirig the labor market. You've gotto

get into a firm iltlisome entry level and there are certaid job's that

you're promoted to, or you're transferred to once you get a foothold.

The methodologies that are in'popular use today--the OES and so forth7

don't take this into accou . They make estimates of rePlacement needik%'s

for occupations that;people are promoted to, so that the,average gradu,

ate of a voc-tech school doesn't have access to those Jobs. So we haVe

been looking into this, and we have what We coesider So be a fortuitous

occurrence. We have some 25,000 employers in Utah. We have 420,000
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peOple employed. These 25,060 employers are requfred to report to us k
fo

quarterly their total employment. ThisAotal employment information the!'

comes to us is similar to what is found in most other states. It is.

called the 202. Ours is less limiting. By 202 I,mean data that comes

4. from establishments and is covered under the Unemployment Insurance tax.

There are also other establishments that do not report under UI.itspices.

In Utah these firms also report'to us, not on (mandatory basis but on a

voluntary basis. They have been doing so for years. This-mandatory'

reporting system is really the backbone of vtfle employment statistics pro-

gram in this state. You don't hear much abeut it. But41 is the indus-
.

try employment information that is the basis for most of the proiections

Which are made through the Employment Security system. The reason why

the Epployment Security system has been designated as-the aglicy to pro-

vide this type of information is becaufe theeetically tbe Employment

Securitx people have a list of all theemployers in the state, or tt

leasfa good portiop of the employers. They know what the size of firm

/Is, they know what ipdustry they're in, and it is this particular data

\s base that we're gOing tcrbe dealing with in,our research project. The

welfarelpeople in Utah have become rathelkconcerned that there are a'

large 'lumber of fraudulent cjaims for welfai.e, so they have macilian ar-

rangemsnt with Employment Security for EMployment Security to Friuire on

these report forms which we get quarterly from employers a list of all of

the people that they him and thefr social secuHty-number. In other .

words, the name of the individual, the sonar-security number, and date.

hired. 'They are thinking that if they can get tise social seCurity num-.

bers of the people hired in the state, they can match them up with the

social .security numbers of tht peoplewho are claiming benefits--not only_

welfare'but unemployment insurance Anefits When we heard they were

going to do this for one or two quarters of 1975 we hurriedly asked

them if ye couldn't find out the Occupational title of these hires

being reported.1 They agreed to do this. We are proposing to take

this datalonce we get it, and what we plan to do:even though we have

25,000 reports with this hiring information on it; we'd like to take a'

sample of these reportsmaybe, three or four thousand of them, the

same employers who have reported to us via ihe OES program and find

., out which occupations they hire people for.. In other words, get a

..
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hiring proftle by.industry which we can not only match up withthe OES

employment profiles to determine if there'are'any 'differences in the

hiping patterns of the employers related to-their total employment pro-

files, to identify entry level occupations, to tee if we couldn't do

something with occupational accessionrates, i.e., find out what pbo-

portion of-the total.employment in in'occupattom seems to be turning

over also ta,find Out what penetration rate the EmpToyment Service

.has of total jobs. Now,'we do have:some preliminary infoimatiOn that

is based on another aspeit of this reporting systeewe hide with

4 employers.. For some ten y:ars now, in additlon to requiring emOloyers

in Utah to repdrethq number of.people employeddrie have also required'

them to report file total number of-new. hires, ani there are app60Mately

240,000-250,000 new hires which have b* reported annually. This is .

A

from'ag employment base of al:sot-430,000. Tere ts a considerable

amount ofactivity in that labor market. These probably aren't just new

hires. They are probably not net hires; net-hires being those who are

hired for the first time., recalls after beinbaid off. they may have

been seasonally laid off and then returned. 'We suspect that this is a

gross count of hires, which will.closely approximate What we't'a goingr-.

.to get occupationally speaking when we'total all of this stuffup from

our.... Now that's 70;000 new hires per quarter, or total hi'rei per-.

rter. We feel that if we cin get.Stfix so that we.can mike an

estimate Of the occupational distribution.ofthese hires, that:with this ,

information supplementing the information from the. OES program that
. .

.

.'weve-got'another dimension to the whole area of maktng projections that

'will'let us make better short-run estimates.

I'm not trying to convince you that we're doing anything really

-teemendnus. that the procedure that we use is the way to go. 'I throw

this out because I understood one of the things I should do is promote

a dialogue'here. Would anyone like to offer a few observations or

comments? [Comments' not intelligible on tape.]

4

STEVENS: There is no formal synthesis of our sessions. Each of us

takes away a better appreciation of the context in which our own .
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efforts are developing. There is much to be done, but.there ii also

much duplication of effol a4ready occurring. Perhaps the communication -

chanriels established in the past two days will cdaribute to -a reduction

tp duplication and a frontal ass4ult on the unknown.
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IN COMERATION WITH:

J!,

HOP - CONFERENCE

WENT PROJECTIONS
iS1* 1-1 a

40-
Awl° nd11, 1975 -

The Breec Training Academy
Overland rk, Kansas (a 'Kansas City,
suburb)

4 The Rumen Resources Research Program
University of Nissouri-Columbia
[Through the auspices of a Part C grant
from the Division of Research and
Demonstration, Bureau of Occupational and
Adult Education, U.S. Office of_ Education]

The Bureau of Occupational and Adult
Education. U.S. Office of Edu Cation
HEW--Region VII

1. and
--callerlitteomen r Adetwistnetioni

t of Labor--Region VII



THURSDAY, JULY 10

MORNING

8:00 - 8:30 REGISTRATION

8:30 - 8:45 INTRODUtTION - DAVID W. STEVENS, DIRECTOR
-.4 HUMAN RESOURCES RESEARCH'PROGRAM

UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI-COLUMBIA

8:45 - 9:45 "WHY COOPERATION IN PLANNING?"

WILLIAM RILEY
OFFICE OF MANPOWER
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY
HEW

9:45 - 10:00

11000 -.10:15

EDO'DONNELL
WEYMOUTH, MASACHUSETTS

"A VOCATiONAL EDUCATOR'S VIEWS ON
EMPLOYMENT PROJECTIONS IN PLANNING"

FRANK DRAKE, COORDINATO4 OF
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION.
DEPARTMENT OF ELEMENTARY AND
SECONDARY EDUCATION
JEFFERSON CITY, MISSOURI

"A MANPOWER PROGRAM ADMINISTRATOR'S
VIEWS ON EMPLOYMENT PROJECTIONS IN
PLANNING".

MARK SANDERS, DIRECTOR
STATE MANPOWER PLANNING OFFICE

. . SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA
.

*

10:15 - 10:30 C0iFEE 2

10:30 - 10:50 . "THE STANDARD OCCUPATIONAL CLASSIFICATION
....1 SYSIFM: A FUTURE ISSUE IN PLANNING"

10:50 - 11:10

EMANUEL WEINSTEIN
BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS
WASHINGTON, D.C.

"CHANGING OCCUPATIONAL RE REMENTSI".

LEONARD LECHT
---THE-CONFERENCfBOARO

NEW YORK, N.Y.
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REACTORS TO-A.M. SESSION

ROBERT MORGAN --NORTH CAROLINA STA
UNIVERSITY

'JOYCE SHACKETT - -UNIVERSITY OF

MISSOURI-COLUMBIA
ALAN WILLIAMS - -MASSEY UNIVERSITY,

NEW ZEALAND

41:30 - 12:00. OPEN.DISCUSSIde

ii110 - 1:30 LUNCH

AFTERNNO0

1:30 - 2:00

ItICHARD'VEMPSEY
BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS
WASHINGTON, D.C. -

2:00 - 2:30 "THE ROLE,OF DITT EMPLOYER.CONTACT"

PAULBRADEN, ASiISTANT COMMISSIONER
RESEARCH, EVALUATION AND PIM:
DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMIC AND ITY
DEVELOPMENT
NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE .

2:30 - 3:30 ROUNDT4LE or REACTORS

1. ROGER BEZDEK, CHIEF ;

INDUSTRY GNP BRANCH ,

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
BUREAU OF ECONOMIC ANALYSIS
WASHINGTON, D.C.

"THE BLS DIPLOYMENT PROJECTIONS.PROG-MRA"

2. DAVID BRENEMAN, SENIOR FELLOW
IN ECONOMIC STUDIES

THE BROONINGS INSTITUTION
WASHINGTON, D.C.

3. CAROLYN CALLAHAN
INFORMATION AND PLANNING ANALYST
BROWARD COUNTY MANPOWECCOUNCIL
FT. LAUDERDALO44011.

4. JAMES HARRIS

MANAGEMENTINFORMATION SUPERVISOR
swg BOARS FOR C0IPJNITY COLLEGE--
AND OCCUONTIONAL UCATION

r DENVER, COLORADO
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3:30 - 3:45

3:4141145

41.

FRIDAY, JULY 11

0 4
MORNING

-

5. HARVEY SOKOLOW, DIAPCTOR OF
RESEARCH
WISCONSIN MANPOWER PLANNING
COUNCIL
MADISON, WISCONSIN

COFFEE

ORAN DISCUSSION IN
LIVING ROOMS: A - 11

A -
A - 15 .
A - 23

- 9:00 ; CALISTHENICS

9:00 - 10:00 CONCURRENT SMALL GROUP SESSIDNS:

(Thursday's Prittentors sl,resource 0e0P1N)

, I. COLLECTION.AND PROMISSING OF
EMPLOYMENT DATA

II. INTERPRETATION OF EMPLOYMENT
PROJECTIONS

III. ASSESSMENT OF PROJECTIONS
ACCURACY

10:00 - 10:30 COFFEE

10:30 - 11:30 REPEAT OF CONCURRENT SESSION I, II, III.
*(so each person can attend two of the
three small group exchanges)

11:30 - 12:30 LUNCH

AFTERNOON

12:30 - 1:30 CONCURREMT SMALL GROUP SESSIONS:

0.'

IV. AN EXEMPCARY EMPLOYMENT
PROJECTIONS APPROACH-r-
UNIVERSIV.- STATE AGENCLES
(MISSOURI, :

V. AN EXEMPLARY EMPLOYMENT,
PROJECTIONS APPROACH

/ EMPLOYMENT SERVICE (UTAH)
LI VI. AN EXEMPLARY EMPLOYMENT

PROJECTIONS APPROACH--
RCU (TENNESSEE)
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1:30 - 1:45

2:45 - 2:45

2:45 - 3:00

(

BREAK .

REPEAT OF CONCURIENT SESSION IV. V, NO0 VI

.NRAP-UP AND ADIUR*ENT
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%. OCCUPATIONAL EMPLDYMENT PROJECTIONS .

. FOR PROGRAM PLANNING PURPOSES:
ISSUES AND EXAMPLES

A WORKSHOP/CONFEREWCE HELD JULY 16.AND 11, 1975
AT THE TWA BREECH TRAINING ACADEMY

OVERLAND PARK, KANSAS

REGISTERED ATTENDEES,

James L. Idams
Department of Employment
P.O. Box 35

Boise, ID. 83705

Joe G. Baker -1

640-13 Wilmington Pldza
Salt Lake, UT 84105

Ralph Beacham
Kansas State Dept.
120 E. 10th.
Topeka, KS 66612

Ro§er H. Bezdek
Bureau of Economic Analysis
U.S. Dept. of Commerce
Washington, DC 20230

---/
Garry Bice
University of Tennessee
909 Mountcastle St.
Knoxville, TN 37916

Of Education

Marianne Bonds
Center for Economic Education
312 Middlebush
University of Missouri
Columbia, MO 65201

Paul V. Braden
Economic Development Adminit-
tratiom

U.S. Dept. of Commerce
Wilbington, DC 20230

David W. Breneman
4615 Brandywine, N.W.
Washington, DC 20016

'Dan Bristow

Texas Education Agency.
201 E. llth Street: .

Austin.TX 78701

Richard Brown
Dept. of EMployment Security
174 Social Hall Ave.
Salt Lake City, UT 84111

John Bryl ,-
,

Wisconsin Vocational Technical.and
Adult Education
4802 Sbeboygan Ave. , ROOM 701
MadisOn, WI 53702

Carolyn Callahan
Broward Manpower Coundl
305 S. Andrews Ave., Suite 606.1
Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33301

Tim Campbell

Florida Dept. of Community,Aff&W
1801 S. Gadsden
Tallahassee, FL 32361

Peggy Comeau,
Office of Manpower Planning
223 Lanipo Drive
Kailua, HI 967347

Dean Conrad
CETA'AdministratOr
Governor's Office
State Capitol
Bismarck, ND 58501

f

Armand,Corpolonge 4

.Governor'i Committee-Manpowe
Planning

.4
552 Kansas Ave., Suite 900 1
Topeka, 45_ 66601
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Gerry Davis
,

State. of Missouri-Office of
Manpower Planning
226 E. Dunklin
Jefferson City, MOlgii01'

Richard E. Dempsey .

R.R. 4Box 4048
LaPlata; MD 20646

Feank
State Dept. ofElementary and
Secondary Education

PA. Box 480
---Jefferson-Cityi-M0-65101

Homer E. Edwards
USOE Region V
300 S. Wacker
Chicago, IL 60606

AdAel'Feinstein
Illichigan Division of Employment

Security
'7310 Woodward-
Detroit, MI 48202

Laurence H. Flinn
State of Washington
Department of Education

. Bldg. 17, Airdustrial Park
Olympia, WA 98504

Yahya Fiuzat-
Route 9, Homestead Apts. W74
Columbia, PO 65201

_Stephen J. Frahchak
Penn State Dept. of Education
Box 911
-Harrisburg, PA 17126

trank Galeotos
State of Wyoming
State Capitol Building
Cheyenne, WY 82001

'James Gardner, Jr.
Employment and Training
Administration
U.S. Dept. of Labor
601 D St. N.W.
Washington, DC 20210

Barbira Gunn
Indiana Office of ManpoWer
215 N. Senate Ave.
Indianapolis, IN- 46202

Tim3thy C. Hall
Governor's Manpower Planning

P.O. Box'1358, 703 E. Main St.
Richmond, VA

Thomas A. Hanley
One Weybosset Hill
Providerite, RI 02907

Kenneth E. Hansen
State Board for Vocational
Education
506 N. 5th St.
Boise, ID 83705

James L. Harris
_207 State Services Bldg.
Denver, CO 80203

. .

Dennis Hopper
State of Alabama
Room 279, Industrial Relations Bldg.
Montgomery, AL 36130

Glenn T. Irwin
Georgia Dept. of Labor
501,Pollium St. S.W., Room 366
Atlanta, 6A 30060

Jamek,A. Kane
,Exeddtive Office of Economic
Affairs
Hurley Bldg., Government Center.
Boston, MA 02114

6v Jack Kemph
865 State:Office Bldg.
Montgomery:AL 36130

Sam Kerr
1321 2nd Ave.
Seattle, WA 98101
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)

Jerry R. tfnett
N.C. State Dept. ,of Puhl
InstruCtion

Education Building
Raleigh, NC 27611

Nathan F. Kinion
50 - 7th St. 46E.
Atlanta, GA 30323

John_Lacey
U.S.'Office of Education
19th and Stout Streets
Denver, CO 80202

-

Francis J. Laffey, Jr.
State of Rhode Island,
1 Weybosset Hill
Providence, RI 02903

Elton B. Mendenhall
ic University'of Nebraska

Box_33 Henzlik Hall
Lincoln, NB

Oaid.G. Mil 'r

Manpowen Divi on
535 Kansas Ave., Room 900
Topeka, KS 66603

Robert L. Morgan
Center for Oecupational Education
Poe Hall
Raleigh, NC 27607 %

Raymond E. Morrison
'Los AlaMos Scientific Laboratory
Diamorid.Drive

Los Alamos, NM 87544

Leonard Lecht
The Conference Board
845 Third Avenue
New York, NY 10022:,,

Dtto Legg
U.S. Oflice Of Edutation
5606 ROB
7th and D St. S.W.
Washington, DC 20202,

-

Michelle Lester
University of Hawaii
Bachman 101, 2444 Dole St
Honolulu, HI0 96822

James E. Long
Governor's Office c,).npower
305 E. MOnroe
Springfield, IL 62701

Thaine D. McCormick
U.S. Offfce of Education/BOAE
601 E. 12th
Kansas City, MO 64106

Eldon D. McGinnis
Governor's Committee on Manpower°
Planning
Suite 900, 535 Kansas Ave.
Togekax KS 66603
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J. B. Morton
State Dept. of Educatfbn
1515 W. 6th
Stillwater, OK 74074

I.
Frank McGuire
Governor's Office of Manpower
Administration
3157 Cirrillos Rd.
Santa Fe, NM

Edward T. O'Donnell
548 Essex St.
Weymouth, MA 02188

Ralph'Ogden
Indiana Board bf Vocational
Technical Education
120 W. Market, 16th Floor
Indianapolis, IN 46204

Harvey 011is
Michigan Dept. olrEducation/
Vocational EdUcation
Box 928
Lansing, MI 48906

Donald D. Osburn
University of Missouri
213 Mumford Hall

C.0.1tAJI1 145201,

c
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James Parker
New Mexico State Dept. of
Education_

Education Building
Santa.Fe, NM 87503

Krishan_K. Pauf
523 baids Dr.
*Brentwood. TN 37302

Kay Raithel
Missouri Advisory Council

: for Vocational Education
630 W. Main St.
Jefferson City, MO 65101

Byron Rawls
U.S. Office of Education/BOAE
601 E. 12th St.
Kansas City, NO 64106

MarV D. Reid
Office of Manpower Penning
226 E. Dunklin
Jefferson City, MD 65101

William Riley
Office.of Manpower, Office of
*the Secretary. HEW
400 6th St. S.W.
Washington, DC

B. W. Robinson
2009 Wayne
Jefferson City, MO 65101

Alan'Roskam
5501 Coe Drive
Wichita, KS 67208,

Mark Sanders, Deputy Director
of State Operations

800 Capitol Mall
Sacramento, CA 95804

Fred Santaniello
1 Wdybossdtt Hill
Providence.* 02908

Robert L. Schmalfuss

228 Knott Building
Tallahassee, FL 32304

Joyce R. Shackett
University of Missouri
214 Middlebush
Columbia, MO 65201

Geri tmith
RCU-Tennossee
909.Mountcastle
Knoxville, TN 37916

John R. Sojat
Florida Dept. of Education

f1111:h:::141,11 32304

Harvey E. Sokolow
W301sWcoenstsimniMafflnpiri Council

Madison, MI 53711

Bahman Sotoohi
43 Homestead APts.
Columbia, MO 65201

Harold Siarr
Center for Vocational Education
1960 Kenney Rd.
Columbus, OH 43210

lyevid W. Steve0s.
217 Middlebush
.UniversitY of Missouri
Columbia, MO 65201 .

4.

James R. Tarr
Office of Manpower Planning
1801 S. Gadsden St.
Tallahassee, FL' .32301

0
LAn M. Taylor
HEW Regioniv
50 7th St. N.E. Room 555

Atlanta, GA 3623 .

Les.ThomPson
U.S: Offtte of Education/BOAE
601 East 12th
Kansas City, MO 64118

Art Vanals

.tlirnilesatil.Dept... of Sducalign,
CaPitol Square Building
St. Paul, MN 55101



"1.

JOhn Halter
308.Main.Capitol.
Harrisburg,'PA 1i120

Emanuel Weinsiein
. U.S. Bureau ofLabor Statistics

441 G Street N.M.
Washington, DC '20212

Michael Weissman
-City 1 County of DenverAanpower
1037 204 St.
Denver, CO 80202

Glenn White
State'Dept. of Education
P.O. Box 480
Jefferson City, MO 65101

John J. Wilkinsom
Rhode Island Dept. of4gducition
/2 Hayes St.
Providence, RI 02908

Alan Williams
Massey University
-Palmerst8h.North, New Zealand

Jack A. WilsOn
Bureau of.Occupational andAdult
.Educatton r
P.S. Office of Education
400 Maryland Ave.
Washington,4IC 20202

Garth Yeager
DepartMent of Education
2019 Lindbergh
Springfield, IL "12705

Chryitk. Zaglift
Governor's.Manpower Office -si104,-. -0
720 AMerican Center BuildigiFF"
St. Paul, MN 55101
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by
Joyce R. Shackett
Research Associate

;1

Human Resources Rese ch Program
University-of Missou - Columbia

" Columbia, Missou 65201

. _ .

Prepired for i Nntional tonference on

Occupatianal.ons491,..
Program Plannlng 1filIoselicamples

. - reech Trainingl-ciailY, -.

io0. Overland Park,lansa
.

, July 11, 1975.
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DATA ISSUES

4111
a

Introduction

Projecting the future employment level and mix for educational

planning purposes involves extrapolating industry employment trends,

and then converting these industry'projections into their Occupational

components. The decennial Census of Population inclOdes a breakdown

of each industry's employment into its occupational composition for

each state. While not all industry or occupational categories are

represented for a given stete in a particular Census year,-the 1970

Census industrPeccupation matrix allows for 22814iustry designations

and 442-occupations. These desionations'diffir acbss Cenius years

also. 'These occupational percentages can be applied to projected in-

dustry private,win and salary employment to obtain projected occupa-

tional employment.

:
Using additional data filom the sista Census reybrts, private wage

and salery employment by industry can be adjust include 1) self-

employed, 2) unpaid family workers. and 3) 0110 ..employment for

each occupation )11 each industry. Adjusted occupa 1 employment

can then be.summed across-011 relevant tedustries to get total pro- .

jetted employment in eiCh occupation.

The starting point fn projecting future employment trim& is col -

A lecting good data'on private wage and salary employment by industry
m

for previous points in time. Various factors must be considered in

selection of a data source. These factors:which have been dissIssed

in a more general context pteviously, are:

I. geographic aggregation

Z. industry ciasslffgation

3. historical thee plispod for employment data series

4. frequency of datiLobservatioas

Geo4raphic

e re a greater number of reliable data sources for state-

wide emplo t than employment bly county, so geographical aggregation

must be carefu y considered in the context of the use(s) to be made

of the projecti s. Another consideration,is.that the larger the

geographic unit hosen as an employment base, the mpre stablearifi be
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the emprigtnt paths projected. Finally. if a geographic region in-

cludes territory in two or more states, it mekbe difficult to find a

datapurce presenting sectly the same listing of industrial detail

for all of the states inluded.

Industry Detail

Another factor to be conetdered with regard to the vse(s) to be

made of the output,* the level of industrial detail chosen. Industries

are classified under the ttandard Industrial ttassification (SIC) sys-

tem. The coding is numerical., with an increase in the level of indus-

trial detail signified by an frirease lo the number of digits in the

code.

Major industries have a 2 digit code. Each major industry is

divided into more detailed inattry componemts with 3 digit codes. in

addition, each 3 digit indestgy component is classifted into still more

finelif detailed industry elements with 4 digit codes. Finally, groupiwoo
of re ted 2 digit industries are aggregated to form divisions. For

e. mining is a division formed of the ,14. In this

divi ion. SIC 10 is metal mining. SIC 104 i d and sliver ores. -

while SIC 1042 is lode gold.

Generally, more data have beenikallected for the broader levels

of industry detail than for fine detail. For 3 or 4 digit industries,

data sources are very scarce. Usually the choice must be made between

2 digit or divisional detail in developing employment trends.

An SIC division may provide a more stable employment trend than

its 2 digit components could provide separately. However, valuable

informetion may be obtained by projecting the components, 4664illy

if any componert has an occupational distribution significantly dif-

ferent from the occupational breakout for the entire division. In this

case46if all the industrial components of the division are not fol-

lowing the same growth path over time, prOlcting.W
division es"

plo)ment and then converting to occupational employment might give

significantly different results than projections for each component

separately would generate. Projecting the components separately would

yield the more accurate estimate of future occupational employment.

To summadze, it is best to project components of a division rather

than the division itsillf when the components have differing dtcopational

4111a
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breakout patterns and are following different growth paths. This is

likely to pccur in a division such as "Manufacturing". SIC 19 - 39.

Time Period Covered

The selection of a time period to use in developing the industry-

occupation employment trend is critical. In general, it is good to

have a relatively long tire period so as to establish a reliable pro-

jection trend. However, if the period is too long it may encompass a

growth trend that has become obsolete. Too short a time perioa may

yield unreliable projections due to insufficient data to establish a

trend.. It is possible that different time periods may be appropriate

for different industries in developing possible future,growth paths in

employment.

Frequencies of Observations .

The desired of observitions must also be selected. This

generally ranges monthly employment to yearly average employment.

Within a given time period, monthly data can yield a high number of

observations, which is statistically preferable. However, increasing

the frequency of observations may also introduce serial Correlation,

which would produce unreliable estimates unless certain adjustment

procedures are applied6v, some figures for annual employment

are averages of monthly or quarterly data, while others are taken for

a specific point in time during that year. For example, the County

Business Patterns employment series represents data collected once a

year for a pay period centered in March. Care must be taken when

usilig data that may not reflect or adequately represent actual average

yearly employment, remembering that the purpose of the projection

activity is to generate information for educational planning.

These factors, among others, must6-considered when chOosing a

data source. The critical issue is that there is always a trade-off

problem. Each data souroe offers a unique combdnationlof industrial

detail, observational tingspans, geographical area of coverage%d

so on. For example, a source revealing 3 digit SIC employment may

be computed only at the state-wide level. Another source may have

idigit SIC employment detail by county, but be available only for a

short time period. The relative merits of the various data sources

must be examined to find the best data choices for one's specific goals.
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. In addition, once a data source is chosen, it should be examined for

defects. It may have areas of built-in'Weakness (e.g., poorly covered

industries or incomplete firm coverage) which may or may not be speci-

fied by the presentatioh accompanying the data. In addition, there

may be problems due to improper collection procedures. Suppose we

have several data sources which allegedly present the same data, de-

veloped by differing collection and estimatf6n procedures. If the

figures differ for specific industries, then only one data source is

closest to being correct for the instance being checked. How to de-

termine which source is best for one's,own purpose is a difficult de-

cision. Some guidelines may be found by studying the data collection

procedures and how thOP differ. Another possibility is-to match the

15

data for the proper year to corresponding figures from the decennial

Census to see which source most closely tches the Censu yt that

point in time. A problem here is that ther data sourcOS frequently

/peport employment collected by place of work while the Census reports

employment by place of residence. If different time trends are ob-

F-served for an industry, there are specific five year census publica-

tions which may give more guidance in choosing the correct data,mAirce-1

(see below). Unfortunately, it is probable that no single data source

is best for all industry employment calculations.

There are a number of specific data source presentation and col-

lection methods that cause data sources to present data items ditfering

in content. Comparability of data items from different data sources

is affected by such methods.

Place of Residence - Place of Work

When comparing industry employment figures from different data

sources in-an effort to choose the best data source, cerisin probleMs

arise. First, there is the place of residence versus place of work

issue mentioned briefly-above. Some data sources present industry

employment by place of work. For such data sources the basic re-

porting unit of employment is the firm or the employer. Other lite

sources, such as the various government Census reports, pre ent data

by place of residence. For those data the basic reporting. nit is the

individual employee's-hoysehold or residence -SoMe individu Is live

in one county and work in'another or even live in.one state and work in
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another_ As a/result, industry employment figures from place of resi-

dence data will not necessarily correspond closely to the equivalent

figures from place of employmenApeata. ...........

Seasonal AdJusteent .

Another factor to no t t most data sburces present seasonally

unadjusted data. _In,* rin9 to winter, if monthly data is

presented, some indletti xh/bit a seasonal influence on em-

ployment. For exargad, a 1 will have high employment in the

late spring, summer, 4141cLearly 11 months, and low employment the

rest of the year. If idilttsource presents employment for one speci-

fic month out of the year, and the specific industry has an lsrnent

level influenced heavily by the seasons, then the emptoyment ii; gure

for that lidustry will not represent or even approximate the verage

yearly employment. As a result, the single month's employment'for

such an industry will not necessarily correspond closely with an average

.
yearly employment from another data !purce or with employment from the

same month from a data source adjusted to allow for seasonal influences.

Whit Disclosure

A further problem occurs with the application of the disclosure

rule. The disclosure rule states that it is improper to publish em-

ployment data in any case where it would tend to reveal the Operations

of an individual firm or organization. It is notoermink %Win such

a case to present industry employment, but it is permis Ihrithough
.

not required, to present the size of firm distribution, or t e 'Cris -

tribution of the firm in the industry classified by number of em-

ployees. The exact ruling of what criteria classify an employment

figure as belonging to a category which may not be published /s not

_ . clealla The varlOus emplqyment figures,which may not be disclosed are

usually signified by a "0". The presence of "D's" in a data source

employment report for specific industries makes it very difficult to '

compare employment in these industries with corresponding industry

ezoloyment from other data sources.

Employment Versus Work Force

A final issue is the difference between employment, the work

force, and the labor force. The labor force consists of ovions 16
,
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br older who are members oilkhe noninstitutionel populitfon and who

are either employed or unemployed but actively marking employment. Data

,to estimate the labor force is collected on a.place of residence basis.

The work force"coprts of the number of jobs holdplus the number of

unemployed personsli .The work.force is estimated with place of employ-

ment data and records oi dnehOioyment insurance clailents. The work

force count of jobs invOives multiple counting for a person holding

repre than one jobv while the labor force counts such a person only once.

\This is the basis of the major difference betmeen'the estimates for the

work force and the labor force. Employment is a different figure from

both the labor forte andmork force estimates since the latter estimates

bilip include figures for the number of unemployel,persons. As a re-,

suit. it is inaccurate to comparVeoployment data with data on the work

fbrce and labor force.

Specific Data Soirces

An important reference to employment data sources is entitled State

Industry Employment Estimates.' (See Chart II.)2 This paper lists 5

'major sources of private wage and salary employment dlitt:

1: CES"(Current Employment Statistics), commonly referred to as "Work-

force" data or "790" dotal.

2. E$ -202 (Une4loyment Insurance Records), also known as "Ul" data.

3. Ounty Business Patterns

4. Census of Manufactures

lp 5. Census of BUsiness

This paper is a very valuable source of information on tndustrY
.

projection methodology and specific data source areas of weakness.
.

Othpeeialized data sources are available foe specified in-

dustry groupings. These include the Census'of Mineral Industries,.the

Census of Construction Industri Censue of Transpertation,-the

Census of Retail Trade, the v,q1 Wholesale Trade, the Census of

'State Industry Employment Estima s: a paper fnyn the Natflonal -
State Nallitry.- Occupational hatr x vrogram, Bureau of Labor Statis-
tics, Sitt Louis, Mo., November 14-16, 1972.

2
Ibid, p. 3.
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CHART II

Major Sources that States Could Use to
Develop Industry Employment Estimates

Class of worker-or its adjustment

1. Wage and salary workers

A.1

2. Adjustments -to wage and salary data
A. Unpaid absences
B. Mul ti ple Jobhol ders

3. Self-employed workers

4. Unpaid family workers

5. Government workers
A. Federal government rkers

B. State government work

*

C. Local government worke

*6. Special estimates
A. Agricultural fndustry

B. Forestry industry

C. Fishery.industry

'D. Private households

1. CES (Current Employment
.Statistics)
ES-202 (Unemployment Insur-
ance Records)
County Business Patterns
Census of Manufacturers
Census of Business

2. A. Factors supplied by BLS
B. Factors supplied by BLS

3. Decennial Census AL
Factors supplied by BLS

4. Decennial Census .

Factors supplied by BLS

5.

6.

A. UCFE (in ES-202 records)
Data supplied by BLS for .

perapns not covered by UCFE
Fadtbrs supplied by BLS.

J. Public Employment (yearly
census of government

Decennial Census
Factors supplied by BLS

C. Public Employment (yearly
census)

Factors supplied by BLS

,!;.-,DeCennial Census.

"Factor supplied by BLS
B. Decennial Census

Factor supplied by BLS
C. Decennial Census

Factor supplied by BLS
D. Decennial Census

Factor supplied by BLS

.7. Final adjustment 7. Factor supplied by BLS

The estimates fo, these industries are derived separately from the
method used for the other industries.

)Ok

Source: State Industry Eeployment Estimates: a paper from the National-
nrig-Induslry Ocgupatioili1 T5171-x Program, Bureau of Labor
Statistics, St. Louis, Missouri, November 14 - 16, 1972, p. 3.
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Selected Services, City Emptyment, Locol Government Employment in

lected Metropolitan Areas and Large Coliphjes, Public Employment, the

nsus of Governments, the Census of Agriculture, and Farm Labor Reports.

The Current Employment Statistics (CES) Program t!'a federal-

state project operated jointly by State Employment SecUrity Agencies,

the BUreau of Labor Statistics, and the Manpower Administration in 44

states and the District of Columbia. cre7-temaininIstates, the

program is condpcted by a cooperative effort of State 14partments of

Employment Security and the Bureau of Labor Statistics. Data are based

on information from payroll records from a representative sample of in-

dustrial, commercial, and government establishments. As a result, em-

ployment is reported by,place of work. These records are voluntarily

submitted to State Agencies. The coverage includes non-farm eivate

wage and salary estimates of employment by tadustry. k5luded employ-

ment categories are proprietors. self-employed, domestic workers in pri-

vate homes, and unpaid family wOrkers. Other information available from

CES, or Workforce, data include weekly earnings and average hours worked.

Employment and Earnings-States and Areas presents annual data from

1939 to the most current year compiled and published. It is prepared by

the Bureau of Labor Statistics, U.S. Department of Labor. Industry elw

ployment for the nation and for state gro s are available by industry

divisions. Single state and Standard Met itan Statistical Areas

(SMSA's) have industry employment up to e 3 d level of detail, with

detail levels varying from state to s te and SMSA to SMSA.

Employment and Earnings is a mor hly report published by the BLS

giOing national, state, and area statistics on emproyment, unemploy-

ment, hours, earnings, etc. EmployMent and Earnings, U.S. presents an

annual series of historical national statistics for non-agricultural

industries.
3

3
All Employment and Earningp data are for sale from the Superin-

tendent of Documents, U.S. Government printing Office, Washington, D.C.,
20402; from Government Printing Office bookstores; or from BLS Regional
Offices in Boston, New York, Philadelphia, Atlanta% Chicago, Dallas,
Kansas City and San Francisco.
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Workforce data on a county level is available on a limited basis.

Typically, county data presents employment by indusSry division in the

form of monthly data, seasonally unadjusted. The length of time these

observations have been published and the'level of industrial detail may

vary from state to state. Occisionally employment froli several divisions

will be combined in a single category for a given countY in order to

avoid disclosing the operations of individual establishments or business

operations. This means !pat not all counties necesiarily present the

same industry employment categories. County data m4 usuallY be ob-

tained from state Divisions of Employment Security.

Unemployment Insurance records, or UI, present p ivate wage and

salary employment by,industry for each month. Data a e available by

county and by state. For Missouri, county data are available since

1967: This time span will vary in other states. The data is collected

by place of employment and is Act seasonally aldjusted. In Missouri 2

digit.detail is available. Some states.have 3 digit detail. '

Certain factors make the UI employment figures weak in certain in-.

dustries. Industry employment data are particularly sUspect in eleven

SIC industries (see attached table).
4

This affects the three divisions

of transportation; finance, insurance and real estate; and service. The

services division is commonly underestimated because UI laws do not

cover nonprofit organizations.

In,Missouri, prior.to 1972, employment of establishments hiring

' 1 - 3 employees was reported only on a voluntary basis since such

establishments were not required to establish unemployment insurance

coverage for their employees. Such problems will ekist in other states

for various years and sizes of establishments. In some states, specific

employees may not be counted due to various UI rules regarding minimum

period of time worked of wages earned by the employee. The UI data for

agriculture are gross underestimates, at least for the state of Missouri.

4
State Industry Employment Estimates: a paper from.the National-.

State TWEitry - Occupational MarrITT5Tiiram, Bureau of Labor Statistics,
St. Louis, Missouri, November 14 - 16, 1972, pp. 5 - 6.
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4
. Industries That Have

SIC ,Industry

40 Railroad transportation

421 Trucking, local and long
distance

3

44 Water transportation

474 Rental of railroad cars

63 Insurance carriers

673 Trusts

80 Medical and other health
services

82 . Educational services

84 Museums, art galleries,
botanicia and zoological
gardemS

86 Nonprofit membership

892 Nonprofit educational
scientific research
agency

TABLE I
.

Weak or Unavailable U. I. Data

Comments

No U.I. data is available.

U.I. data must be supplemented with
figures ef emptoyment of truck lines
owned by railroads-(approximately
3.000 nationally).

U.I. data available but ilia due to,
lack of correspondence between place
of employment and state of coverage.

U.I. data must be supplemented with
figures of employment of companies
renting railroactcars which are con-
trolled directlfor indirectly by
railroad companies (nationally 5,000
approximately).

Very limited U.I. coverage since U.I.
laws do not coVerinsUrance carriers .

who are on a straight commiaion in
39 states. ,k
No U.I. coygpage for SICA732 - edu-
cational,'Iligious, and charitable
trusts since these establishments
are primarily nonprofit organizations.

No U.I. coverage for SIC 806 or 809
since most of these establishments
in these SIC's are nonprofit which
are not covered by U.I.

U.I. available bu may Rot-ba.reliable.

Very little U.I. coydrage since iost of
the establishments in this SIClir,01a67-
profit which are nocOvered 069.1j:

Very little U.I. coverage.seince. Matt&
the establishments in this SICare'nOn-.
-profit-which are-not-covered-by 1.1.4:-Iewsr-

Very little U.I. coverage since most of
the establishments in the SIC are non-
profit which are not covered by U.I. laws.

Source: State Industry,Employment Estimates: a paper from the National-
MEI Industry - OccupatioiralTOM Program, Bureau of Labor
Statistics, St. Louis, Missouri, November 14 - 16, 1972, pp.
5-6.
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Count4 Business Patterns data is prepared by the Bureau of the

- .Census with cooperation from the Social Security Administration.5 The

reports, are a statistical derivation from employment and payroll infor-

mation reported on Treasury Form 941, Schedule A.1 supplemented bY a

special survey of multiunit companies. Data represent the following

types of employment covered by the Federal Insurance Contributiohs

ACt: 4.311 coverecrwage and salary employment of private nonfarm am-

ployers and of nonprofit organizations under mandatory coverage and

employment of religious, charitable, educational, and other nonprofit

organizations covered under the elective provisions of the FICA. 5'4te

and local gove-rnment employees, self-employed persons, farm Workers,

domestic service workers reported separately, and railroad (sic 40

workers are not covered.

Data are available by state and by countY annuallY from 1964. Emr

ployment figures are for the mid-March Pay period.by place pf employ-
-00

ment. ,Agriculture is not well covered.

Nominally data is available at the 4 digitilevel of detail, but on

the county level this is largely negated.hy the Census disclosure rule. ,

The role, as noted above, forbids publication of employment figures when

they would tend.to rekal the operations of individual firmS or organi-

zations. The result is that in smell counties, even.divisional em-

ployment may be withheld from publication. When emploYment for an in-

' dustry is withheld, the distribution of the employment size,of the firms

is printed. For example, SIe 20 has 3 firms of size 4 - 7 employees,

and so on-.
710

5
The official citation is U.S. B

ness Patterns. Ye4r_.destredt 11,5
177704T17- it is Offered for"
at the above address. The publication da
tapes or punched cards. Detail at the 2.
1962 and 1964 - 972 or the latest yeat.
tail is available from 1964 to the mott,
2, 3, and 4 digit

reau.of the Censu

ernMeM-P.rinting.
le by he 54perinte

is also a
level

repared.
rrent year

detail is available from 1965 to th
year prepared. This data may be ordered feom the Chie Economic Sta-
tistics and 5urveys Division, Bureau of the Census, Washington, D.C.
20233. (The Library of Congress card number referencing the Publica-
tions is 49 - 45747.)

. %

Cot_jr Busi-

nt of Documents
ilable on computer
available for
nd 3 digit de-
pared. while
st current
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The various economic censuses are required by law under Title 13 of

the United States CodeACongress authorized them to be taken at 5 year

'intervals for years ending in 2 or 7, beginning in 1967. Many of fhe

censuses had been compiled for 5 year intervals for many years prior to

1967, however. In 1972,.ecenomic censuses were prepared*for manufacturing,

mining and quarrying, construction, retail trade, wholesale trade, selected

^servict industriei, traAportation:,and government units. All such cen-

suses are slibject . ToSure rule cited above.8

The Census..,e:.,,Z.. gstries7 breaks out data at both the state

and county level. .. e data reveals employment and the qumber of.estab-

nts for eac ndustry by 2 digit SIC code, with a partial Supple-

and 4.digitdetail.jh County data gives the number of establish-/

fle .14,eimploiment,size clAdMV for each industry t 3 digit SIC code.

l'he acaT leve1 otimplo t was not published by county as of 1967,

althoUghji illay,be'04bliibed in more current volumes. Stite gtoups, such

as New Eqgleea., MidNie Atlantic, and so on, present employment.up to the

4 digit leveltof industry detail. Additional data items are included,

such as selected eZpenses by SIC, capital expenditures by SIC, payroll

'by SIC, etc4"for all geographic levels presented.

The Census of Construction Industries 8 offers state data giving the

number of establishments and the number of employees by industry up to

the 4 digit leyel of detail. As of 1967 do county data were presented.

Other'data includes the number of proprietors, total receipts, materials

used, and so on, all by SIC code.

6
All are prepared by the U.S. Bureau of the Census. U.S. Government

Printing Office, Washington, D.C., 20402. They are offered for sale by
the Swerintendent.of Documentsat_the_above_addressMost-of,them are-
also available from any Department of Commerce field office. When plac-
ing an order, the year of data desired should be specified, as well as
the name of the state or states that are of interest and the specific
economic census. The order should specify whether area statistics or
just nationwide statistics are desired. In addition, most large libraries
or university libraries should have access to copies of these volumes.

7
The Library of Congress card number is A66 - 7829.

8The Library of Congress card number is 79 - 609528.
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The Census of Transportation9 apparently.offers no employment fig-

urei at all. It does offer travel figures, truck inventory and use data

and commodity transportation surveys.

The Census of Retail Trade,offers the number of paid employees for

tile week including March 12 for the State, Standard Metropolitan Statisti-

cal Areas, coun es with 500 establishments or more, cities with 500

'establishments more, and for all counties, and cities of 2500 inhabi-

tants or more. The table of all counties and cities of,2500 people-or

more offers industry division detail only. The other geographic tailles

offer 2 digit_dotail with a partial break of up to 4 digit detail. Other

included data are payrolls, the number of proprietorships, etc.

The Census of Wholesale Trade gives the number of paid employees

for the week including March 12 by industry! State data has 4 digit de-.

tail. SMSA data has up to 4 digit detail, with therlevel.of detail

%%tying frolm SMSA to SMSA. Counties with 200 wholesale establishments

or' more show 3 digit detail. All counties and citieq of 5000 inhabitants

or more have divisional detail only. Among other Lidt4 items are in- 4

cluded.inventories, payroll, sales, etc.

The Census of Selected Services covers SIC codes.701 and 703,.72,

73, 75, 76, 78, and 79, 8072, 81, and 891. The number of establishments,

receipts, payroll, and paid employees for the including March 12

are publishid. For the state, SMSA's, count Lh 300 establishments

or more, and.cities,wilb 300 estab ishients or re, data is,available

by industry up to the '4 digit le 1 of detail. For all couniies and

cities of 2500-inhabitants or m6e, the data are listed only for all

selected servicei combined.10

the,1Census,of Minufactures,11 although it.fs pUblished at 5 year

9 The Library of Congress card number.is 76 - 607509.

10
Prior to 1972, specifically in 1167, the censuses of

trade, retail trade, and selected services.were included as
Census of Business.- The Library of Congress card number is

,Orders for these censuses in the early years of publication
to the Census of Business, requesting the volume giving the
sector -dieTiTiid.

11
The Library of Congress card number is 74 - 609524.

'14.1.1.
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intervals, offers both annual data and 5 year interval datall, Total manu-

facturing employment by state and SMSA is listed for all years covered

between 5 year publications and often for a few years further back. At

5 year intervals, the number of estabTishments and employment for manu-.

facturing industries up to the 4 digit level of detail is listed for v.

states and SMSA's. By county, employment is given by 2 digit SIC, along

with the distribution of esta6lishments by employment and size class. .

TAleb.,Census of Governments
12

includes a wealth of information on

emplbyment by industry a'nd by function.0000 with various payroll/Oka-

tistics. Federal, state, and local goyernment employment for October is

presented by level of government, byllregions of states, and by state.

Full-time tmployment, part-time employment, and full-time equivalent

employment is published. Local government employMent and payrolls',are

given for individual counties, again for October of the relevant year.

A City Employment
13

is antnnual publication also issued by the qureau

of the Census along with the U.S. Department of Commerce. It includetl

the number of.local government employees and payrolls for cities and

selected urban towns and 'townships having.50,000 inhabitants or more.

The data are re0Orted for October oftach year. The figures also are

presented by state. Full-time equivalent employment for the various

geographical units is presented by variouiselected muniOpal functions,

such as" police protection, water supply; etc.

,Another annual publication is LOcal Government EmplOyment in Se-

lected Metropolitan Areas and Large Counties.14 This publication lists

lpcal,government employment and paifrolls in the 72 largest SMSA't for

October by the SMSA component counties and.by function. Other selected

local goVernment figures are aIso presented. _ :

12
The Library of Congress card number is A6e- 7201.

. _

13
Can be ordered

20233.

the Bureau of the Census, Washington, D.C.,

14_ Yr
awned by the'6.S. Bureau of the Census, U.S. Government Printing

Office, Washington, D.C., 20402. It is offered for sale by the Superin-

.0 tendent of Documents at this address. (The Library of Congress card
number is 74 - 611354.
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Public Employment
15

is a final source of government employment. "It:

is an annual publication. Data figures are for October of eachyear. The

number of public employees is reported by level of government'and by state.

This report includes federal employment within each state. Employoent

ind pa)molls of state and local governments are presented by type of

government and by state. Full-time equivalent emploiment of state and

local governments is published by function and hy state. Many other

government statistics are available in this publication. All data figures

are unavailable at the county or SMSA'level.

Of the previous sources discussed, Iny. Employment, Local Government

Employwent in Selected litan Areas and Large Counties, and Public

Employment are all ann4 publications based on a survey of.government

emplo n October. The survey coverage for,each state applies to

government an a random sample of 1oCii governments selected

total number of local governaents speCified in the most recent

Census f Governments. Public Employment fresents employment only to the

state le , while Local Government Employment insiplected, MetroPolitan

Areas and a Counties extends data presentation to the level of

coUnties c Sing SMSA's.- Eitx,Erployment offers further data for

municipalities and major townships of a specified population or more.

Farm Labor Report16 is a good source for agricultural data.at the

state level. It is prepared by the United States Department of Agri-

culture. The data presented include farm employment by state. Farm .

employment represents the number of family and hired labor working

during'the survey week. Family labor includes farm operators working

on farms one hour or more lus other family members working 15 hours or

more without receiving wages. Hired workers Include all persons

wOrking one hour or more f r cash wages.

The Farm Labor Report as issueil monthly and presented monthly farm

15
Issued by the U.S. au of the Censds and offered for sale by

the Superintendent of Doc nts. Government Printing Office, Washingtpn,

D.C.,.20402. (The Librar of CongresS4erd number is 40 - 26613.

16
United States partmeneefAgri6lture, Statistical Repor ing

Service. Crop Repor ng Boai1asPIIngton, D.C., 20250.
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employment through Decembe'r of 1974. Tvinthly farm employment

covered persons employed during the la full calendar week ending,at

least one day before the end of the mo_th. Starting in 1975, the Farm

Labor Report became a quarterly issuej presenting quarterly estimates

of farm employment, based on the Quarterly Agricultural Labor Survey. It

is published in February, Mey. August, and November. It includes adjust-

ment factors for use in intermilatiwonthly data from the quarterly

estimates. The quarterly, estfates are based on two random samples co-

ordinated together. The first is a sample of employers of algricultural

labor, excludinglilricultural service firms. The second is a samili4

from a complete listimg of small partitioned units of Jed acnoss the

state;
slr

The Census of A iculture
17

was authorized under Title 13 of the

U.S. Code. Section k42 (a) provides for the census to be tadh in 1959

and each fifth year thereafter. Section191 provides that the census will

include each state. For years prior to 1959, the Census of Agriculture

was completed for various years ending in five and zero.

For bop the state ind county levels, farm employment is listed for

farms with12500 sales and over annually. .Thenumber of hired farm

workers art listed which worked 150 days or more out of the year. Also

listed are the number who worked less than 150 days of the year. The

numbereof hired farm employees are not available for farms with sales of

less than $2500 per year, but the number of such farms using hired farml

labor and the amount of money expended on this labor are presented. This

employment detail is that found in the latest published Census of Agri-

culture in 1969. Previous Censuses have differing formats.for presenting

farm mmployment data collected.

The entire Census opAgriculture is subject to the Census disclosure

rule discussed hefore. Ii;is necessary to study specific state volumes

for iAformatf6 on Mame of the Census, sampling procedures, and

4

17
U.S. Department of Commerce, Social and Economic Statistics

Administration. Suggested Citation: U.S. Bureau of the Census. Census
of Agriculture, Year, Volume 1, Area Report, State, Section number,
Nimary Dati or May Data.
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cam:5::bility of datt with previous Airs of data collectedr:

In closing, it is important to note that wage data, payroll data,

and other valuable information frequently accompany employment data for

most of the-data sources listed tbove. Local libraries are often able

to obtain copie.p of the publications if requested to do so.

There are often differencem in the data base from state to state

for the same source; e.g., in the number of years the data have been

reported and published: in the industry detail level of4pred, and irikthe

quality of the data. Another probl4em arises when there are changes in

the SIC code system. SIC code changes occur when there are revisions

of the SIC Matual. When this happenir the definitions of specific kinds

of business, or tind-of-business classifications, change. The most

recent change occurred in 1972, with the 1972 SIC Manual listing various

code changes Am the code system in the previous 1967 SIC Manual. The

1967 SIC Hernial had listed changes made from the coding for the 1957 SIC

Manual. Sae data sources presenting information by SIC detail all re-

6.1/4
cent changes in the code, and some even convert their tables to both

coiling systems wheneverSossible. It is important to be aware of SIC

code Changes when developing time trends or comparing data itenm

different points in time.

Finally, this paper attempts a listing only of major d sources

whike coverage spans the entire United States. The res offers in-

formation on data sources that will be available to a investigator

wtose geographical scope is defined as an area within the Untted States.

Other data sources than those listed above will exist that are specific

tm,certain states or areas. Such data sources may be valuable to the

investigator Who deals with a geographic area which they co . Investi

gators should allimpt to find localized data sources specific to eir

area of interest to supplement the major data sources covered here.
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Since the writing of the MOTIS volume Occupational Classification

Systems and Vocational Education Planning,1 research in the area has"

continued through The Human Re,ers ResearCh Program, University of

Missouri - Columbia through the auspices of a Part C grant from The

Bureau of Occupational and Adult Education, U.S. Office of Education; and

under grants from the Missouri State Department of Elementary and

Secondary Education.

A recently completed study assessecrthe degree to which the func-

tioning of occupational labor markets ii consistent with the predictionstr

of the competitive hypothesis of economic theory. In the following

pages, which constitute the final chapter of this study the findings are

reported and an interpretation of these.findings provides a basis.fpr

arguing that occupational classification systems should receive consid-

erable attention from manpower and educational planners. Concepts and

research avenues which could aid the development of improved occupational

classification systems are proposed.

Imterpretation of Results and
Suggestions for Future Research

This interkets the general resulti of our tests of the competitive

hypothesis. It offers some suggestis for future research and offers

suggestions to manpower and educationaNlanners and policy makers. A'

unifying concept for future efforrsn occupational classification is

introduced.

Interpretation of Results

This study generally does not 4nd significant correlations for the

data configurations tested. For each data configuration tested, the null

hypothesis is that there wili be no corrilation between relative occupa-

tional employment changes and relative occupational income changes. A

finding of significant carrelition would be consistent with the short run

competitive hypothesis of labor market behaviorkand tact:insistent with the

null-hypothesis.

If the statistical findings'of this study are taiMn to truly repre-
f.

sent the state of the occupational markets during the 1960s, and if it is

thought that such a state currently prevai a; will, there are important

tiplications for analysts who produce projectS43 -.for use in educitional,

and manpower planning. With no apparent 90et ion between relative wage
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changes and relative employment changes for occupations in general, it

becomes important to perform intedsive analysis of individual occupations

to ascertain their unique responses to technological and.social change.

The general predictions of the comPetitive hypothesis are not available

to the educational planner.if the lack of correlations truly reflects,tlie

operation of labor markets. The short run prediction of the competitive

hypothesis is that there w I be a positive correlation between relative

Alkechanges in'occupational inco and employment. WO are asking here

whether Analysts should generally presume such a relition,spip. Our .

analysis does not indicate that they should. Analysts working'with meth-'
i

odologies of educational ind manpower planning which wait wages,as

explicit factors might take some solace fromthis fact, but as succeeding

comments indicate, they should'not see it as'a strong indication that

their methodologies are "correct"
..

Alternative general formulations are not sufficiently.developed to

iprovidea generaf,pla'nning.framework. ,In regards to dual and radical

!invesfigitiOns ;f4he labor ikkets.At is important to realize that they

currently suggest.pitiftivo anAjyils,-oeindividual cases, segmentations..
,

and the like. Theido pot offer' accepkabje general predictions. Cain,

has recently cOncli;did;thAtohisb.ijUdgmenticif
theD-R (dual-radical) chal-t"

9. 4
jeoge:is that it Cio.es'.not begin-to offer 4 thenix-of.the lalbor marketr- ,3at can,IlaCipneoolassilai theoryf.' 'iPi.is7. J.S certaiOy_Irue as re-

lqards educational planning...If the resufis. this'stud; Ind.Cain arethw

41,e,believe there is no compf-eheoiive ih y:of labor markets fnoM

rech Alucationa%olannert can confidently draw guicbvleo. ,.

.

.

oaci efirent defensq of tbe.competitilm hypothesis avit appligs to man-

power and.educatignal pliOning mitt apparentlifie abe on the.lomme..

COolid tiled by itsattadePs. As Pipre'has saidaintdefense of the dual-
., -L

:radical p igm: - .; '..q 'cr
, , ... , foi. one, aluot_abOnt to dfsmiss any of the coptrticts

li. PW3ectuse egollibmftric evidenie fails to:support tit: ,1 '

do liot-iveh/ to ignore the eymnietric 60dence; but 1,3m much
more kely to infer from that exigence that I 4int the strUc-
ture rdqg or.that they4lhe teonoNetricians) got me wrong V .

'. than tha the lab&markètstructureI have talked about .-
7 have no .reility a' do hq refiere An IxOlfdationN.

ThemilOblogy of this study'," conseevitive. I() the spiritsof

'-Iftore' Aselt , this'indicates gqod resdn ,irdi beileving.that .1',

%4 '

1 5,Si .

4':4

.. . :'
:
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competitive labor market behavior may be quite important. Statistical .

conservatism results in an increased probability of making a Type II

error. A Type II error occur , wh.n a null hypothesis is not rejected .

when it is actually false. Type II error in is study would occur if

the...lack of correlation resulted from the conser tive nature 0 the

methodology and not from actual competitive or non-competitive behavior
-

of the economy.

The Type II error concept is used here to encompass all sources el'
( ,

conservatism in the stUdy and not just the Kendall's Rank Order Correla-

tion statistic-employed. The basic sources of conservatism in this study

are (I) the occupational classification system employed (2) the types of )

relative changes measured (3) the use of npparametric statistics (4) the

cOmparison of two points in time (5) the e of data generated by the

Census questionnaire. .These sources hay been discussed in some detail

during this study and the reasons why they exert conservative influences

have been explained. The lack of a moretuitable occupational classifi-

cation system forced the use of one which forced the acceptance of con-'

servative.influences (2) - (5).

. The conservatism of this study makes an asymmetrical intefpretation

of its results appropriate. Due to our conseriative methodology, we

could, have had considerabArconfidence in significant correlations had

they been found: We cannot have a symmetrically HO level of confidence

that the lack of discovered Correlations truly represents the nature of

ter economy. S/atistically, a low probability of making a Type I error--

of rejecting the null hypothesis when it is true--is always accompanied

by a high probability of making a Type II error. Consequently, in this

study, our: general finding of no correlation is more likely to be in

error than a finding of significant correlation would have been.

future Research Suggestions ,

An agenda for future research should emphasize efforts to reduce the

conservative influences on studies such as this one. A main unifying

theme of future research must be the construction of approaches which

reduce'within-occupational category variance from various sources rela-

tive to between-category variance. This is.necessary if we are to ever

discover the values which resulCfrom being within an occupational cate-

gory. Such d$sCovery could in turn allow meaningful measures of
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differences between categories (such as measures of changes in incomes

and employment).

In order to reduce within-category variance for cekiin measures, it

may be neassary to increase it along other parameters. Such trade-offs
.

. are discussed in the Appendix which develops more fully the desirable

characteristics of an occupational classification system which were pre-

sented in Chapter III. To reduce within-category variance in a helpful

way it is necessary to determine the relative importance of various

occupational characteristics. In other words, it is necessary to decide

what attributes best distinguish along occupations for the purposes for

which occupatianal categories are to be used. Scoville has had some

success organizing jobs according to skill content.5 Scoville and others

have emphasize4 that an occupational classification cannot have universal

applicability because of trade-offs in variance reduction along Vhrious

parameters.
6

There are Ways to reduce the conservativeness of future stOdies

which do not require a revision or replacement of the Census occupational

classification system:

(1) T-he dtstributIonal characteristics of various occupational'
categories could be studied. This might result in a set of
categories which could confidently be analyzed parametrically,

(2) The income distribution.of an occupational category may
approach normaltty as may the distribution of income changes
among all categories. The application of robustness argu-
ments to allow the use of parametrics should be pursued.

The type of relative changes used in this study are conserva-
tive and thus obscure some of the differences between within-
avid between-category variances. The use of parametrics might
allow different types of relative changes to be calculated
and meaningfully analyzed.

f

(4) CoMparison of a category's inc

wo
distribution var nce could
he

included in the category in 196 and 1970. Div gent vart-

serve as an in4icator of whethe t same rk a ivities were '

C) ances might indicate changes in jobs or skill c ntent of jobs
. included in an occupational category.

(5) Analysis of individual occupational categories to determine
thelikely speed of supply adjustments could result in a set
of categories for which 10 years 10 more certainly a short run
period. Testipm this set of categories would result in a less
conservative test because of a decreased likelihood that com-
petitive forces had worked themselves out during the time
period. Similarly, more information ivgarding demand and

(3)
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supply elasticities would be Relpful in designing less con-
servative tests using the data files already created by this
study. US)ing categories with elasticity values kn to be
similar would narrow the range of plausible expl tions

of the results of an analysis.

The research suggested above would add considerably to our useable

knowledge. It seems likely, however,-"that an occupational classification

system better suited to labor market analysis will be necessary if we are

to come to trustworthy conclusions about the functioning of Occupational

labor markets. The next section addresses this peed.

Suggestions to Manpower and Educational Planning Policy Makers
and Practftioners

This study parallels many others in that nothing of immediate prac-

tical relevance was definitely discovered about the economic behavior of

occupational labor markets. *For instance, the findings of this study

areinconsistent with those of Freeman and Buechner. However, those two

studies, both of which parametrically explore the 1950-1960 decade using

Census data, are also in disagreemat with one another. Freeman found

that jIn general, industries also tended to reduce employment of occupa-

tions with rising wages..."7 while Buechner found that "...most indus-

tries substitute rising wage occupations for falling wage occupations.
.8

Studies in this area which employ currently available data sources are

apparently unlikely to yield strong or surprising results.9 Better data

sources must be developed if yocational training and manpower programs

are to be of lasting success.. Efforts such as the Comprehensive Employ-

ment and Training Act (CETAYcall strongly for more, and especially more

meaningfully defined, information regarding various occupaiions.

Perhaps the theoretical rallying point for the organization of fu-

ture data sources and sttigies of current or future data should be the

concept of entropy. Entropy is a concept which can help us tO choose

appropriate parameters along which to delineater,occupational categories

from one another. Entropy is a central concept of information theory.

It is well suited to analyzing'Nrrent mid propos occupational informa-
-

tion systems. As Theil has stated: "Many problem in the sqcial arA

administrative sciences concern the division of some given total into a

number of components: The question may then arise: How large is the

:degree of 'dividedness?' The entropy provides an answer to this ques-

tion."
10,
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\its
While the theoretical definition of entropy 10, mathematical form

general nature is conveyed here: 44

Given that we know that exactly one of a number of evenis is
bound to occur, and alTo the probabilities of occurrence, how-
much information will we receive when a message arrives stating
what actually happened? ;This amount of information is a random
variable and the entropyjs tts expectation. Also,
entropy may .be regarded as a measure of uncertainty regarding
the outcome, the.argument being that uncertainty prior to the-
arrival of the message and expected information provided by
the message are two sides of the'same coin. 11

Entropy is a coilcept in.the field of decomposition mathematics.

It can be conceptualized in at least two ways:

(1) as a measure of the expected information content of a message

(2) as a measure of uncertainty

Entropy can tell us."how much aggregation (of jobs into occupations) cgn

beperformed subject to a given maximum total information loss. u12 As

regards occupational classification and research in occupational labor

o

markets, entropy can provide a unifying standard by which to measure the

impacts of classifying a job into one occupational category or another. .

As a measure of Uncertainty and expected information content, entropy can

act as an indicator of the amount of "unusualness" that a particular job

haseith.respect to oiher jobs'in an occupational category. It can

thereby indicate when a job.is inappropriatelkclassified. Entropy can

similarly,indicate the degree of dividedness between one group of jobs

(occupation) and another according tO various parameters.

which are important for policy purposes can be adhered to
- '-

when an occupational classification sys structed

the entropy concept; The relative im rtance,of t

accounted for using the concept. Tr-.e-offs betw

The parameters

systematically

with the aid of

ters be

tures

of a system can te-consis yzed and th optim41 arran ements

selected. Currently existing systems can be yzed riith the entropy

concept to determine where they do and o ot delineate awn ccupations
in accordance with the desired characteristics or parameters.

- The entropy concept can help unify efforts to docUment and

occupational labor markets. 'It cannot replace hard decisions concerning

what information persons working in this trea desire to have collected,

but it can indfcate the relattve usefulness of specific information for

various purposes and it.cari indicate where trade-offs are necessary. A
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,

particular classification.sysiii cannot do all things; entropy can

indicate what its liCations are in various respects. If a system is*

multipurpose it is likely to achieve each of its purposes less accurately

than systems designed specifi ytfoe each of those purposes. Entropy

)111can indicate the loss of accu for one purpose that results from

changing the 4egree to which a system suits another purpose. At some

point, which purposes are paramount must become a policyjgdgment. This

jUdgment should be made explicitly. Existing systems generally do not

dodiunent explicit judgments of this type and are therefore difficult a

misleading to use for purposes of analysis.

The entropy approach seems to generate several avenues for policy

relevant future research. The conservatism of studies such as this one

could be appreciably reduced through such efforts: Within-category vari-rl.

ance would necessarily lessen a g pr4ority parameters if entropy

approaches were taken to rouping of jobs into occupations (mat

continues to be cru is the realization that classgication systems

that groW withou)lGnified direction will continue to yield mediocre 1

i-esults; they Ave too many purposes to-which they are only somewhat

committed or suited. Perhaps the initial contribution of an entropy

( approach will be to indicate the degree of suitability of various

ex4sting and proposed information and classification systems for various

purposes.

Conclusions

This study provides another:example of the need for better occupa-

tional Classification systems. If labor market.information is to im-

prove in scope and usefulness; classification systems which explicitly

recognize the trade-offs inherent in the construction of multipurpose

occupational categories must be devised.

Occupational classification ungprlies a great variety of manpower

and educational program etlforts. Sisting classification systems may

impede the success of these programs because they are unsuited to the

analyses which are called for by the programs.' Considering the costs

that the use off inappropriate systems may impose, considerable support

of resea;-ch on aggregation procedures, entropy applications and occupa-

tional classification systems seems warranted.
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